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Researcher, in the framework of the European Marie Curie Research Training Network project 
“Smart Structures” MRTN-CT-2006-035559, focusing on Computer Aided Engineering 
Approaches to Smart Structures Design. The research activities of one year, has been performed 
in the Structural Mechanics and Coupled System Laboratory (LMSSC) of the Conservatoire 
National des Arts et Metiers (Cnam), in Paris, under the direction of Prof. Roger Ohayon. The 
researchers at LMSSC/Cnam having a deep experience in structural-acoustics and piezoelectric 
finite element modelling.  
The experimental activity were conducted at the Italian Aerospace Research Centre (CIRA). 
The laboratory of Smart Structures (SMAS) under the direction of Dr. Antonio Concilio has 
been the centre where the finite element modelling, structural vibration, as well as definition and 
development of smart systems concepts, have been introduced to me. 
The Italian-French doctoral convention has been approved between the University of Naples 
"Federico II" and the Conservatoire National des Arts et Métiers (CNAM) under the protocol 
signed by the Ministries of Foreign Affairs and the University of France and Italy. 
Federico II, in fulfilment of the requirements, will assign the degree of Ph.D. in Aerospace 
Engineering. 
CNAM, in fulfilment of the requirements, will assign the degree of Ph.D. in Mechanical 
Engineering.  
Naples, January 2010. 
Monica Ciminello 
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Motivation of the work 
Smart materials have one or more properties that can be significantly changed in a controlled 
fashion by external stimuli, such as stress, temperature, moisture, pH, electric or magnetic 
fields. Smart materials that can damp mechanical vibration in an intelligent way (i.e. 
adaptability to environmental conditions changing), have long been heralded as the awn of a 
new era in the construction of automotive vehicles, airplanes and other structures that have to 
meet ever more demanding performance requirements. The dynamic performance of a structure 
may represent the main target of the design, as undesirable large-amplitude vibrations often 
impede the effective operation of various types of mechanical systems, including antennae, 
spacecrafts, rotorcrafts, automobiles, and sensitive instruments. It is therefore desirable to 
introduce structural damping into a system to achieve a more satisfactory response and to delay 
fatigue damages. Many types of smart materials are currently available or are at various stages 
of development. Applications are largely focused on spacecraft, aircraft and military industries. 
However, space structures have to minimize their weight extremely, with consequent increase of 
the flexibility level of some components. For this reason space structures are more prone to 
vibrations compared with structures on earth with less weight restriction. Moreover, vibrations 
are more difficult to suppress or control effectively for space structures than for structures on 
earth. Figure 1 illustrates one of the concepts of future space stations. We can easily see that the 
flexible truss structure is used for its construction. The structures connecting the several 
modules are flexible and light-weight trusses.  
Figure 1: International space station currently under construction 
There is currently a large effort underway to effectively suppress the vibration of structures. 
Researches for vibration control are roughly categorized into two groups; active vibration 
control and passive vibration control. Active vibration control that supplies energy to the system 
for suppressing the vibration is expected to have high performance in vibration suppression. In 
general, accurate mathematical models and fine-tuning for parameters are indispensable for 
making active vibration control feasible, however, it is usually quite difficult to construct 
precise mathematical models and to perform the fine-tuning for active vibration control, 
especially in space, because these structures have to be supported to cancel the influence of its 
own weight, which results in different environment for the structures. Secondly because, space 
structures are reassembled in space and therefore their construction is not expected to be 
accurate, etc. In conclusion, errors of mathematical models may damage the robustness for 
active vibration control. Controllers to damp vibration were implemented mostly in a purely 
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active arrangement, i.e. an electrical field is applied to the piezoelectric materials based on 
sensor feedback and control commands [FEN96, PKPM99, SC98]. This is shown in Figure 2, 
where the active controller produces an actuator-signal based on a sensor-signal from an 
accelerometer, velocity or strain sensor. Normally, active controllers are implemented in 
microprocessors that are connected to the sensors and actuators by special amplifiers as 
illustrated in Figure 2 a).  
Figure 2 (courtesy of [NIE05]) : a) Conventional vibration control and b) the piezoelectric shunting 
technique. The latter approach is described in the present thesis.  
These approaches have several disadvantages. First, every sensor and actuator needs bulky 
amplifiers (Amps) and the implementation with a digital microprocessor implies the use of anti-
aliasing and reconstructing filters (LP) and A/D, D/A-converters. This hinders the integration of 
the controller into the structure, which exactly would be required for smart damping materials. 
Additionally, the large instrumentation overhead raises the costs and extra power-supplies for 
amplifiers, filters, converters and the microprocessor are needed. This makes the system more 
sensitive to failures and the wiring of the power supply also becomes difficult.  
On the other hand, passive vibration control uses energy-dissipative mechanism with dampers, 
frictional devices, electric resistors and so on. Since passive method does not supply energy to 
the system, the system with passive method is always stable. A passive vibration control is 
easier to be implemented in actual systems than active vibration control system, because it does 
not need controllers, sensors, or filters. However, in most cases, it does not provide satisfactory 
performance in vibration suppression.  
The vast majority of research in smart damping materials has concentrated on the control of 
structures made from composite materials with embedded or bonded piezoelectric transducers 
because damping with passive materials (e.g. mufflers, damping plates, etc.) is not very 
effective at low frequencies and requires more space and weight (Figure 3).  
Figure 3: One idea of a car structural element to be interested by damping layer  
To account for the drawbacks of the just described common vibration control techniques,  a 
different approach for smart damping materials is investigated based on the following demands 
here summarized as proposed in [KPVG97]: 
• External power source is not required for operation 
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• Device does not need to be tuned to a specific frequency 
• Device operation is not affected by changes in modal frequency 
• Device suppresses vibration over a number of modes, i.e. it is broadband 
• Weight and size of the device should be minimized 
• Device is to be a self-contained unit 
The thesis focus on the previous points and it shows how the approach based on the semi-
passive technique can solve the dilemma between active and passive vibration control in 
terms of robustness and performance, simply connecting a resonant circuit to a 
piezoelectric transducer. This leads to a simple and low cost device for vibrations 
reduction  in such  a way to fulfil these demands.  
The semi-passive synchronised switch shunt architecture is modelled and investigated. The 
idea of using piezo transducers to convert mechanical into electrical energy and 
elaborating related signal within an external time variant electrical circuit, represents the 
inspiring principle of this type of control.  
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Overview of the thesis                                     
The thesis consists of two parts. The first is an overview of the state of art in the field of 
interest: piezoelectrics smart materials for structural applications, piezo modelling and shunt 
circuits architectures and their applications. 
The second part includes papers accepted and submitted to international peer reviewed journals, 
the abstract of papers presented at international conferences proceedings as well, and the 
complementary ongoing activities, focusing on our investigation and our approach to model and 
simulate the semi-passive non linear commutation control for structural-acoustic smart systems. 
Part I and Part II are briefly summarised in what follows. 
Part I: State of Art 
The way to solve the dilemma between active and passive vibration control in robustness and 
performance of vibration suppression can be represented by a semi-passive shunt circuit 
architecture as alternative approach based on piezoelectric elements shunted on simple electrical 
components. With the advancement of smart material technology, smaller, flexible piezoelectric 
materials are attractive because of their ability to withstand large amounts of strain and because 
they can be successfully incorporated into structures. Larger strains provide more mechanical 
energy available for conversion into electrical energy. This is the starting point of a shunt 
control architecture involving the energy conversion ability of the piezo to reduce amplitude of 
structural vibration. The state of art review focusing on these studies presents a wide variety of 
configurations to improve the efficiency of piezoceramics in structural applications in order to 
maximize the energy extracted from the ambient source. Another focal point is the approach for 
the piezoelectric effects modelling. The structure including the piezoelectric components is 
commonly described with classical finite elements formulation but inverse and direct 
electromechanical coupling effects can be modelled in original, non standard way. A number of 
researchers have demonstrated promising results in the use of the thermal analogy to model the 
static and dynamic behaviour of a piezoelectric shell structures. The purpose of developing such 
computational tool is first to provide a simplified but enough accurate description of the 
dynamic response of structures incorporating active piezoelectric elements and to allow the 
description of an entire structure of moderate complexity, where some regions of the structure 
will incorporate piezoelectric sensors or actuators as active multilayered regions. Finally, the 
shunt circuits for structural acoustic applications are reviewed. In the last decade, many 
different electrical shunt topologies have been proposed. These shunts circuits can be divided 
into passive and active. Basically, if a shunt is passive, stability of the whole system is 
guaranteed, because no energy is added to the system. If a shunt is active, stability is not 
automatically guaranteed, moreover, additional power to drive the shunt circuit is required. 
Passive shunts can also be categorized into linear and non-linear.  
A non linear commutation architecture is investigated in this thesis. The state of art addressed to 
this kind of control refers to: classical finite element formulation based on local equations of the 
fully coupled system; numerical and experimental validation for sdof models; analytical and 
experimental validation of the vibrations reduction efficiency based on the electromechanical 
coupling coefficient for isotropic structures.  
Moreover interesting solutions have been formulated, even being still an open problem, about 
the optimal switching control low for multimodal excitations. Finally different type of 
“autonomous” circuits basically based on transistors and synthetic inductors have been 
proposed.     
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Part II: Included Papers and Abstract Proceedings  
In the included papers the following original aspects have been dealt:   
International Peer Reviewed Journals
A multi-dofs electro-mechanical coupled system has been numerically modelled by means of a 
finite element formulation [1.J].
1.J   M. Ciminello, S. Ameduri, A. Concilio, “FE Modelling of an Innovative Vibration 
Control Shunt Technique”. Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures Vol.19, N°8, 
August 2008 pp.875-887. 
The single mode and multi mode synchronised switch control have been experimentally 
validated for both aluminium cantilevered beam [2.J] and a fiber-glass 10-ply laminate plate 
[3.J]. The piezo sensor-actuator collocated couples have been used in both bonded and 
embedded configurations and placed according to an optimization process based on the max 
stored electrical energy. Piezo strain actuation has been modelled with a 3D finite element 
description of the structural laminate using the analogy between thermal strain and piezoelectric 
strain. The effects exerted on the structure have been applied as concentrated moments at the 
piezo nodes interface. The piezo moments have been compared and validated using well-
established strain actuation analytical model. The sensing has instead been modelled with a 2D 
piezoelectric constitutive equation and experimentally validated. A finite element tool 
integrating Nastran features with Matlab routines has been developed [3.J]. 
Moreover an original circuit, based on a tachometer and CMOS devices (needing a very weak 
supply 12V and -12V to allow the signal passing during both the semi positive and semi 
negative wave), has been realised to implement the synchronized shunt control. The tachometer 
device can generate a pulse train signal activating the CMOS perfectly synchronized with the 
zero crossing of the input. Moreover the amplitude of the logical signal can be opportunely set 
according to a voltage threshold fail-safe criterion [2.J].  A 4-indipendent channel electric card 
of 10×10cm in-plane dimensions and 80gr in weight with a plug and play philosophy have been 
built up, in order to friendly manage a set of piezo transducers network for multimode control 
test [3.J].
2.J   M. Ciminello, S. Ameduri, A. Calabrò, A. Concilio, “Synchronised Switched Shunt 
Control Technique Applied on a Cantilevered Beam: Numerical and Experimental 
Investigations”. Journal of Intelligent Material Systems and Structures Vol.19, N°9, September 
2008 pp.1089-1100.   
3.J   M. Ciminello, L. Lecce, S. Ameduri, A. Calabrò, A. Concilio, “Switched Shunt 
Control implemented through a PZT network embedded within a composite panel: design, 
manufacture and test”. Accepted  for publication to – Journal of Intelligent Material Systems 
and Structures JIM-09-188.    
Numerical results concerning the dynamic response reduction of structural-acoustic systems, 
attained by using a synchronized switch control technique, are also investigated. The considered 
coupled system is an elastic plate with a surface-mounted piezoelectric patches, coupled with an 
acoustic cavity filled with an inviscid, compressible and barotropic fluid, gravity effect being 
neglected. The piezo actuator has been located in a random position in order to avoid the effect 
just for odd modes (mainly the first) if placed at centered position. 
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A full home-made finite element procedure, according to local equation describing the fully 
coupled system has been implemented in Matlab environment. The effect of a passive inductive 
shunt and the semi-passive switched shunt have been compared in order to highlight the broad 
band features of the second technique [4.J].
4.J    W. Larbi, J.-F. Deu, M. Ciminello, R. Ohayon, “Structural-acoustic vibration 
reduction using switched shunt piezoelectric patches. A finite element analysis”. Submitted 
revised version to the -  Journal of  Vibration and Acoustics VIB-09-1143. 
In order to validate a general-purpose procedure simulating the SSC also for electro-elasto-
acoustic systems, the results obtained from the finite element code discussed in the previous 
paper, have been compared with a non standard procedure integrating Nastran/Matlab routines. 
The  matrices are extracted from Nastran and reassembled in Matlab where the electro-
mechanical coupling terms have been added. Moreover taking advantage of the eigenvectors 
that Nastran can compute, a modal reduction has been approached. Correlations in the results 
demonstrate the coherence of the non standard method [5.J].     
5.J    M. Ciminello, L. Lecce, A. Concilio, “Structure borne sound for acoustic cavity 
through pzt patch in switched shunt configuration: a non standard finite element analysis”. 
Submitted to:  Aerotecnica missili e spazio. 
An attempt to face with a semi analytic solution exclusively for a simple 1D test case of a fluid 
duct, has also been taken into account [6.J].
6. J        S. Ameduri, M. Ciminello, “Fourier Expansion Solution for a Switched Shunt 
Control Applied to a Duct”. Accepted for publication to :  Journal of Theoretical and Applied 
Mechanics  (JTAM), No. 2 or No. 4, Vol. 48, 2010.
International Conferences Proceedings
The possibility of jointly implementing both a switched and an inductive shunt architectures 
may guarantee a more efficient multi mode control. As a matter of fact, it is possible to 
simultaneously control a low and a high frequency mode through a switch and an inductive 
architecture [1.C].
1.C  Monica Ciminello, Salvatore Ameduri, Antonio Concilio, Simulation of a Combined 
Switched and Inductive Shunt Control Acting on a 2D Structure – The 14th International 
Congress on Sound and Vibration, 9 – 12 July 2007, Cairns, Australia. Proceedings of the 
ICSV, Vol. 5952, pp. 314-323, 2007.  
The necessity of extending benefits due to this technique to more realistic applications has led to 
numeric solving schemes, prevalently based on a FE approach. However, due to the complexity 
of real applications, despite the efficient reduction techniques employed, numerical 
computations result heavy and, consequently, time consuming. On the contrary, a semi-
analytical solution would allow eliminating the time consuming due to the integration [2.C].
2.C  Monica Ciminello, Salvatore Ameduri, Antonio Concilio, Semi-analytical Solution of a 
Structural System Controlled by a Switched Shunt Architecture – Proceeding of the 36th 
International Congress and Exhibition on Noise Control Engineering - Session ANVC "Active 
Noise and Vibration Control, Paper N° IN07-032. August 28 – 31, 2007 Istanbul - Turkey.  
The simulation control scheme focusing attention on the FE model integration within the logic 
of control is fully described [3.C].
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3.C  Monica Ciminello, Salvatore Ameduri, Antonio Concilio, Leonardo Lecce, Flow-chart 
design of a pzt network based on a Switched Shunt Control - Proceeding of the International 
Conference and Exhibition on new Actuators and Drive Systems (Actuator 2008), Session 
“Aerospace applications” P143. June 9 –11, Bremen, Germany.  
Numerical results concerning vibration reduction of structural-acoustic systems using the 
synchronized switch control technique has also taken into consideration. In order to develop a 
general procedure to model the coupled system (composed by the fluid domain, the structure 
and the piezoelectric elements), the idea is to use the performances of a standard commercial 
code such as Nastran [4.C].  
4.C  Monica Ciminello, Jean-François Deü, Roger Ohayon, Salvatore Ameduri, Vibration 
reduction of structural-acoustic systems using synchronized switch damping techniques - 
Proceeding of 2008 ASME International Conference on Smart Materials, Adaptive Structures & 
Intelligent Systems, Paper - SMASIS08-320. October 28-30, 2008, Ellicott City, MD, USA.  
The wide band performances of the switched shunt control in the low frequency domain (low 
modal density) and the low inductor and resistor values needed were the main peculiarities of 
this approach. The tested system showed a good independence on environmental drifts and a 
high thermal stability [5.C].
5.C   Daniele Ghiglione, Wim Desmet, Monica Ciminello, Salvatore Ameduri, Antonio Concilio, 
Noise Reduction in coupled vibro-acoustic systems using synchronized switch control - 
Proceeding of AC2009 Adaptronic Congress, Paper AC2009-pp. 159-167. May 19-20, 2009, 
Berlin - Germany.  
An attempt to critically summarise the most remarkable points of the author’s work in the last 
period, corresponding to her PhD studies is finally presented [6.C].
6.C  Monica Ciminello, Leonardo Lecce, Experiences on Switched Shunt Control on 
Radiating Elastic Plate Structures - Proceeding of ICSV16 The sixteenth International 
Congress on Sound and Vibration, paper  ICSV16-476-S09.  July 5-9 2009, Krakòw, Poland.  
Complementary Ongoing Activities
Since Nastran doesn’t implement fluid structure interactions model well suited for specific 
acoustic situation where an added mass operator is needed, i.e. as incompressible fluid, further 
complementary investigation involves the FSI finite element modelling. In order to implement 
some direct and reduction procedures for more general fluid-structure interactions problems, a 
specific formulation in terms of (u, p, ϕ) has been implemented by means of DMIG code [1.O].
The preliminary investigations have been conducted without any passive or active treatment and 
it has been the occasion to interact with researchers of ONERA. 
1.O J.-S. Schotté, M. Ciminello, R. Ohayon,  “Reduced Order Models for Modal Analysis of 
Structural-Acoustic Interior Vibrations” . Under preparation. 
Finally, a numerical and experimental validation test has been planned to compare the sound 
power radiation of an elastic plate partly windowing an acoustic room with the acoustic energy 
level with and without control [2.O]. A shaker excite the plate with tonal, sweep and random 
signals as well.  In order to save CPU time  a modal reduction procedures will be implemented. 
2.O  M.Ciminello, S.Ameduri, I.Dimino, A.Concilio,“SSC effect on the sound power radiation 
of an elastic  plate coupled to an acoustic room”. Under preparation. 
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Part I 
State of Art 
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Piezoelectric ceramics for structural applications 
Piezoelectric ceramics belong to the group of ferroelectric materials. Ferroelectric materials are 
crystals which are polar without an electric field being applied. This state is also called 
spontaneous polarization. Ferroelectric components may be made piezoelectric in any chosen 
polar direction by the poling treatment (Figure 1.1) which involves exposing the material to a 
high electric field at a temperature not far below the Curie point.  
1.1: Polarizing (poling) a piezoelectric ceramic
Because of the random orientation of the domains and the fact that only certain dipole directions 
are allowed within the crystal, it is not possible to get the perfect dipole alignment with the 
field. However, there are several allowed directions within every domain and so a reasonable 
degree of alignment with the field is possible. After cooling of the product and removal of the 
poling field, the dipoles cannot easily return to their original positions, and we have now what is 
known as permanent polarization of the material. The body has become permanently 
piezoelectric and can convert mechanical energy into electrical energy, and vice versa (Figure 
1.2). 
Figure 1.2: Generator and motor actions of a piezoelectric element 
As each of the allowed direction has the same probability to appear, the net electric dipole 
summed over the whole crystal is zero. Nevertheless, when the crystal is cooled down in the 
presence of an electric field, the domains tend to align in the allowed direction nearest to the 
electric field. The crystal as a whole presents an electric dipole. If this crystal is subjected to 
stress, the lattice will be distorted and the stress will also cause some domains to grow at the 
expense of others. This results in a change in the total dipole moment of the crystal. Within a 
certain range of stress, this variation of dipole moment with the stress is approximately linear 
and reversible (Figure 1.3).  
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Figure 1.3: PZT: electric field / strains 
The reversibility of the polarization, and the coupling between mechanical and electrical effects 
are of crucial significance for the wide technological utilization of piezoceramics. In particular 
piezoelectric materials can be configured in many different ways that prove useful in structural 
applications. The configuration of the device can be changed through modification of 
piezoelectric materials, altering the electrode pattern, changing the poling and stress direction, 
layering the material to maximize the active volume, adding pre-stress to maximize the coupling 
and applied strain of the material, and tuning the resonant frequency of the device.  
The following articles have all investigated ways to improve the efficiency of piezoceramic in 
structural applications by altering the configuration of the device in order to maximize the 
energy extracted from the ambient source. A review of these studies presents a wide variety of 
configurations, each of which proves to be advantageous under certain circumstances.  
A number of different piezoelectric materials have been developed. The main piezoceramics in 
use today, PbTiO3 - PbZrO3 are synthesized from the oxides of lead, titanium and zirconium. 
BaTiO3 is also used. Special doping of these lead zirconate titanate ceramics (PZT) with, for 
example, Ni, Bi, Sb, Nb ions etc., make it possible to adjust individual piezoelectric and 
dielectric parameters as required.  
Although PZT is widely used, its extremely brittle nature causes limitations in the strain that it 
can safely absorb without being damaged. [LEE05] note that piezoceramics are susceptible to 
fatigue crack growth when subjected to high frequency cyclic loading. In order to eliminate the 
disadvantages of piezoceramic materials and improve upon their efficiency, researchers have 
developed and tested other, more flexible, piezoelectric materials.   
Another common piezoelectric material is poly (vinylidenefluoride) (PVDF). PVDF is a 
piezoelectric polymer that exhibits considerable flexibility when compared to PZT. 
[LEE04,LEE05] developed a PVDF film that was coated with poly (3, 4-ethylenedioxy-
thiophene)/poly(4 styrenesulfonate) [PEDOT/PSS] electrodes.  
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They compared the PEDOT/PSS coated films to films coated with the inorganic electrode 
materials, indium tin oxide (ITO) and platinum (Pt). When subjected to vibrations of the same 
magnitude over varying frequencies, it was found that the films with Pt electrodes began to 
show fatigue crack damage of the electrode surface at a frequency of 33 kHz. The ITO 
electrodes became damaged when operating at a frequency of 213 Hz. The PEDOT/PSS film, 
however, ran for 10 h at 1 MHz without electrode damage. One can conclude that, by utilizing a 
more durable electrode layer, a piezoelectric device can operate under more strenuous 
conditions. This may give the device the ability to convert electro-mechanical energy 
throughout its lifespan; however, the exact effect of a stronger electrode layer may vary 
depending on the specific application.  
[MOH03] developed a fiber-based piezoelectric (piezo fiber) material consisting of PZT fibers 
of various diameters (15, 45, 120, and 250 m) that were aligned, laminated, and molded in an 
epoxy [BEN95]. This resulted in flexible composites with 40% of the volume consisting of 
aligned piezoelectric fibers and the remaining 60% made up of epoxy. Several samples were 
made in which several 34 mm × 11 mm rectangular plates of various thicknesses (1.2–5.8 mm) 
were diced from the composite such that the fibers were oriented in the plate thickness direction. 
The voltage output of the samples was tested by dropping a 33.5 g, 20 mm diameter stainless 
steel ball on them from a height of 10 cm. A maximum voltage and power output of 350 V was 
obtained for the thickest transducer, 5.85 mm thick, with the smallest fiber diameter, 15 m. 
Upon studying the relationship between voltage output and its physical geometry, it was 
determined that thicker plates have the capability of larger fiber displacements, and that samples 
with smaller diameter fibers have the highest piezoelectric coefficient, and lowest dielectric 
constant, both of which contribute towards higher power outputs and more efficient systems.  
[SOD04a] presented a comparison of several piezoelectric composite devices The harvesting 
ability of the macro-fiber composite (MFC), quick pack IDE (model QP10ni), and the quick 
pack model (QP10n) actuators was tested. The MFC contains piezo fibers embedded in an 
epoxy matrix which affords it extreme flexibility, and it utilizes interdigitated electrodes, which 
allow the electric field to be applied along the length of the fiber and act in the higher coupling 
mode. A detailed explanation of the operation and of various applications of MFC devices is 
presented by [SCH06]. The quick pack IDE contains interdigitated electrodes but conventional 
monolithic piezoceramic material, and the quick pack simply uses a traditional electrode pattern 
and a monolithic piezoceramic. To experimentally compare the efficiencies of these materials, 
all three were mounted to the same cantilever beam and thus subjected to the same vibration 
input. Tests were run at the first 12 vibration modes of the beam and the power output, which 
was normalized to volume because of the varying sizes of the specimens, was recorded for each 
device. It was found that at all vibration modes the quick pack proved to be the most efficient by 
harvesting the most energy, and that the MFC and quick pack IDE, while comparable, harvested 
considerably lower amounts of energy. The conclusion was made that the interdigitated 
electrode pattern of the MFC and the quick pack IDE results in low-capacitance devices which 
limit the amount of power that can be harvested. In a later study, [SOD05a] once again 
compared the efficiencies of three piezoelectric materials. The materials used in this study 
included a traditional PZT, a quick pack (QP) actuator, and the macro-fiber composite (MFC). 
Each specimen was excited at resonance, subjected to a 0–500 Hz chirp, and lastly exposed to 
random vibrations recorded from an air compressor of a passenger vehicle. The random 
vibrations recorded exhibited frequencies between 0 and 500 Hz. Both the power into the 
system and the power harvested by the piezoelectrics were measured in order to directly 
compute the efficiencies of each specimen. It was found that the efficiency of the PZT for 
each vibration scheme was fairly consistent (4.5% at resonance, 3.0% for a chirp, and 
6.8% for random vibrations) and was higher than the other two devices. It was noted that 
the experimental configuration along with other factors varied between experiments so the 
efficiencies reported do not represent those of the actuators themselves, but simply present a 
comparison between the three actuators tested. The QP had efficiencies of 0.6% at resonance, 
1.4% for a chirp, and 3% under random vibrations. The MFC had efficiencies of 1.75% at 
resonance, 0.3% for a chirp, and 1.3% for random vibrations. Again, these results suggest that 
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the QP actuator is more efficient than the MFC, however, it is also concluded that the PZT is the 
most efficient of all three materials.  
A second method of increasing the amount of energy harvested from a piezoelectric is to utilize 
a more efficient coupling mode. Two practical coupling modes exist; the −31 mode and the −33
mode. In the −31 mode, a force is applied in the direction perpendicular to the poling direction, 
an example of which is a bending beam that is poled on its top and bottom surfaces. In the −33
mode, a force is applied in the same direction as the poling direction, such as the compression of 
a piezoelectric block that is poled on its top and bottom surfaces. Conventionally, the −31 mode 
has been the most commonly used coupling mode, however, [BAK05] have shown that, for 
three different types of piezoelectric materials, the −31 mode has a lower coupling coefficient, 
k, than the −33 mode. Upon comparing a piezoelectric stack operating in the −33 mode to a 
cantilever beam operating in the -31 mode of equal volumes, it was observed that, although the 
stack was more robust and had a higher coupling coefficient, the cantilever produced two orders 
of magnitude more power when subjected to the same force. This result is due to the high 
mechanical stiffness in the stack configuration which makes straining of the material difficult. It 
was concluded that in a small force, low vibration level environment, the −31 configuration 
cantilever proved most efficient, but in a high force environment, such as a heavy 
manufacturing facility or in large operating machinery, a stack configuration would be more 
durable and generate useful energy. This result was also presented by [ROU05] who concluded 
that the resonant frequency of a system operating in the −31 mode is much lower, making the 
system more likely to be driven at resonance in a natural environment, thus providing more 
power. Analytically, [YAN05] have shown that, for a piezoelectric plate operating in the −33
mode, the output power of the device is proportional to the coupling coefficient, k, and the 
dielectric constant, . This confirms that devices with higher coupling coefficients will 
produce more energy and behave more efficiently. Also, through their analytical calculations 
it was shown that, when the driving frequency is near a resonant frequency of the system, 
the output power is significantly increased. This is because when a system operates at 
resonance, much higher displacements and strains are observed than when operating 
slightly above or below resonance.  
[RIC04] present a similar study in which a general approach to establishing the relationship 
between the coupling coefficient, quality factor, Q, and the efficiency is presented. The quality 
factor, Q, is inversely proportional to the damping in an oscillating system caused by energy 
loss via heat transfer. A system with a high Q value, therefore, does not lose much energy to 
heat, thus more energy is available for energy conversion through a piezoelectric device. 
Richards found that generally, high efficiencies can be achieved with moderate coupling 
coefficients but large quality factors are necessary for the reasons described above. It can be 
concluded that the quality factor of systems deployed in field applications is an important 
design issue in order to optimize the efficiency of the control system.  
[CHO05a] continued the work presented by Richards et al (2004) by analytically optimizing the 
coupling coefficient in a piezoelectric energy harvesting system and then testing the 
optimization scheme experimentally. First, an analytical model was created for a rectangular 
thin-film PZT membrane consisting of two layers, a passive elastic material and a piezoelectric 
material with a variable sized electrode on either side. Their model predicted that the coupling 
coefficient increases with electrode size and reaches a maximum when the electrode covers 
at least 42% of the membrane area. It was also found that the coupling coefficient can be 
increased by increasing the stiffness of the passive elastic layer and that an optimal piezoelectric 
layer thickness exists for each substrate layer thickness. Lastly, of all the process and design 
parameters, the residual stress was found to have the greatest effect on the coupling coefficient. 
Decreasing the residual stress in the device leads to significant gains in the coupling coefficient.  
Another method of changing the configuration of a system in order to improve its energy
capabilities is to add multiple pieces of piezoelectric material to the system. Many 
conventional systems consist of a single piezoceramic in bending mode, referred to as a 
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unimorph. The design of such a unimorph cantilever beam is described by [LOH06]. Another 
common configuration is a bimorph, which consists of two bonded piezoelectrics in bending. 
[SOD04c] developed a mathematical model to predict the energy generated from a piezoelectric 
bimorph cantilever beam. Upon experimentally validating the model, a maximum error of 
4.61% was found.  
[NG04, NG05] presented two types of bimorphs along with a unimorph piezoelectric. The 
unimorph consisted of a single piezoelectric patch mounted to a metallic cantilever beam. The 
first bimorph, referred to as the series triple layer, consisted of two piezoelectrics with a metallic 
layer sandwiched between them. The piezoelectric patches were connected electrically in series. 
The second bimorph, called the parallel triple layer, was the same as the series triple layer 
except that the piezoelectrics were connected electrically in parallel. Findings showed that under 
low load resistances and excitation frequencies the unimorph generated the highest power, 
under medium load resistances and frequencies the parallel triple layer had the highest power 
output, and under high load resistances and frequencies the series triple layer produced the 
greatest power. This result is due to the concept that maximum power transfer from the 
piezoelectric device occurs when the load resistance is matched to the impedance of the 
piezoelectric device. A series connection increases the device impedance, leading to more
efficient operation at higher loads, as was found.  
[JI05] also investigated methods of increasing the efficiency of a piezoelectric bimorph. Their 
study involved modelling a cantilever bimorph with a proof mass attached to its end and using 
the model to determine the relationship between performance and physical and geometrical 
parameters. Results showed that, by both reducing the thickness of the bimorph’s elastic layer 
and by increasing the proof mass attached to the end of the cantilever, the resonant frequency of 
the system was substantially decreased. The maximum power harvested was shown to be 
greater for lower resonant frequencies.
Another effective way to improve the energy output is to stack a large number of thin 
piezoceramic wafers together, called the stack configuration, with the electric field applied 
along the length of the stack. [PL05b] investigated a 145 PZT wafers stacked mechanically in 
series, but electrically in parallel, to form a 1.0 cm square stack with a height of 1.8 cm. A solid 
monolithic cylinder of PZT with a diameter of 1.0 cm and a height of 2.0 cm was tested for 
comparison. The monolithic cylinder had a low capacitance of about 47 pF and a very high open 
circuit voltage of around 10 000 V. The PZT stack, however, had an increased capacitance in 
the range of 1–10 F and a decreased open circuit voltage of around 30 V. Through 
experimentation it was found that stacked and monolithic PZTs of the same geometry produce 
the same energy if the load resistance is matched to the physical system, but that the matching 
load is in the kΩ range for stacked configurations and in the GΩ range for monolithic elements. 
It was concluded that both the voltage output and the matching resistive load are much 
more manageable in a PZT stack than in a monolithic configuration, thus making the stack 
a more useful option.  
Various geometries, have been studied. [MAT05] presented a brief analytical comparison 
between a rectangular cantilever and a triangular shaped cantilever with the large end clamped 
and the small end free. It was proven mathematically that a triangular cantilever with base and 
height dimensions equal to the base and length dimensions of a rectangular beam will have a 
higher strain and maximum deflection for a given load. Higher strains and deflections in 
piezoelectric materials translate to higher power outputs.
Rather than altering the profile of the conventional rectangular cantilever, [MOS05] changed the 
end constraints on the beam and created a so-called ‘unimorph pre-stressed bender’. This is an 
initially curved, arc shaped, rectangular piezoelectric device that elongates when a force is 
applied to the top of the arc. The elongation causes strain in the active material which produces 
a voltage. The device is simply supported and allows for movement only in the lateral direction. 
Typically, these devices are used as actuators. The effects of varying different physical 
parameters of the pre-stressed bender mentioned in this study are presented. The conductivity of 
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the adhesive layer between the piezoelectric material and the passive metal layer, the thickness 
of the PZT layer, the thickness and type of the metal layer, and the width of the device were 
investigated. Varying the metal thickness and type had a significant effect on the amount of 
curvature of the beam, also known as dome height. Larger dome heights correspond to 
larger strains and energy generation when compressed. The most notable increase in 
energy occurred, when the conductivity of the adhesive layer was increased by adding 
nickel particles. This resulted in a 15.2% increase in the energy produced.  
One final method of improving the efficiency of piezoelectric energy conversion involves 
tuning the device so that its resonant frequency matches the frequency of ambient
vibrations. [COR05] investigated the concept of attaching a tuned auxiliary structure, similar to 
a vibration absorber, to a host structure to maximize the mechanical energy available. 
Analytically, it was shown that the auxiliary structure should be tuned to the frequency of the 
most dominant vibration mode of the host structure and placed at the location of maximum 
displacement for that mode. Also, it was found that the length of the auxiliary structure should 
be maximized and that a lower elastic modulus helps to increase the deflection in the beam, thus 
improving power output. Experimentally, a conventional piezoelectric harvester was attached to 
a host structure. A mistuned auxiliary structure was then used and a voltage output of  0.133 V 
was measured. Lastly, a tuned auxiliary structure was used and 0.335 V was measured.  
[ROU05] further developed the idea of tuning the resonant frequency of a piezoelectric device 
to match the frequency of ambient vibrations. The concept of active self-tuning was explored. 
Active self-tuning is defined as a process in which power must be continually applied to the 
system to achieve resonant frequency matching. Passive self-tuning, on the other hand, only 
requires power to be supplied initially in order to tune the structure and then power is turned off 
while maintaining the new resonant frequency. Through mathematical modelling, it was shown 
that an active actuator that tunes the natural frequency of the system by either altering the 
stiffness or mass of the system will never result in a net increase in electrical power output. This 
discovery assumes that the system is well represented by the second order model developed by 
[WIL95]. In order to validate this conclusion, a PZT generator with an active tuning electrode 
was created in which the stiffness of the device could be altered by varying the voltage applied 
to the tuning electrode. When testing the device, it was found that, although the tuning circuit 
was able to alter the resonant frequency of the device, the power required to tune the frequency 
far outweighed the increase in power output. These results validated the conclusion that an 
active self-tuning device will never result in an increase in energy generation. It was 
suggested that passive self-tuning actuators be investigated for improving the efficiency of 
piezoelectric.  
In order to create a completely passive system, [SHA06a, SHA06b] designed a device capable 
of resonating at various frequencies without the need for adjustment. The device consisted of 
multiple cantilever beams with various lengths and end masses attached to a common base. 
Each cantilever had a unique resonant frequency, the combination of which into a single device 
created a so-called ‘mechanical bandpass filter.’ By properly selecting the length and end mass 
of each beam, some of which had no end mass, the overall device was designed to have a wide 
band of resonant frequencies. An analytical model was developed to assess both the 
performance and limitations of the device. It was found that a limited frequency band exists in 
which the device optimally converts ambient vibrations into electrical energy.
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Modelling of Piezoelectric Smart Structures 
The best known smart materials are certainly the piezoceramics. However, several others are 
available, Table 1.1 summarizes the different effects and couplings existing in materials 
considering the different conjugated physical fields classically involved. Couplings that are off-
diagonal in Table 1.1 are typically responsible for the so called smart behaviour of materials. A 
material can be said smart if one of its smart coupling is (or can be made) sufficiently important 
to be used in active or semi-active devices.  
Table 1.1: Some effects in materials (off-diagonal coupling -> smart materials) 
An important characteristic of piezoelectric materials compared to other smart materials is its 
linear behaviour within a certain range. In linear piezoelectricity, the equations of linear 
elasticity are coupled to the charge equation of electrostatics by the means of the piezoelectric 
constants [IEEE]. The quasi-electrostatic approach is adequate because the phase velocities 
of acoustic waves are several order of magnitude less than the velocities of electromagnetic 
waves. Taking advantage of the symmetries of the mechanical tensors, a compressed matrix 
notation is introduced in place of the tensor notation. The constitutive equations read:
{S} = [sE]{T} + [d]T {E}                                                                                                           (1) 
{D} = [d]{T} + [εT ]{E}                                                                                                            (2) 
or (alternate forms using alternative choices of independent variables)  
{T} = [cE]{S} − [e]T {E} (3) 
{D} = [e]{S} + [εS]{E} (4) 
{S} = [sD]{T} + [g]T {D} (5) 
{E} = −[g]{T} + [βT ]{D} (6) 
{T} = [cD]{S} − [h]T {D} (7) 
{E} = −[h]{S} + [βS]{D} (8) 
with 
{T} = {T11 T22 T33 T23 T13 T12}T the stress vector 
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{S}, the deformation vector  
{E}, the electric field vector 
{D}, the electric displacement vector 
[c] and [s], the elasticity constants matrices  
[ε] and [β], the dielectric constants matrix  
[d], [e], [g] and [h], the piezoelectric constants matrix  
The following relations between dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric constants are verified; 
superscripts D, E, S and T indicate values at D, E, S and T constant respectively: 
[cE][sE] = [cD][sD]= I6                                                                                                                                                                                    (9) 
[βS][εS] =[βT][εT]= I3                                                                                                                                                                                  (10) 
[cD] =[cE]+ [e]T [h]                                                                                                                    (11)    
[sD] =[cD]− [d]T [g]                                                                                                                    (12) 
[εT] =[eS]+ [d]T [e]                                                                                                                     (13) 
[βS] =[βT]− [g]T [h]                                                                                                                    (14) 
[e] = [d][cE]                                                                                                                                (15) 
[d] = [εT][g]                                                                                                                               (16) 
[g] = [h][sD]                                                                                                                               (17) 
[h] = [βS][e]                                                                                                                               (18) 
Due to crystal symmetries, the piezoelectric coupling matrices may have only few non zero 
elements [TZOU]. Referring to the equations (1), and (2), the element dij of [d] represents the 
coupling between the electric field in the direction i (if a poling occurred, its direction is taken 
as direction 3) and the strain in the j direction. Typical constitutive equations, for sensing (direct 
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The design of actuation and sensing devices is dictated by the available coupling modes (non-
zero elements) in the piezoelectric coupling matrix. The modelling of piezoelectric material 
used has been addressed by many authors.     
[CRA87] and [CRA89] proposed an analytical model for segmented piezoelectric actuators. The 
model consists in a Bernoulli-Euler beam with piezoelectric actuators bonded to the surface or 
embedded in a laminate. A piezoelectric actuator can be replaced by an equivalent localized 
tensile force and bending moment. The equivalent piezoelectric force and moment equations, 
so called equivalent actuator equations, are developed. An experimental validation with a 
cantilever beam actuated with a given voltage across the piezo actuator is presented. [CRA91] 
extended that model to the induced strain actuation of both isotropic and anisotropic plates. 
Equivalent normal forces and bending moments for piezo actuation of plates are derived using 
the Kirchhoff-Love plate assumptions. A Ritz formulation for approximate solutions is 
developed and applied to sandwich experimental models; aluminium and composite cantilever 
plates are presented.  
[DIM91] did a similar work to model bidimensional patches bonded to the surface of a 
structure, deriving the equivalent actuator equations and applied them to the vibration of a 
rectangular plate for various actuator configurations. Similarly to the equivalent actuator 
equations, an equivalent sensor equation can be written taking into account the 
contributions from extension and curvature of the sensor to the electrical charge appearing 
on the piezoelectric media. [LEE96] established the general formulation for an anisotropic 
piezoelectric laminate using the Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis. Sensor and actuator equivalent 
equations are derived, boundary conditions are discussed and the reciprocity between
actuation and sensing is pointed out.
[PAR96] modelled the piezo actuation of beams in torsion. A one-dimensional beam model is 
used to determine the coupled extension/bending/torsion response to an applied voltage
across the piezo actuator. It uses the principle of virtual work and takes into account the cross 
sectional warping. Detailed results are derived for a thin isotropic beam (Bernoulli-Euler)
with a surface bonded piezoceramic actuator and compared to experiments.  
[CON92] extended Crawley’s theoretical model for a piezo-structure sandwich including 
the assumption of linear strain along the piezo thickness. The developing and validation of a 
multilayered finite element for piezoelectric actuators elements bonded (or embedded) onto a 
homogeneous (or composite) structure. Using an approach based on the analogy between 
thermal strains and piezoelectric strains, the 1D, 2D and 3D models are investigated showing 
good agreements.  
The in-plane deformations become relatively more important when the thickness of the 
structure becomes comparable to that of the strips [PRE97,  LOI98]. Moreover it is worth 
insisting that for both the actuator and the sensor, it is not the shape of the piezoelectric patch 
that matters, but rather the shape of the electrodes.  
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[PIE00, LPP98] compared a simplified approach of a pure bending beam model for surface 
bonded piezoelectric actuator/sensor, with a shell model of embedded piezo actuation/sensing 
taking the membrane strains into account. The strong reciprocity existing between actuation 
and sensing relationships has been demonstrated. The beam theory accounts only for the 
component of the bending moment normal to the beam axis and neglects totally the in-plane 
force (Figure 1.4). Conversely, the sensor signal given by the beam theory accounts only for the 
component of the rotation along the contour normal to the beam axis. 
Figure 1.4 (courtesy of [PIE00]): Equivalent piezoelectric loads for a rectangular piezoelectric 
patch 
Different approach for modelling thin and thick shells have been proposed in literature.  
[TZ90, TZ91] derived a thin brick element for distributed dynamic measurement and active 
vibration control of a rectangular plate; the element consists in a thin solid piezo electric brick 
having 8 structural nodes with 4 degrees of freedom per node (3 translations and the electric 
potential). A classic configuration for an intelligent structure is composed of a master structure 
sandwiched between 2 piezoelectric thin layers acting as the distributed sensor and actuator. 
Both bonded and embedded piezoelectric sensors and actuators result in a laminate; the 
multilayer structure is modelled by stacking the thin brick elements together and 
connecting the corresponding nodes. The model is applied to the vibration control of a simply 
supported square plate. Mode shape and modal voltage distribution are obtained thanks to the 
model.  
[HA92] used a similar brick element where the multilayer structure is taken into account. That 
element is used to model the cantilever plate described in [CRA91] (static case), to determine 
the step-response of a cantilever beam and to design the active damping of the first mode of 
sensor/actuator composite cantilever plate. The results are compared to the results found in 
[CRA91] and shown good agreement with experiments.  
[RA93] established a finite element formulation of thermo piezoelectric problems starting 
from the linear thermo piezoelectric constitutive equations established by Mindlin and the 
Hamilton’s principle. In their paper, they used the quasi-static equations of thermo 
piezoelectricity to develop sensor and actuator equations; a finite element formulation is 
presented. A distributed control system consisting in a cantilever beam sandwiched between a 
piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair is used to evaluate the proposed finite element approach on 
the static and dynamic behaviour.  
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[TZ96] derived a 12-nodes triangular thin solid plane element with 4 degrees of freedom
per node; it uses shape functions quadratic in the two in-plane directions and linear in the 
transverse direction with the assumption of a layer wise constant shear angle (Mindlin 
hypothesis). A laminated structure is obtained by stacking elements together and connecting the 
corresponding nodes; this element is validated by modelling the actuation of a bimorph pointer. 
To stress the influence of the piezoelectric coupling on the vibration characteristics, a 
semicircular ring shell has been modelled using 60 triangular shell elements (20 for each layer 
and 10 element meshes along the length); the evolution of its eigenfrequencies with a growing 
number of short-circuited electrodes is examined.  
This element has been extended later by [KO98] to isoparametric curved triangular and 
quadrangular elements with shape functions of different polynomial degree for each layer; the 
model is applied to a rectangular plate of composite material with surface bonded piezo patches 
under static voltage load, simply supported on two edges. The modelling of shells using solid 
elements results in an excessive shear strain energy in the thickness direction. A commonly 
used solution to overcome this difficulty consists in adding internal degrees of freedom resulting 
in large problem size requiring techniques such as the Guoyan’s reduction. 
When the thickness becomes small, the behaviour of the elements accounting for the transverse 
shear strain is driven by transverse shear stiffness while the transverse shear strain should be 
negligible. This also leads to the shear locking phenomenon. Solutions to overcome this 
problem can be to use a reduced integration scheme for the transverse shear stiffness or to use 
different interpolation functions for the transverse shear strain. The latter is the solution adopted 
by the element used by [PIE00]: Mindlin shell element from the commercial finite element 
package Samcef (Samtech s.a.).  
[LEE96] derived a thermo piezoelectric multilayer beam element; it uses shape functions 
linear along the beam and linear through the thickness of each layer. A reduced integration 
scheme for the transverse shear stiffness is used; the element takes into account the effect of 
constant thermal load (constant gradient of temperature). A cantilever beam under thermal load 
is modelled.  
Later, [SAR97] presented a multilayer piezoelectric thin plate using the Kirchhoff-Love 
assumption (linear displacement field through the thickness) and bilinear shape functions; it 
has 1 electrical degree of freedom per piezoelectric layer per node, assuming a constant 
electric field through the thickness for each layer (layer wise linear transverse shape function 
for the electric potential). That shell element has been applied to the modelling of a simply 
supported plate and shown good agreement with exact solutions for moderately thin plates, an 
actuated cylindrical panel to study the effect of the actuator placement through the thickness 
which exactly matches a Ritz solution and a cantilever cylindrical shell to show the effect on 
actuation and sensing of the difference between continuous and discontinuous transducers and 
the effect of the curvature on the tip displacement and sensing. It was later used to evaluate the 
passive damping of piezoelectric shells with integrated electrical network and compared with 
experiments.  
A pure bending (Kirchhoff assumption) plane rectangular plate element is proposed in 
[HW93], the main idea is the use of a multilayered plate element with a single electrical degree 
of freedom per piezoelectric layer, the voltage across the thickness of the layer, uniform on the 
element surface. This multilayer element has 4 nodes with 3 degrees of freedom per node (1 
translation and 2 rotations) and 1 electrical degree of freedom for each piezoelectric layer 
(voltage across the layer). This element neglects the transverse shear and is therefore not
suitable to model thick shells; it does not account for the extension, modelling only the 
bending behaviour. The bimorph pointer is modelled numerically and the results were compared 
to an analytical solution and shown a good agreement.  
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[SUL95] proposed a 4 node plate element using bilinear shape functions and the Mindlin 
assumption (constant shear angle) to accommodate thick as well as thin shells; each node 
has 5 degrees of freedom (3 translations and 2 rotations), the element has one additional 
electrical degree of freedom per piezoelectric layer (voltage across the thickness). This 
element is demonstrated using the plate described by [CRA91], a bimorph pointer and panel 
flutter control is made.  
[SAM96] used a cubic displacement field with a 8 node quadratic rectangular multilayer 
plate with 2 electrical degrees of freedom (constant voltage over the element across the 
only two piezoelectric outer layer) and 11 mechanical degrees of freedom per node (3 
translations, 3 slopes and 5 higher order rotations). A simply supported plate is modelled; 
the fundamental natural frequencies and forced response were computed and shown good 
agreement with exact solutions.  
As a first step towards the development of simplified integrated computational tools for the 
dynamic and static modelling of smart structures, [COT04] validates both theoretically and 
experimentally the implementation of a multilayered three-dimensional model based on the 
analogy between thermal strains and piezoelectric strains under MSC/NASTRAN. To 
assess the piezoelectric–thermal analogy for different loading conditions, the numerical results 
obtained from this model are first compared to the results obtained from a finite element 
reference model based on a three-dimensional piezoelectric formulation. An experimental 
assessment is also conducted on a clamped AS4/3501-6 carbon/epoxy composite beam structure 
excited in the vicinity of the clamped end using an embedded piezoelectric actuator. Results 
obtained from the dynamic response of the structure show that the properties of the insulating 
layer appear to have an important effect and thus demonstrate the need for their modelling. In 
the last part of the paper, as a tool for further development of the computational tools for smart 
structures, the piezoelectric–thermal analogy model is used with a large number of three-
dimensional elements to describe the complexity of the strain and stress fields in the vicinity of 
the active region. 
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Shunted Architectures for Smart Systems and Applications 
Many different electrical circuit using shunted piezoceramics have been proposed to damp 
structural vibrations and to reduce sound pressure level as well. In Figure 1.5 some shunt circuit 
are proposed. The reason of the big interest and demands of designing a shunt circuit for smart 
damping materials can be summarized as follows: the shunt circuit should minimize structural 
vibration efficiently. This efficiency should be robust against system parameter variations, and 
stability should also be guaranteed. Furthermore, the shunt circuit should not require power for 
operation and the weight and cost of the implemented circuit should be kept to a minimum. 
Since it is intended to integrate the shunt circuit into the structure, its size should be as small as 
possible.  
Shunt architectures review 
• Resistive Shunts  
Hagood and von Flotow [HA91] suggested an R shunt, i.e. the connection of a piezoelectric 
transducer to a resistor dissipating structural energy by heat. This shunt is very easy to 
implement, very cheap and does not require any power for operation. However, its damping 
performance is very poor and in some applications even not measurable.  
• Capacitive Shunts  
Networks of capacitors which can be shunted on piezoelectric transducers have been suggested 
by [DDL01, DLD97]. This technique changes the stiffness of the transducer and therefore the 
natural frequency and modal damping ratio of a piezoelectric actuator is altered. In this method, 
the shunt circuit is only used to change the stiffness of the piezoelectric transducer and thus 
changing natural frequency of the piezoelectric mechanical damper. This means that unlike 
resonant shunts, no electrical resonance is created.  
• Resonant Shunts  
More efficient are resonant shunts [For79, HA91, TW99, Moh03, NFMM04], like single mode 
R−L or resonant multi-mode shunts. These types of shunts generate an electrical resonance with 
the piezoelectric capacitance. If this electrical resonance is tuned to one of the structural modal 
frequencies, a considerable effective damping of the corresponding mode is achieved. In 
literature, this is often compared with a mechanical damper. However it can be shown that it is 
not exactly the same but similar. Resonant shunts can be divided into resonant single mode 
shunts and resonant multi mode shunts. To implement resonant single mode shunts, parallel 
[Wu96] or serial [HA91] resistor-inductor (R−L) networks were proposed. While single mode 
shunts can only damp one structural mode, multi-mode shunts are able to damp several 
structural modes with one single piezoelectric patch. [Wu01] proposed blocking circuits 
whereas [BM02] suggested current flowing circuits for multi mode shunts. The performance of 
blocking circuits is slightly better for 2 or 3 modes than with current flowing circuits, but for 
more modes, the blocking circuit gets very complex whereas the complexity of the current 
flowing circuit increases linearly. Generally, all resonant shunts suffer from the drawback that 
their damping performance is very sensitive to variations in the system’s parameters. In this 
case, the resonant shunts get mistuned and do not damp anymore. Therefore, online tuned 
resonant shunts have been proposed [KC01, FM03a]. However, the suggested tuning algorithms 
have not shown satisfying results, as they are very slow, difficult to implement and do not 
converge well. Moreover, the implementation of these adaptive resonant shunts is very bulky, 
e.g. Hollkamp and Starchville [HT94] used a motorized potentiometer to change the inductance. 
In some publications, adaptive shunts are referred to as semi-active, because they are actively 
online-tuned. According to the definition of passive shunts in equation, adaptive resonant shunts 
are still passive if the inductor and resistor value remain positive. However, these online-tuned 
shunts are no longer linear. Since very large inductance values are required for resonant shunts, 
they have to be synthesized with virtual inductors using operational amplifiers.  
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Figure 1.5 (courtesy of [NIE05]) : Different topologies of shunt architectures for shunt damping 
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The main achievements of [NIE05] are the development and implementation of novel online-
tuned multi-mode resonant shunts for piezoelectric shunt damping. An online-tuned resonant 
shunt is introduced that automatically adapts itself for the optimal vibration suppression of one 
or several modes using a novel adaptation technique. It turns out that this new adaptation 
methodology tunes much faster than traditional methodologies and shows less miss-adjustment. 
Furthermore, implementation of the adaptation law is shown to be straight forward and 
realizable with a simple analogical circuit. 
• Switching Shunts  
These circuits implement switches to change the dynamics of the shunt in such a way that the 
vibration damping can be improved. Switching shunts seem to be promising for an 
implementation that does not require power, because the switches can be realized with 
MOSFETs that require meaningless power to be switched and the small amount of power 
required to switch the MOSFETs that could be supplied by an additional piezoelectric patch. 
However, all switching shunts proposed in the scientific literature have been implemented with 
complex digital processors and signal conditioners requiring more power for operation. The 
switching shunt proposed by [Cla00] is based on the switching of the active piezo element from 
an open circuit to a short circuit state at specific times synchronously with the structure’s 
vibration. This method referred to as “State Switching”, for adjusting the stiffness of the 
piezoelectric structure to the motion phase. The piezoelectric element is short-circuited at each 
maximum of the strain and held in short circuit until mechanical energy in the piezo disappears. 
The effect of the switching action is to remove the electrical potential energy converted from the 
mechanical strain through the piezoelectric effect. Experimental and anecdotal evidences have 
shown that state-switched control strategies for piezoelectric actuators can be advantageous. 
However most discussions of the stability of these systems has relied on heuristic, or physically 
motivated arguments. This paper shows that open-circuit-short–circuit state switching control 
laws can be viewed as hybrid dynamical systems of [WIT96] type. Roughly speaking, hybrid 
systems are a class of dynamical system containing both discrete and continuous states. Within 
this framework, the closed-loop stability of this kind of switching is rigorously established using 
the method of multiple Lyapunov functions [CLA00, KUR03]. Later, switching R−L shunts 
have been proposed by [RGAB00, CC03]. These switching shunts achieved more promising 
results, but the optimal switching law still remains unclear. This second method is the 
Synchronised Switching Damping (SSD). It consists also in modifying the voltage on a 
piezoelectric element bonded on the structure with a simple switch driven during short periods. 
The switch connects the piezoelectric element to a circuit which can be either a simple short 
circuit (SSDS), a small inductor (SSDI) or voltage source (SSDV). This methods, again offers 
several advantages: it is insensitive to environmental changes due to its self-adaptive broadband 
behaviour. It doesn’t require a very large tuning inductor for low and very low frequencies, 
multi-modal damping is achievable without complex circuits and only a very low power supply 
is required to operate the switch. [LE04] improved the switching shunts by adding a negative 
capacitor. Nevertheless, only simulations have been done and the problem of the optimal 
switching law has not been solved. Moreover, negative capacitors are difficult to implement, 
tend to instability and require an active implementation, exactly what is tried to be avoided with 
switching shunts. In the past, it was unclear how to switch these kinds of circuits in order to 
achieve optimal damping, because the system of interest is hybrid in nature. [NIE05] shows 
how to apply a hybrid system framework using a control methodology in order to obtain the 
optimal switching sequence. Additionally, a multi parametric programming approach is 
presented that leads to the optimal switching law. Afterwards, the derived switching law is 
approximated and implemented with a simple analogical circuit that does not need power for 
operation. Experiments demonstrate that this circuit achieves better vibration suppression than 
all other shunt circuits that do not need power for operation and have been proposed so far. 
[FA06, RIC07] proposed an analytical model for  multimode switch signal. They showed that 
the detection of a local maximum is not optimal for the case of multimodal control. The 
authors proposed a probabilistic criteria (detection of the maxima significantly 
exceeding the average level) giving a good result. The control was applied also to the 
acoustic comfort field. In [KAN03] an innovative method of semi-active vibration suppression 
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with energy-recycling approach has been proposed and investigated to improve the performance 
of semi-active vibration control with piezoelectric transducers attached to a vibrating structure. 
Vibration of the structure are suppressed semi-actively by controlling a switch of a passive 
electric circuit, so as to change the state of the passive system, instead of actively supplying 
electric charge or voltage to the piezoelectric transducer. Therefore, since no external energy 
can flow into the system, the system is stable even if it is controlled improperly. [DUC09] deals 
with mechanical vibrations reduction by means of passive and semi-passive shunt circuits. Two 
electromechanical reduced order models (based on analytical and finite element formulations) 
are proposed, allowing the accurate study of the dynamics of the whole structure-piezo-circuit 
system. The electromechanical coupling factor is shown to be the decisive factor for the 
performance of the system. In order to obtain good performance without having to tune the 
system, one can use a switching passive circuit which opens and closes at a precise timing. This 
system, which is the main object of this study, uses the electrical charge stored on the 
piezoelectric elements to counter the vibrations, with an effect similar to dry damping. As the 
switch timing is synchronized on the vibrations, no precise tuning is required, the system is self-
adaptive and can be self-powered. For each system, a theoretical analysis of the performance is 
made, with either one or several degrees of freedom models. Experimental results are found to 
be in good agreement with the theory; however the strong non linearity in time domain create a 
high frequency excitation of the structure which can disturb the synchronization and the 
difficulty of correct switch timing is also observed. 
• AC/DC converter   
Power harvesting from piezoelectric transducers can either be used to damp vibration [LOH03] 
or to supply power to other electronic circuits. [OHL03] proposed an AC-DC rectifier circuit 
with a switch-mode DC-DC converter to control the maximal power flow, which was then used 
to charge a battery with an efficiency of around 74% to 88%. A half-bridge AC-DC converter 
was proposed in [FM03b] to synthesize an impedance, i.e. to shunt damp the system, and to 
harvest power. However due to the highly reactive nature of piezoelectric shunt damping 
circuits, such operation has been avoided to date. In shoes, power harvesting was used to supply 
wearable computer systems with power [SP01], e.g. an active radio frequency tag that transmits 
a short-range 12-bit wireless identification code while the bearer walks. For this application, an 
AC-DC diode-bridge rectifier with a DC-DC step-down converter was used. However, the well-
developed power harvesting circuits require almost as much power as they harvest, especially in 
cases where low vibration are found.  
• Variable Resistive Shunts  
[WH97] suggested a variable resistive shunt. They tried to find the “ideal” periodic resistance 
time history by assuming that the resistance varies linearly with time between the values at the 
endpoints of each vibration interval. The varying resistance was determined by maximizing the 
loss factor of the shunted composite system. This was done by dividing each half-cycle into a 
number of equal intervals and using a simplex optimization routine. However, no experimental 
results were presented and it remains unclear whether this shunt is able to significantly damp the 
structure since resistor shunts or switched resistors have not shown promising results. 
Additionally, the implementation of the variable resistor with controller is not straightforward. 
• Negative Capacitors  
As the resistive R shunt cannot dissipate much energy because of the reactive power 
components of the piezoelectric capacitor, negative capacitor shunts have been proposed 
[Wu01, WB96, Wu00, Par03]. The negative capacitor eliminates the piezoelectric capacitance 
such that the resulting resistor can optimally dissipate energy. This means that the power factor 
is corrected by the negative capacitor in the shunt. In experiments, it was shown that this shunt 
circuit is highly sensitive to variations within the piezoelectric capacitance. If the absolute value 
of the negative capacitor is larger than the piezoelectric capacitance, then the system becomes 
unstable. Moreover, the implementation of a negative capacitor requires active circuit 
components.  
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• Active Shunt Controller via Control Oriented Synthesis  
Generally, any shunt circuit can be regarded as a controller that regulates the current as a 
function of voltage or vice versa. This means that the shunt circuit can be designed using a 
standard control technique like the LQG, H2 or H design [FM05]. However, it turned out that 
a very well identified model of the system is needed and the control design is not 
straightforward due to the highly reactive impedance of the piezoelectric transducer. 
Additionally, the resulting shunt circuits are active and it is very difficult to implement them 
with analogical circuitry. Therefore, they have been implemented with a synthetic impedance 
that is introduced later in this chapter. Nevertheless, Fleming and Moheimani [FM05] 
implemented an active impedance with considerable damping that is robust against small 
variations in the mechanical structure. It could be shown that the resulting controller is similar 
to a resonant shunt with additional negative capacitance.  
• Active Switching Shunts  
[PLRG04, RIC07] proposed a switching shunt (SSDV), where a switch connects two different 
voltage sources through a resonant network to the piezoelectric transducer. This technique is 
similar to the Synchronized Switch Damping Inductor (SSDI), but in the case of a weak 
coupling coefficient, this new configuration can enhance the damping performance. However, it 
requires an additional energy source.  
Other shunt circuit solutions with less impact on the research scene have also been described for 
sake of completeness:   
• Distributed Electrical Networks  
Distributed electrical shunts were proposed by [PdFM04, MdV04]. In this technique, several 
piezoelectric transducers are interconnected via shunt circuits. However, their solution resulted 
in very complex networks with gyrators and transformers that are hard to build and require 
active filters. Their latest results with simple distributed networks [dMP04] are comparable with 
the damping performance of a resonant shunt for one piezoelectric transducer.  
• Discrete time piezoelectric damper  
In [KPVG97, KPVG00], a method of vibration control using a discrete time controller is 
presented. This controller is called Strain Amplitude Minimisation Patch (STAMP) damper. 
Experiments with four piezoelectric patches as both actuators and power sources and one 
piezoelectric patch as a sensor showed that at resonance frequency the vibration was reduced by 
39.5 %, while for a resistor or a parallel R − L shunt the vibration was reduced by 17.3 % and 
62.7 %, respectively. Furthermore, it is self-powered and therefore does not need any external 
power. Unfortunately, over the last few years there has been a lack of publications using this 
method, and a reduction of 39.5 % (4.4dB) for five piezoelectric patches is rather poor.  
• Self-Sensing Technique  
The self-sensing or sensor-actuation technique estimates the strain of the piezoelectric 
transducer by subtracting the piezoelectric capacitive voltage drop from the applied voltage at 
the terminals of the transducer [AHG92, DIG92, LLH03]. This strain information is feedback 
through a controller to the terminal voltage of the piezoelectric transducer. The self-sensing 
technique is similar to active shunts, but suffer from the drawback that the estimation of the 
strain is highly sensitive to the piezoelectric capacitance. This uncertainty may decrease 
significantly the performance and could cause instability.  
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Shunt techniques applications  
Shunt damping has been applied for high-end products in the aerospace industry and also for 
low-cost products like sports equipments. In aerospace, vibration suppression is challenging 
because the weight of the damping devices should be kept as light as possible. Shunted 
piezoelectric materials can be an alternative. 
An interesting industrial application in the field of aeronautics and automotive in general, is the 
interior sound level reduction. The acoustic comfort is a very important problem in everyday 
life. In order to control sound waves propagation and related resonances, active control 
techniques have been used for several years and implemented in noise control [HO00]. The 
most usual practice is the use of antinoise, which consists in controlling the interference of the 
incident unwanted sound waves with a properly controlled wave generated by a secondary 
source. This methods has been successfully applied to reduce the noise level experienced by 
passengers in the compartment of a motorcar [PF05]. A piezoelectric actuator is driven by a 
voltage generator controlled by a proper feedback low based on a model of the structure 
[MATA06]. The main negative aspect is a complexity of the system and a large required 
operative energy. Another approach has been suggested, namely a combination of active and 
passive noise reduction techniques [LEE02], but it requires an increased panel’s mass. Many 
studies reported the reduction of noise transmission by proper control of the transmitting 
structure vibration damping [HO01]. [Lie01] proposed shunted piezoelectric transducers to 
damp blades of helicopters. In [MK01], the nonlinear, supersonic panel flutter was reduced 
using shunted piezoelectric patches and [AHvFV93] implemented a shunted piezoelectric patch 
configuration for damping space structures. [MPS+99] proposed to damp the solar array of the 
Hubble Space Telescope with shunted piezoelectric materials and [NGDH93] suggested to 
suppress vibrations in spacecrafts with the same approach. [CF02] used shunted piezoelectric 
patches to suppress turbo machine blading-flow induced vibrations. As shown in [AJI01] and 
suggested in a patent [Mat03], shunt damping can be applied for reducing the noise transmission 
through structures. [ZCVV01] used R−L or negative C shunts for echo cancellation of a 
submarine. In the patents [BH01, QSWH02], R−L shunts are used to damp the head of a disc 
drive and patent [Tre01] suggests an R−L shunt to damp breaks. [PLC+04] proposed an R−L 
shunt to reduce vibration of a CD-ROM case. Most of the low-cost applications using shunt 
damping have been presented for sport equipments. For example, the ski company K2 proposes 
shunts for skis and snowboards [Van98]. They use a passive (resistor) or an active damper, with 
the latter requiring a battery. The former Active Control Experts ACX, published many patents 
of shunt damping for sport equipments. For example [LMJA99, LGR+01, BSP99] proposed R 
shunts and shunting LED lights for skis, tennis racquets, baseball bats and golf clubs. They 
claimed to achieve 30% additional damping. In particular, [LMA+02] describes smart 
snowboards where vibration is unwanted because they can lead to instability of the boarder. 
Thus the vibration was suppressed using resistive shunted piezoelectric patches, like R shunts. 
Patent [LRM+00] proposes resonant shunt circuits for skis. However, a bulky inductor of 22 H 
is required, that was wound on a core which was mounted mid-plane in the circuit board. As the 
temperature on skis can vary by more than 30C°, it is doubtful, whether this resonant shunt can 
damp the structure well over such temperature ranges, as we will show in Section 4.1. Head’s 
patent [KL01] also proposes R or R−L shunts for tennis rackets. In a recent patent of the Head 
Company, Lammer [Lam03] proposed switching shunts for skis and tennis rackets. These shunt 
circuits are self-powered, i.e. no external energy source like a battery is necessary. The proposed 
circuit is claimed to reduce the oscillation amplitude by a factor of at least 1.5, preferably at 
least 2.0. The circuit comprises 4 transistors, 6 resistors, 4 diodes, 4 capacitors and one 
piezoelectric actuator. The piezoelectric transducers are laminated to the ski body. A similar 
approach is also described in Heads patent [Lam04]. 
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ABSTRACT: The possibility of simulating and predicting the dynamic behavior of controlled
structural systems is a challenging goal because of the complexity of the related architectures.
As a matter of fact, obtaining accurate information on system response in pre-design and
design phases may reduce both computational and experimental efforts. In this study, the
numerical simulation of a specific family of semi-active vibration control devices is taken into
account: piezoelectric acting in the synchronized switched shunt architecture (SSSA). Different
from the classic shunt inductive architecture, the SSSA is characterized by a switch component
adaptively synchronized with the structural response to be controlled, whatever it is. The
ability of controlling low range frequencies without large limitations in terms of inductive
components represents, together with the adaptive skill, the main advantage of this technique.
The reference structure is represented by an isotropic plate, clamped on the edges; the active
system is made of an isolated PZT patch, located at the center. A dedicated simulation tool has
been realized and implemented to predict piezo effectiveness for the considered configuration.
Related matrices have been suitably integrated within the complete model. The switching state
of the electrical circuit causes the matrices elements to be time-variant; the related problems
have been dealt with in a Newmark-Beta-based integration solver. The integrated structural
system has been fully and simultaneously simulated, considering at the same time the
structural dynamics, the nonlinear behavior of the electrical device, and the piezoelectric
electromechanical response. Results have been presented in terms of time response.
The innovative contribution reported in this study concerns the application of the FE
approach to the design of a SSSA integrated within MDOF structural systems.
A characteristic of the approach is the ability of interacting with commercial FE codes, like
MSC-Nastran, in designing and simulating the SSSA control action. References reported in
this study face the SSSA control problem applied to single DOF systems (not directly
applicable to complex systems, but through modal analysis reduction operations) or deal with
FE simulation of classical inductive shunt (not switched). The details of this statement are
fully reported in the Introduction.
Key Words: switched shunt control, piezoelectric, semi-active control.
INTRODUCTION
S
TRUCTURAL vibrations control can be considered
as a real technological challenge because of the large
amount of related problems. As a consequence, many
efforts have been made on defining, realizing, and
characterizing different typologies of control techniques,
according to the specific problem.
Passive typology (Ciminello and Ameduri, 2005) is
one among the most commonly adopted techniques:
they never provide the structure with artificial
energy and their functionality is essentially based on
appropriate modifications of the structural mass,
damping, and stiffness matrices.
Despite their easy implementation and low cost, their
performance is generally inadequate to meet all the
necessities (Bisegna and Caruso, 1999).
A specific passive typology is represented by the shunt
resonator family: vibrations are reduced by using electric
circuits and electromechanical devices, suitably posi-
tioned on the element.
Four typologies of shunted circuits (Figure 1),
inductive, resistive, capacitive, and switched, were
presented by Lesieutre (1998) for the first time in
literature.
Lesieutre emphasized that the inductive circuits which
include an inductor and a resistance in parallel with the
PZT (Figure 2) are the most widely used in damping as
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they are analogous to the mechanical vibration absor-
bers.
Hagood and von Flotow (1991) presented the first
quantitative analysis on the mechanical energy dissipa-
tion with PZT shunted with passive electrical circuits.
They introduced a nondimensional model that indicates
that the damping effect of shunted circuit resembles that
of viscoelastic materials. Shunting with a resistor and an
inductor introduces an electrical resonance, which can
be optimally tuned to structural resonances in a manner
analogous to a mechanical vibration absorber. They
applied their model to a cantilever beam and verified the
accuracy of the model experimentally.
Law et al. (1996) presented a method for analyzing the
damping behavior of resistor shunted PZT materials,
based on energy conversion principle rather than
mechanical analogies. A two degree of freedom (DOF)
experiment was set up to test the accuracy of the model,
and the experimental results were in good agreement with
the model predictions. Park and Inman (1999) compared
the results of shunting the PZT elements with an RL
circuit connected either in parallel or in series. They
developed an analytical model to predict the behavior of
a beam with a shunted circuit. The predictions of the
model were verified experimentally.
McGowan (1999) pointed out how passively
controlled shunt circuits were a viable alternative to
the active control. In her research she pointed out that
there were two important issues that needed to be
considered in using PZT as actuators for active control
systems: the large amount of power for operation, and
the complexity of the hardware involved with active
control (added hardware, control law design, and
implementation). McGowan showed how passive damp-
ing with shunted PZT required simple electrical circuitry
and very small power.
Although either passive or active control techniques
are highly recommended for a wide range of applica-
tions, (Agneni et al., 2003) there are some instances
when hybrid systems provide the best solution for
vibration suppression.
Kahn and Wang (2001) presented for the first time
the results of a hybrid technique in the structural
vibration control field. The advantage of such a
system is the overall stability increase. More recently,
Corr and Clark (2001) compared two novel hybrid
shunt techniques to the traditional passive tuned
resonant shunt circuit. The first technique, the ‘state
switching’, is a semi-active variable stiffness technique in
which bonded PZT actuators are switched from short
to open circuit states. This technique changes the
stiffness of the structure for two quarters of its vibration
period, thus dissipating energy. The second technique,
the ‘synchronized switching’, is a semi-active continuous
switching architecture in which a resistor–inductor shunt
circuit is periodically connected to the bonded PZT
actuators. The equations of motion are derived for a
single DOF system with a parallel wired stack actuator
attached on a clamped–clamped aluminum beam.
Numerical and preliminary experimental results
showed good accordance for 12 dB reduction. The
advantages of the novel over the resonant shunt
technique are: smaller shunt inductance needed, lower
sensitivity to environmental changes, and easy tuning.
The synchronized switch damping was proposed by
Richard et al. (2000) for vibration damping. Inverting the
voltage on a PZT transducer through the inductive
element when the switch is on causes the structural
response to be distorted, shifted in time domain from the
beam deflection, and magnified. The proposed approach
is inherently a broadband technique. The equations of
motion are derived for a single DOF system.
Experimental results on cantilever beam showed 6 dB of
reduction for a viscoelastic epoxy beam and 10 dB for an
aluminum beam at the first resonant frequency.
Ameduri et al. (2005) proposed an energetic
approach for a beam vibration control system through
the synchronized switched shunt resonator architecture
(Moheimani and Behrens, 2004 and Wu 2001). Both
theoretical and numerical models were implemented to
estimate the effects due to this kind of control. By taking
advantage of PZT energy transmission model, an
optimization process was carried out; in this way, the
proposed system is able to maximize the energy
transmission from the structure to the PZT elements
and vice versa. The assessed system, comprehensive of
the electrical components, was simulated by using a
FE approach. Mechanical and electrical components
interaction key-point was represented by assembling the
coupling matrices. After a preliminary validation by
means of the MSC-Nastran code, the aforementioned
model was used to estimate SSSA control ability at the
first three structural modes for an aluminum beam
clamped on one edge. The estimated vibration reduction








Figure 2. Mechanical model of the PZT patch with shunted circuit.












Figure 1. Configuration of the four different shunted circuits.
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literature works illustrate a wide variety of methods to
control structures with bonded PZT elements, but the
related simulation methods appeared to be applicable
for the special cases and lacked generality. This is
the reason why the authors addressed some efforts in
the definition of a more general and flexible theoretical
and numerical model describing electromechanical
nature of PZT elements.
Tzou and Tseng (1990) developed a FE model for
sensors and actuators bonded on structures. A specific
FE model was built for a thin PZT solid. Hamilton’s
principle was used to formulate the dynamic problem in
the FE form, and Guyan reduction was applied to
condense the DOFs associated with electrical potential.
The system time response was calculated using the
Wilson method.
Hwang and Park (1993) introduced a model for plate
elements with bonded PZT sensors and actuators.
They introduced a four-node non-conforming quadrilat-
eral element. In their study, they investigated the effect of
different PZT sensor and actuator configurations on the
vibration control. Kim and Moon (2001) presented for
the first time a FE formulation for PZT plate elements
with passively shunted circuit elements that incorporated
the electric circuit dynamics. They used the Hamilton’s
principle to derive the nonlinear FE model. The electrical
DOFs of a single element were presented both as one per
node and one per element, showing good accordance.
Galucio et al. (2005) presented a FE formulation for
the dynamic transient analysis of a damped adaptive
sandwich beam composed of a viscoelastic core and
elastic PZT laminated faces. No electrical DOF was
introduced in the formulation. The electromechanical
coupling was taken into account by means of an
augmentation of the stiffness of the PZT layers for a
sensor configuration. The equation of motion was using
a direct time integration method based on the
Newmark-Beta scheme.
In the present work, the FE modeling of a synchro-
nized switched shunt control technique is described.
The mechanical system is a rectangular isotropic
plate, clamped at the edges with a PZT patch bonded at
the center, as shown in Figure 3.
The control system is an RLC electrical circuit with
a switch component added in serial configuration
(Figure 9).
A specific multi DOFs FE model of the PZT element
has been defined and implemented, based on the
constitutive law and the virtual work principle. The
integration with the structural system has been obtained
by adding the PZT structure to the corresponding
matrices of the structure, computed by the
MSC\Nastran code.
The Newmark-Beta integration method has been
taken advantage of, to compute the system behavior in
the time domain.
A description of the theoretical methodology adopted
to define the PZTFE and to integrate this within the plate
structure, is provided; then, the integration method,
adopted to predict the dynamic response of the system
with and without control is illustrated; finally, related
results are expressed in terms of time response (Heylen
et al. 2003 and Srinivasan and McFarland, 2005).
NUMERICAL APPROACH
The working modality of the piezo bonded on the
plate determines both bending and in-plane actions on
the structure.
For the sake of completeness, both the in-plane,
xM,in-plane and the bending, xM,bending DOFs have been
taken into account in the implementation of the FE
model. In this section, the FE model of the PZT patch is
derived.
The PZT FE Implementation: Mechanical DOFs
The FE sketched in Figure 4 representing an
elementary rectangular plate has been taken into
account to derive the PZT FE model. Each node has
three translational and three rotational DOFs, for a
total of six.
The nodal displacement vector may be expressed as:
xM ¼ u, v,w,#x,#y,#z
  ð1Þ

























Figure 4. Piezo finite element model’s DOFs.
Figure 3. Mechanical model.
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In the hypothesis of small displacements the in-plane
and out-of-plane DOFs are uncoupled; then, the
aforementioned vectors can be simply reordered by
placing at first the in-plane followed by the out- of-plane










K½ in-plane 0 0













The zero rows and columns introduced corresponding
to #z rise from the choice to make the element unable to
react to the out-of-plane moment. As these zeroes lead
to ill-conditioning problems of the structural stiffness
matrix, according to Zienkiewicz, the last four elements
of the principal diagonal have been assumed to be equal
to one thousandth of the smallest diagonal one
(Zienkiewicz, 1979).
Since the adopted FE should represent a PZT lamina,
an additional electrical DOF is required, given by the
piezo electrodes charge, q.
Piezo Stiffness Matrix
From the structural point of view, Expression (3) can
be derived by taking into account the PZT constitutive



















where [Y ]E is the mechanical stress–strain constitutive
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From the virtual work principle:
 ¼ ðU TWÞ ¼ 0 ð7Þ
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By taking into consideration the relation occurring
between nodal displacement, xM, and strain, "
(Anderson and Crawley, 2007), that is:
"½  ¼ B½  xM½  ) "½ T¼ xM½ T B½ T ð10Þ




B½ T Y½ E B½ dVþ
Z
V






















B½ T Y½ E B½ dVþ
Z
V
B½ T e½  e½ T B½ dV ¼ KS½ PztZ
V
B½ T e½  dV ¼ KSE½ PztZ
V
e½ T B½  dV ¼ KES½ PztZ
V
 dV ¼ KE½ Pzt:
ð12Þ




the above matrices (12) may be arranged in order to
point out mechanical and electrical DOFs:
KS½  KSE½ 
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Piezo Mass and Damping Matrices
From the virtual work principle (7), the variation of
the external work W, performed by the shunt circuit in




DðL €q R _qÞ dA: ð15Þ




















dA ¼ R ¼ CE½ Pzt
ð17Þ
are, respectively the mass and damping PZT matrices
due to the electrical nature of the element.
The piezo mass, [MS]Pzt, and damping, [CS]Pzt,
structural matrices have been taken by the
Przemieniecki description (Przemieniecki, 1985).
Some tests have been carried out to validate the model
(see Tables 1–3).
These results are in good accordance with the
theoretical ones predicting the PZT behavior in terms




In order to integrate the PZT FE within the structure
to be controlled, the aforementioned matrices have to
undergo a reference system changing. Both nodals and
forces DOFs expressed in the local (PZT) reference
system, have to be ‘transposed’ in the global one (plate).
According to Figure 5, by assuming a distance h
between the PZT middle plane axes O’X’ and the plate
middle plane one OX, Relations (18) and (19)
















1 0 0 0 h 0 0
0 1 0 h 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0  1
h
0 1 0 0 0
 1
h
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0

































1 0 0 0  1
h
0 0
0 1 0  1
h
0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 h 0 1 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0























Figure 5. Reference systems coinciding to the middle planes.
Table 3. Voltage induced by in-plane forces
applied on Nodes 3 and 4 along x-direction,
Nodes 1 and 2 being fixed (with reference to
the piezo model sketch in Figure 4).





Table 1. In-plane displacements of Nodes 3 and 4
(with reference to the piezo model sketch in Figure 4)
for a unitary applied voltage, by considering fixed the
first and the second nodes.
Nodes Voltage (V) Displacements (m)
First 1 Fixed
Second 1 Fixed
Third 1 u3¼2.315E008, v3¼9.218E009
Fourth 1 u4¼2.315E008, v4¼ 9.218E009
Table 2. In-plane displacements of Nodes 2 and 3
(with reference to the piezo model sketch in Figure 4)
for a unitary applied voltage, by considering fixed nodes
1 and 4.
Nodes Voltage (V) Displacements (m)
First 1 Fixed
Second 1 u2¼ 1.199E008, v2¼1.580E008
Third 1 u3¼1.199E008, v3¼1.580E008
Fourth 1 Fixed
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in a compact form:
X½  0Pzt ¼ S1½  X½ Str ð20Þ
and
F½  0Pzt ¼ S2½  F½ Str ð21Þ










¼ C½  0Pzt
KS½ Pzt KSE½ Pzt
KES½ Pzt KE½ Pzt
" #0
¼ K½  0Pzt ð22Þ
the PZT equations of motion in the local reference
system results:
M½  0Pzt €X
 0þ C½  0Pzt _X 0þ K½  0Pzt Xf g0¼ F½  0Pzt: ð23Þ
Substituting relations (20) and (21) in (23) it
comes out:
S1½  M½  0Pzt S2½  ¼ M½ Pzt
S1½  C½  0Pzt S2½  ¼ C½ Pzt
S1½  K½  0Pzt S2½  ¼ K½ Pzt:
ð24Þ
Expressions (24) represent the corresponding piezo
matrices in the global reference system.
The System Dynamic Equation
The equation of motion (25) for the entire structure
(PZTþ plate) has been now derived.
M½  €X þ C½  _X þ K½  Xf g ¼ F½ : ð25Þ
The mass, stiffness, and damping matrices of the plate
have been extracted by the MSC-NASTRAN code;
the partitions of the plate matrices corresponding to
the coincident PZT-structure DOFs are summed
to the PZT ones (24), results of the reference system
changing.
The PZT matrices elements summed to the corres-
ponding ones at coincident plate DOFs, leads to:
M½ pzt[str ¼ M½ PztþM½ Str
C½ pzt[str ¼ C½ Pztþ C½ Str
K½ pzt[str ¼ K½ Pztþ K½ Str:
ð26Þ
The main features of the structure and PZT patch are
provided in Tables 4–6.
FEMAP pre-processing software has been used to
realize the plate FE model (Figure 6), whose main
characteristics are summarized in Table 7. Each element
has the same in-plane dimensions as the selected PZT
patch in order to make easier the model integration.
According to Relations (26), the PZT has been
integrated within the central plate element.
In Figure 7, the single piezo non-zero stiffness, mass,
and damping matrix elements are sketched; the bottom
right corner element represents the pure electric term;
the last row and column represent the mechanic-electric
coupling terms; and finally the remaining part of these
matrices constitute the pure mechanical components.
In Figure 8, the PZT matrices assembled within the
plate ones, according to relations (26), are sketched. For
the sake of simplicity, without loosing generality, the
contact DOFs have been concentrated in the bottom
right corner of the matrices.
The coupling terms describing the PZT behavior have
been estimated only for the stiffness matrix, assuming
the corresponding mass and damping terms negligible.
Moreover, the migration period of the electrons on
the two leads being remarkably shorter than the typical
time mechanic period, it is reasonable to assume a
constant charge distribution, according to Kim and
Moon (2001).
Table 4. Structural material properties.











Modulus of elasticity 62GPa
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Density 8000Kg/m3
Table 6. PZT main electric and electrome-
chanical characteristics.
PZT coefficient g31 8.0e3V/m
PZT coefficient d31 350E12m/V
PZT coefficient d33 680E12m/V
Dielectric constant 5000
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SSSA CONTROL SYSTEM AND INTEGRATION
The Switched Shunt Resonator Control System
The adopted electrical network is an RLC resonant
circuit having the PZT as capacitance. The circuit is
sketched in Figure 9.
The switch element, generally in off state (open)
during structural vibrations, corresponding to maxima
deformations, assumes the on state (close) for 1/10 of
the highest excitation signal period to be controlled
(Figure 10), allowing current to flow in the RL branch,
with a resulting charge inversion on the PZT leads.
This value ensures the charge, stored on the PZT,
to remain approximately constant while the switch is
on, that is to say, the voltage reversing is as
instantaneous as possible without commutation losses
(Figure 11).
Due to PZT electromechanical nature, the transmitted
electrical energy is reversed into a mechanical strain
actuation pulse train, opposed to the maxima structure
deflections generating it. In other words, the piezo
charge flows in the inductor which sends it back reversed
on piezo electrodes and producing, in this way, a local
strain in phase opposition with respect to the vibration
that generated it.
The pulsation !el of the electrical switching is simply




The pulsation of the electrical oscillation, in the SSSA,







































Figure 7. Piezo matrices assembly.
Figure 6. Plate FE model: the red dot is the position of the applied





Figure 9. Synchronized switched shunt circuit.
Table 7. FE model main features.
Element type CQUAD
Mesh discretization 1111
Number of total nodes 144
Number of constrained nodes 44
Mechanical DOF per node 6
Total mechanical DOFs 600
Electrical DOF 1
Total (electromechanical) DOFs 601
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be high enough if compared with the highest mechanical
resonance frequency to be controlled. Anyway an
optimal range must be defined to optimize synchronized
switching performance (Corr and Clark, 2001), a lower
and upper limit has to be guaranteed:
10fmec  fel  50fmec: ð28Þ
The lower one must be set to ensure that the electrical
frequency is at least 10 times of the highest mechanical
mode of interest, in agreement with the aforementioned
observations about the electrical period.
The upper one is quite arbitrary; however it is
showed (Richard et al., 2000; Corr and Clark, 2001)
that in order to avoid the frequency switching
induce non-controlled electrical self-inductions in the
circuit, it should be set no more than 50 times the
mechanical one.
According to Expressions (27) and (28), as C is
fixed by the piezo element, a suitable value should be
set for L.
Integration Strategy
Since the working principle of the SSSA control
system is characterized by fast state variations, due to
the electric circuit quick commutation times, the
system behavior will suffer a continuous transient
regime. According to the MSC-NASTRAN code, a
specific version of the Newmark-Beta numerical
integration method has been adopted. The transient
structural output is computed using a set of coupled
equations through direct numerical integration. The
coupled system matrices are time dependent and, in
particular, assume an on/off state. In short, the
integration method may be schematized as shown in
Figure 12.
As illustrated in the diagram, after the time integra-
tion performed by the Newmark-Beta block, a suitable
algorithm detects eventual maxima. If the actual system
configuration x(ti) results in a maximum, the circuit
state becomes on and the structural matrices are
assigned with the corresponding on state values.
The circuit remains in this state for a specific time
interval, according to what is defined in the following
paragraph. After this short interval or if no maxima
are detected, the off state values are assigned to the
structural matrices.
The electrical parameter adopted in the numerical
simulation integration of the control systems are
summarized in Tables 8 and 9.
RESULTS
The SSSA dynamic numerical simulation is
presented here. First of all, after the realization of
a FE model of the plate, a normal modes/eigenvalues
analysis type has been performed, in the MSC/
NASTRAN environment, to get the natural frequencies
of the structure. In addition, a frequency response
function has been computed to have a wide view of the
dynamic behavior in the frequency domain.
The reason is that the switched shunt resonator
control design needs to know the highest mechanical
frequency to be controlled, as the frequency switch
signal must be set at 10 times the mechanical one.
The next simulation step, on the basis of the data just
gained, is the integration of the control system dynamic
equation, through the Newmark-Beta numerical solver.
The simulation has been performed by adopting
sinusoidal signals. The excitation frequencies have
been chosen in order to excite normal modes controlled
by the PZT patch located on the center of the structure,
i.e., the first and third modes, among the ones in the
range of 0–800Hz.
Moreover, two different structural damping coeffi-
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0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03
Figure 10. Switch signal simulation.
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semi-active control with respect to the self-damping
features of the structure.
FRF and Eigenvalues
In the modal analysis, the modal shapes and their
frequencies in the range 1–800Hz have been taken into
account. In Figures 13 the model FRF is sketched.
Related normal frequencies are illustrated in Table 10.
As evident from the first and the third modal shapes
shown in Figures 14 and 15, the PZT patch is located on
a high transmission zone (max curvature).
Table 8. Open circuit properties.
Frequency: fmech See Table 10
Resistance: R 1E10
Inductance: L 2E6H
PZT free capacitance: C 49E9Farad
Table 9. Closed loop circuit properties.
Frequency: fel 10 * fmech
Resistance: R 100
Inductance: L 1/((2 * pi * fel)
2 *C)































Figure 13. Structure FRF obtained for a normal force applied as
shown in Figure 6; nonstructural damping has been considered.
Figure 14. Structure first modal shape.
Figure 15. Structure third modal shape.
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SSSA Harmonic Response
According to the previous results, sinusoidal signals
have been used to induce first and third system
resonance.
In Figures 16–19 the first mode response of the system
has been traced with and without control, for 0.8 and
1.0% damping coefficients, respectively.
In Figures 20 and 22, the third mode response of the
system has been traced with and without control, for 0.8
and 1.0% damping coefficients, respectively. Figures 21
and 23 are structure vibration third mode damping at
0.8% and 1% details respectively.
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Figure 18. Structure vibration first mode damping at 1.0%.
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CONCLUSIONS
The PZT patch FE model derived by an energy
criterion combined with the numerical multi DOFs
simulator, based on a FE able to predict the structural
response under the action of a SSSA, represent the
novelties of this research.
In the present work, the modeling of a synchronized
switched shunt control technique by adopting a FE
approach is described. The structural reference system is
constituted by a rectangular plate, with a PZT patch
bonded in the center of one side where the strain is
maximum for the first and third flexural modes.
The structure has been excited on a single node by sine
signals at the first and third resonance frequencies.
The integration with the structural system has been
obtained by adding the PZT matrices to the correspond-
ing structural ones. The Newmark-Beta integration
method has been taken advantage of, to compute the
system behavior in time domain, with and without
control. Different from the classical shunt resonator
techniques, the SSSA does not require any tuning
between the circuit resonance and the specific structural
mode to be controlled: generally speaking it is a
broadband control system. As another consequence,
no high inductive elements are necessary to control low
frequencies modes; moreover, a higher stability degree
with respect to environmental changes may be achieved.
A maximum reduction of 4.87 dB on the displacement
has been estimated for the first mode, starting from an
intrinsic damping coefficient of 0.8%. Moreover, ability
of the system of controlling further modes (third) has
been validated.
Further investigations will be carried out on more
complex systems, constituted by a PZT network.
An experimental campaign will be devoted to validate
the attained numerical results.
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Figure 21. Structure vibration third mode damping at 0.8%, details.
Table 11. Displacement reduction versus
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NOMENCLATURE
SSSA¼ synchronized switched shunt architecture
xM¼ vector of mechanical degrees of freedom
u¼ in-plane translation along x-direction
v¼ in-plane translation along y-direction
w¼ transversal translation
x¼ rotation around x-axis
y¼ rotation around y-axis
z¼ rotation around z-axis







xM,in-plane¼ vector of in-plane degrees of freedom
xM,bending¼ vector of bending degrees of freedom
q¼ piezo surface electric charge
Fin-plane¼ in-plane nodal forces
Fbending¼ bending nodal forces
[K ]in-plane¼ in-plane DOF’s stiffness matrix
[K ]bending¼ bending DOF’s stiffness matrix
x¼ stress x-component
y¼ stress y-component






[e]¼ piezoelectric material constant
2¼material dielectric constant at constant
stress
[Y]E¼mechanical stress–strain constitutive
matrix at constant electric field
¼Poisson’s modulus
Ep¼Young’s modulus of elasticity at constant
electric field
¼ 1/2
¼ system total energy
U¼ system potential energy
T¼ system kinetic energy
W¼ system external work
V¼ piezo volume
A¼ piezo face area
B¼ shape function matrix
[KS]Pzt¼ piezo stiffness structural matrix
[KSE]Pzt¼ piezo stiffness coupling matrix
[KE]Pzt¼ piezo stiffness electrical matrix
Fexc¼ external excitation
[ME]Pzt¼ piezo mass electrical matrix
[CE]Pzt¼ piezo damping electrical matrix
[MS]Pzt¼ piezo mass structural matrix
[CS]Pzt¼ piezo damping structural matrix
[M]Str¼ plate mass structural matrix
[C]Str¼ plate damping structural matrix
[K]Str¼ plate stiffness structural matrix
[M]pztUstr¼PZT-plate mass structural matrix
[C]pztUstr¼PZT-plate damping structural matrix
[K]pztUstr¼PZT-plate stiffness structural matrix
X¼ electromechanical DOF vector
F¼ electromechanical forces vector
S1¼ system reference changing matrix for the
electromechanical DOF
S2¼ system reference changing matrix for the
electromechanical forces
Zshunt¼ shunt impedence
Tel¼ capacitance oscillating discharge time
period
C¼ shunt circuit capacitance
L¼ shunt circuit inductance
R¼ shunt circuit resistance
fel¼ switching frequency
fmech¼ structural resonance frequency
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Synchronized Switched Shunt Control Technique
Applied on a Cantilevered Beam: Numerical and
Experimental Investigations
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2The Smart Structures Laboratory – CIRA, The Italian Aerospace Research Centre, Capua, Italy
ABSTRACT: During the last decades, some research interest in noise and vibration
suppression has been focused on a specific control typology, based on semi-active
architectures. Related advantages, like low or absent external power supply and intrinsic
adaptive capacities, constitute an acceptable compromise between passive and active systems.
Among the proposed ones, the so-called Synchronized Switched Shunt Architecture (SSSA)
has shown good potential. Theoretical and numerical models able to describe simple systems
(concentrated DOFs), controlled by an SSSA were already implemented. Anyway, these
models are not immediately applicable to continuous structures (beams, plates, etc.). For this
reason, and taking advantage of the previous works, a dedicated simulation code was ideated
and implemented. In this article, the cited code was used to predict the benefits due to an SSSA
device, applied on a beam element; later on, an experimental campaign was carried out on a
dedicated prototype; finally, numerical and experimental results were compared in order to
point out eventual discrepancies and assess the modeling capabilities. Sine signals were used to
excite the beam resonance frequencies. Both numerical and experimental outcomes were
expressed in time domain because of the unsteady nature (and consequent nonlinearity) of the
examined semi-active control system.
Key Words: control, actuator, piezoelectric, sensor.
INTRODUCTION
W
ITH the recent advances in smart structural
systems, an increased interest in the applications of
piezoelectric materials (PZTs) arose, primarily devoted
to the development of feedback systems aimed, for
instance, at implementing additive sources of (active)
structural damping.
Passive techniques are widely used for reducing
structural noise and vibration levels, but some physical
limitations prevent their use at low frequencies; in detail,
these treatments are ineffective at frequencies below
200Hz and add a significant amount of weight to the
structure (Caruso, 2001; Corr and Clark, 2001; Hagood
and von Flotow, 1991).
With the possibility of attaining good performance in
the low frequency range, active controls have been
widely studied; McGowan (1999) was the first to point
out how passively controlled circuits are a viable
alternative to the active ones (Agneni, 2003). In her
research she identified two important issues that needed
to be considered in using active control systems:
the large amount of power for operation, and the
complexity of the hardware involved with active control
(added hardware, control law design and implementa-
tion). In particular, McGowan showed how passive
damping with shunted PZT required simple electrical
circuitry and very small power.
Although either passive or active control
techniques are highly recommended for a wide range
of applications, there are some instances when hybrid
systems provide the best solution for vibration suppres-
sion (Kim and Moon, 2001; Law et al., 1996; Tzou and
Tseng, 1990; Wu, 2001).
Kahn and Wang (2001) presented for the first time the
results of a hybrid technique in the structural vibration
control field. The advantage of such a system is the
overall stability increase.
The research conducted in this study focuses on
a specific hybrid vibration damping technique, based on
a Synchronized Switched Shunt Architecture (SSSA),
(Amedari, 2005, Ciminello et al., 2007) where piezo-
electric materials are used to control structural vibrations
with low weight penalties and simple operative systems,
particularly targeting the low frequencies band. The
SSSA allows good reduction of vibrations in broadband
cases, and is self-adaptive with environmental variations.
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It consists of a RLC electrical circuit with a switch
component added in serial configuration (Figure 1).
In shunted circuit-based dissipation techniques,
piezoelectric materials are called to transform energy
(Lesieutre, 1998; Park and Inman 1999; Moheimani and
Behrens, 2004). Mechanical is converted into electric
energy. In a vibrating structure, a shunting network can
be configured to dissipate vibration energy by tuning
the electrical system dynamics. A switched semi-active
electrical network, connected to piezoelectric patches,
could be then powered simply, thanks to this kind of
conversion. When the circuit switch is on, the piezo
charge flows in the inductor, which almost instanta-
neously sends it back, reversed, to the piezo electrodes
producing in turn local strain in phase opposition
with respect to the vibration that generated it. In this
article, both numerical and experimental results of an
SSSA-based semi-active control system are presented.
An efficient numerical simulation tool, previously
developed (Ciminello et al., 2007), was used to predict
the vibration control performance of this kind of
architecture when applied onto a beam element; a
laboratory test campaign was then carried out on a
dedicated prototype, allowing a successive comparison
between numerical and experimental data, carried out in
order to point out possible discrepancies. Sine signals
were used to excite beam resonance frequencies.
Results are presented both in terms of vibration levels
reduction and overall controller efficiency. Both numer-
ical and experimental outcomes were expressed in
time domain because of the characteristic nonlinearity
of the faced problem. As a last step, the further research
objectives of this study are discussed.
NUMERICAL APPROACH
Structural Characterization
The structure is a 250mm long aluminium cantilever
beam (Figure 2).
The piezoelectric ceramic patch is bonded on the
beam, close to the clamp, where the strain is expected
to be large for the flexural modes of interest. The PZT
material and the structure characteristics are reported
in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
Modal shapes and frequencies in the range between 1
and 500Hz are taken into account, considering only
the flexural modes the PZT is able to detect and
control (Table 3). Numerical modal analysis was
performed through MSC-Nastran for the beam without
PZT patches and the first, second, and fifth modes are
sketched in Figures 3–5, respectively.
Electrical Characterization
The working principle consists of synchronizing the
switch component ‘on state’ with the piezo displacement
maxima. When this event occurs, the switch device is
turned on for about 1/10 the highest excitation signal
period to be controlled (Figure 6).
During the on state, the piezo charge flows through
the inductor which sends it back, reversed, to piezo
leads, producing an impulsive strain, opposite to the
vibration that generated it. Because C is fixed by the
piezo element, a suitable value should be set for L, to
optimize the device performance. An upper limit for
the inductance should be also considered, to ensure
that the stored charge (inside the piezo element)




Figure 1. Synchronised switched shunt circuit.
Table 2. Main PZT properties.
PZT model (Stettner Co.) PPK-11
N8 of PZT 1
In-plane dimensions (mm) 30 25
Thickness (mm) 0.5
Young mod. (GPa) 62
Poisson’s ratio 0.3
Density (kg/m3) 8000
Table 1. Main beam properties.
Beam material Al 7075 T6
In-plane dimensions (mm) 25025
Total thickness (mm) 2
Young mod. E (GPa) 72
Poisson’s ratio 0.32
Density (Kg/m3) 2700
Structural damping  0.01






PZT transducer PZT exciting
Figure 2. Cantilever beam with PZT patches bonded.
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This also implies that the voltage conversion should
occur over a very short period (Figure 7), avoiding
commutation losses.
The lower limit for the inductance is quite
arbitrary, apart the necessity to prevent the excitation
of structural resonance modes by the switch action.
Since the resistance is chosen to be very small, the





p ¼ 10fmec: ð1Þ
Numerical simulations were then carried out, based on
the electrical characteristics, summarized in Tables 4
and 5.
FE Characterization
PZT patches are able to react both to bending and to
in-plane stresses. The numerical simulation had to take
into account this characteristic. Each node of a PZT
finite element had six mechanical DOFs, three transla-
tional and three rotational; moreover, an additional
electrical DOF, represented by the unknown PZT leads
charge q (Ciminello et al., 2007), was considered for each
element. The presence of only one electrical DOF per
element implies that the charge is uniform on the
surface, coherent with the physical observation that the
electrons migration velocity on the conductive surface is
remarkably lower than the highest mechanic period





0.0105 0.015 0.03 0.045 0.06 0.075 0.09 0.105 0.12 0.135
Z
X
Output Set Mode 1, 26.56626 Hz
Deformed (10.84): Total Translation
Contour: Total Translation
Y
0.15 0.165 0.18 0.195 0.21 0.225 0.24





0.0105 0.015 0.03 0.045 0.06 0.075 0.09 0.105 0.12 0.135
Z
X
Output Set Mode 2, 164.6738 Hz
Deformed (10.54): Total Translation
Contour: Total Translation
Y
0.15 0.165 0.18 0.195 0.21 0.225 0.24
Figure 4. Second mode shape: 164.67Hz.
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has enough time to uniformly distribute during the
deformation.
From the virtual work principle, the relation (2)
among the different terms, contributing to the total
energy, is found:
 ¼  U TWð Þ ¼ 0: ð2Þ
Expressing the potential energy variation U, the kinetic
energy T and the external work W, considering
the PZT constitutive law, PZT stiffness, damping
and mass matrices are found, as shown in detail in
Ciminello et al., 2007
Both PZT and beam matrices were suitably combined,
by taking into account the common DOFs (Ciminello
et al., 2007), in order to achieve a system in the form of:




















0.0050 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03
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0.0105 0.015 0.03 0.045 0.06 0.075 0.09 0.105 0.12 0.135
Z
X
Output Set Mode 5, 457.2205 Hz
Deformed (9.99): Total Translation
Contour: Total Translation
Y
0.15 0.165 0.18 0.195 0.21 0.225 0.24
Figure 5. Fifth mode shape: 457.22Hz.
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Damping matrix was assumed as a linear combination
of the mass and stiffness ones; proportional coeffi-
cients were determined by imposing a constant value of
damping  (0.01) for the normal frequencies of interest.
Corresponding structural matrices were integrated for
the aluminium beam (Ciminello et al., 2007; Anderson
and Crawley, 2007; Srinivasan and McFarland, 2005;
Zienkiewicz, 1979; Heylen et al., 2003; Crawley and de
Lius, 1998). FEMAP pre- and post-processing software
was used to build a plate FE model (Figure 8), whose
main characteristics are summarized in Table 6.
Each element had the same in-plane dimensions as
the selected PZT patch in order to make the model
integration easier.
Integration Logical Scheme
Since the working principle of the SSSA control
system is characterized by fast state variations, related to
electric circuit quick commutation times, the system
behavior will undergo a continuous transient regime.
A specific version (one step, implicit) of the Newmark-
Beta numerical integration method was adopted, com-
patible with the MSC/Nastran solver (Richard et al.,
2000). The transient structural output is computed
through direct numerical integration of a set of coupled
equations (Hwang and Park, 1993). Related matrices are
time-dependent and, in particular, assume two forms,
depending on the on/off state. The schematic of the
integration method is illustrated in Figure 9 (Galucio































Figure 7. PZT voltage reversing in time domain.
Figure 8. FE Model of the referred cantilever beam.
Table 6. FE model main features.
Element type CQUAD
Mesh discretization 91
Number of total nodes 22
Number of constrained nodes 2
Mechanical DOFs per node 6
Total mechanical DOFs 132
Electrical DOFs 1
Total (electromechanical) DOFs 133
Table 4. Switch off circuit numerical characteristics.
Quantity Value




Table 5. Switch on circuit numerical characteristics.
Quantity Value
fel (Hz) 10 * fmec
C (F) 49E9
Ron (!) 100
Lon (H) 1/((2 * pi * f_el)^2 *C)
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Following the above diagram, after the time integra-
tion, a suitable algorithm detects eventual maxima. If the
current system configuration x(ti) results in a maximum,
the circuit state is set to on and the structural matrices
are consequently assigned. The circuit remains in this
state for a specific time interval, according to what is
defined in the next paragraph. After this short interval or
if no maxima are detected, the system is switched to off
and the structural matrices accordingly change.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
A sinusoidal excitation signal has been used to excite
the structure and to investigate SSSA suppression
ability. The frequency of the excitation has been set to
26.56Hz, 154.56Hz, and 417.22Hz for the three tests,
respectively.
The first three bending modes have been controlled.
Due to the time dependence of the global system,
the results, in terms of free edge beam displacements,
have been estimated in time domain (Figures 10–12).
The numerical simulations were carried out through
the adoption of the electrical characteristics that are
summarized in Tables 7–9.
SSSA ARCHITECTURE
The complete SSSA control system is represented
schematically in Figure 13. It consists of a switching
control unit connected to the shunt branch RL and
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Figure 12. Time evolution of the beam with and without control for
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the beam with and without control for a
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the beam with and without control for a
sine excitation (damping coeff ¼ 0.01).
Table 8. On circuit experimental characteristic.
Quantity Value




Table 7. Off circuit experimental characteristics.
Quantity Value




Table 9. Control system electrical characteristics.
Quantity Value
Band width (Hz) 500
Switch freq. (Hz) 5000
Max switch freq. (kHz) 20
Pzt d31 (m/V) 350E12
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The PZT transducer is connected to the shunt branch
through the switch control unit, which drives the CMOS
switch device. The switch control unit is described in
detail as being made of a:
. Derivative & LPF (Low Pass Filter) unit;
. Tachometer;
. CMOS switch.
Derivative & LPF Unit
The input to the Derivative & LPF Unit is the PZT
transducer voltage, converting the structural strain
through the g31 (direct) piezoelectric constant. In fact,
since the tachometer is sensitive to a zero crossing signal
while the switch activation must be synchronized to the
maximum strain, the input was opportunely derived.
The operational amplifier used to set-up the D & LPF
unit belongs to the LM324 low power quad series,
(Figure 14) (National Semiconductor Corporation,
2000). In detail, it consists of four independent, high
gain, internally frequency compensated operational
amplifiers, specifically designed to operate for a single
or even dual power supply over a wide range of voltages.
In Table 10 the main features of the component are
summarized.
Tachometer
The tachometer input is the derived excitation
signal. The tachometer output is a pulse train signal.
The circuitry is able to produce the signal synchronized
with the maxima deformations and with the width of
1/10 of the input signal period. The component used
belongs to the LM2907 series. In keeping with
the system building block concept, this device provides
an output voltage which is proportional to input
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Figure 14. Derivative & LPF unit – schematic.
Table 10. LM324 main features.
Single power supply 3V to 32V
Dual power supply þ/1.5 V to þ/16V
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The device is designed to operate from a single
supply voltage, which makes it particularly suitable for
battery operation. Referring to National Semiconductor
Corporation (2000) the device includes three basic
components: an input amplifier with built-in hysteresis;
a charge pump frequency to voltage converter; and a op
amp/comparator with an output transistor.
The LM2907 can be used to provide zero crossing
datum to a digital system using the circuits illustrated
in Figure 15. At each zero crossing of the input
signal the charge pump changes the state of capacitor
C2 and provides a one-shot pulse into the zener diode D1
at pin 3. The width of this pulse is controlled by the
internal current of pin 2 and the size of capacitor C2 as
well as by the supply voltage. Since a pulse is
generated by each zero crossing of the input signal,
we call this a ‘two-shot’ and this can be used for
doubling the frequency that is presented to the control
system.
In Table 11 the output signal features are
summarized:
Vcc, i2, and C2 being the DC supply voltage, the
current, and the capacitance in the branch afferent to pin
2 of the tachometer component, respectively (Figure 15);
finally, VZener represents the voltage on the leads of the
Zener diode of branch 3 sketched in the same figure.
CMOS Switch
The switch component is a solid state device,
typically a CMOS transistor, in order to face the high
frequencies and the high number of commutations.
The component used is an ADG452 monolithic CMOS
(Analog Device, 2004) (Figure 16) device comprising of
four independently selectable switches (Zienkiewicz,
1979).
They are designed using an enhanced LC2MOS
process that provides low power dissipation yet gives
high switching speed and low resistance. CMOS
construction ensures ultra-low power dissipation,
making the parts ideally suited for portable and
battery-powered instruments. The CMOS switch
driving input signal is a pulse train. The output is an
off/on state. In Table 12 the ADG452 features are
summarized.
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
The experimental test structure is a 250mm
long aluminium cantilever beam, clamped at one end
(Figure 17). The structure is excited through a PZT
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Figure 15. Tachometer – schematic.
Table 12. ADG452 main features.
Logic power supply 5V
Analog signal range þ/15V
Fast switching time ton 70 ns to toff 60 ns
Table 11. LM2907 output signal main features.
Pulse width (Vcc/2) * (C2/i2)
Pulse height VZener
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A peak-to-peak amplified harmonic signal Vpp was used
to drive the actuator, at each of the first three structural
resonances (Table 3).
The following Figure 18 shows the SSSA electrical
circuit, as realized for lab experiments.
The following instrumentation was used to perform
the test campaign:
. Oscilloscope – Lecroy 9304AD 200MHz
. Signal generator – Hp 33120A
. PZT power amplifier – CIRA HVA
. Dual power supply – EL 302 D
. Logic power supply – Lascar
. Fiber vibrometer laser – Polytec OFV-552
. Vibrometer controller – Polytec OFV-5000
. LMS modal analysis software
The input signal to the exciter (Figure 19) was provided
by a signal generator, then amplified by the CIRA
HVA (High Voltage Amplifier) (Figure 20). This signal
was compared with the logical signal produced by
the circuit.
The uncontrolled and controlled beam responses

























2.5 3.5 4.5 53 421
Figure 19. Input signal and logical switch produced by the circuit.
Figure 17. Experimental cantilever beam.
Figure 18. The SSSA control system realization. Figure 22. Cantilever beam 25 dot trace.
Figure 21. Optical laser vibrometer pointed at the free edge.
Figure 20. PZT high voltage amplifier (HVA).
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Figure 23. System time response to a sine excitation of 26.56Hz: numerical (—) and experimental (-*-) comparison of the system response with
and without control.
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Figure 24. System time response to a sine excitation of 154.67Hz: numerical (—) and experimental (-*-) comparison of the system
response with and without control (second resonance frequency).
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NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The measurements are conducted tracing a 25 dot line
on the cantilever beam surface and detecting through an
optical laser vibrometer the velocity of each point
(Figures 21 and 22). Although the results presented
concern the tip point, the acquisitions performed on the
remaining points have been used to trace the experi-
mental modal shapes. The recorded numerical values are
processed through the LMS modal analysis software
to get the corresponding displacements, in time domain,
in order to compare the first, second, and fifth experi-
mental displacement reduction with the numerical ones
with and without control. In Figures 23 and 24,
experimental and numerical results for the first two
modes, with and without control, have been compared; in
more detail, the higher amplitude curves refer to the
non controlled response, while the lower amplitude ones
refer to the controlled behavior. Experimental data have
been highlighted by means of dotted lines. According
to related numerical predictions, the displacement
reduction expressed in dB is equal to 15.5 and 16.2, for
the first and the second mode, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER STEPS
The control system presented here was tested to
compare experimental and numerical results. The
damping ability of the techniques has been estimated
for the first bending modes; a max reduction of
the displacements of 16.2 has been found. The
experienced test campaign showed to be in good
accordance, confirming the goodness of the adopted
numerical model.
The vibrations damping gained here is the result of
a single PZT device, without power amplification for
its actuation. This strongly encourages testing systems
with multiple active elements.
Concerning the switch control signal processing unit,
a powerful improvement is expected by adopting a
noise filtering and a voltage threshold fail-safe control
device. Moreover, an electronic tachometer can be
adopted to control impulse signals, as well. The
optimized circuitry will be integrated on a chip to
achieve better performance in terms of management and
space saving.
Future experimental test campaigns will be carried
on isotropic and anisotropic plates, to validate
multimode control approaches (Ciminello et al., 2006;
Przemieniecki, 1985).
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el¼Referred to the switch circuit










PZT¼Referred to the PZT
str¼Referred to the structure
PZT[ str¼Referred to the PZT-structure coincident
nodal points




Vpp¼Peak-to-peak supply voltage signal for the
PZT used to excite the structure
Vcc¼DC voltage supply of the tachometer
i2¼Current of the branch 2 of the tachometer
C2¼Capacitor of the branch 2 of the
tachometer
VZener¼Zener diode voltage of the tachometer
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Abstract: 
Research in noise and vibration control has partially focused on 
semi-active attenuation techniques such as Switching Shunt Control 
(SSC) systems. Among the various methods, SSC architectures 
exhibit several interesting advantages such as low power 
absorption and intrinsic adaptive capabilities. This approach may 
represent an acceptable compromise between passive and active 
solutions. In previous work the authors implemented and validated 
1D and 2D numerical models, addressed to describe continuous 
simple isotropic structures under tonal excitations controlled by 
single-element SSC system. Further efforts were then directed to 
extend the applicability of those models to non-isotropic structures 
and to multi-tone control devices. In this paper, a 6-PZT network 
multi-tone SSC system is presented, and embedded into a balanced 
fibreglass laminate. The network geometry is defined according to 
an optimisation process following modal information. The former 1-
channel control circuit was extended to drive up to 4 independent 
channels. The complete system dynamics was simulated by 
assembling the structural matrices into a Matlab code, where both 
the electromechanical coupling and the control circuit behaviour 
were taken into account. The structure was excited by broadband 
sweep signals in a selected range. Numerical and experimental 
results were compared and discussed. 
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Research in noise and vibration control has partially focused on semi-active attenuation techniques 
such as Switching Shunt Control (SSC) systems. Among the various methods, SSC architectures exhibit 
several interesting advantages such as low power absorption and intrinsic adaptive capabilities. This 
approach may represent an acceptable compromise between passive and active solutions. In previous 
work the authors implemented and validated 1D and 2D numerical models, addressed to describe 
continuous simple isotropic structures under tonal excitations controlled by single-element SSC system. 
Further efforts were then directed to extend the applicability of those models to non-isotropic structures 
and to multi-tone control devices. In this paper, a 6-PZT network multi-tone SSC system is presented, 
and embedded into a balanced fibreglass laminate. The network geometry is defined according to an 
optimisation process following modal information. The former 1-channel control circuit was extended 
to drive up to 4 independent channels. The complete system dynamics was simulated by assembling 
the structural matrices into a Matlab code, where both the electromechanical coupling and the control 
circuit behaviour were taken into account. The structure was excited by broadband sweep signals in a 








SC Shunt Control 
SSC Synchronised Shunt Control 
PZT Piezoceramic (Lead Zirconate Titanate) 
σii mechanical in-plane stress 
τii mechanical angular stress  
εii mechanical in-plane strain 
γii mechanical angular strain 
Dj dielectric displacement 
Ej electric field 
ν Poisson ratio 
dij the piezoceramic inverse dielectric constant 
sij compliance constants 
∈ jj dielectric constants 
Y Young modulus 
ϑ rotation 
u displacement along x axes 
v displacement along y axes 
w dispacement along z axes 
q electrical charge 
Cp pzt blocked capacitance 
q electrical charge 
G direct electromechanical coupling matrix 
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D inverse electromechanical coupling matrix 
t thickness  
ψ flexural stiffness ratio 
Λ pzt free strain 
αeq equivalent thermal coefficient 
Vpzt sensor voltage 
ω angular frequency 
a pzt length  
b pzt width 
[M] mass structural matrix 
[C] damping structural matrix 
[K] stiffness structural matrix  
Fext external excitation 
Mpzt piezoceramic actuation moment 
ζ damping coefficient 
φ electromechanical  eigenvectors matrix 
L shunt circuit inductance  
R shunt circuit resistance 
Ec kinetic energy 
T referred to a transpose vector 
x referred to the in plane mechanical dof 
y referred to the in plane mechanical dof 
z referred to the transversal mechanical dof 
i referred to the electrical filed direction 
j referred to the mechanical field direction 
s referred to the structure 
p referred to the piezoceramic  




A first example of PZT-based commutation State Shunted Circuits was proposed in [1, 2]. Therein the author 
studied a resistive SC with comparable open and closed circuit periods. This kind of device can be compared to a 
variable stiffness mechanical system. In [3, 4], the authors proposed to close the circuit for a very short period 
and to add an inductor to boost the electric charge produced on the PZT elements. This technique was called 
Synchronized Switch Damping.  The switching approach can be further modified to produce: 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Short, a purely resistive shunt; 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Inductance, including an inductive component; 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Voltage Source, implementing a voltage input, function of the vibration 
amplitude [5]. 
This last option changes the system into one of active control requiring an external power supply. It also 
involves instability risks, eventually mitigated by forcing slow input voltage variations, [6]. In [1-6], the damping 
effects were estimated by simple 1D simulations and MDOF models were considered in [7-9] where state and 
Synchronized Switching techniques were compared. The latter resulted in a more effective approach. Further 
improvements were presented in [10], where different modal filters were implemented. Good performance was 
achieved but complex electronics was required. Guyomar et al. refined the Inductive Switching Shunt structure 
and proposed an autonomous guidance circuit [11-12]. In particular, they showed how the detection of local 
maxima was not optimal for multimode control. They proposed instead the use of probabilistic criteria, getting 
good results [13] by filtering the detected signal maxima using a threshold (averaged vibration level) value. 
Numerical procedures were developed in order to apply these methods to real structural systems, as in [14-15]. 
In [14], an isotropic, simply supported rectangular plate is referred to, controlled by a single PZT patch. Coupled 
electromechanical system matrices were assembled into a dedicated Matlab routine, while the structural matrices 
were computed by the MSC/Nastran code. Control logic was then implemented and system time response was 
finally computed. The proposed approach was experimentally validated in [15], on a cantilever beam resulting in  
a 5-dB displacement reduction around the 1st and 3rd mode band, following the action of a single PZT patch, 
with no power amplification. The goal of this paper is to extend the abovementioned results to multi-tone 
control systems, implemented on 2D isotropic structures (fibreglass laminate). 
A 6-couple actuator-sensor PZT network is considered. The active devices were embedded within a 10-ply plate. 
A proprietary plug-and-play electronic circuit was realised, an evolution of earlier releases [15]. Classical PZT strain 
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actuation analytical models were implemented [16-19]. PZT sensor response was computed by relations directly 
derived by the constitutive equations. A multi-parameter genetic optimisation process, taking advantage of the 
complete numerical model, was carried out to determine the PZT devices layout and number. The control 
system authority and its bandwidth were elements of the cost function considered. Laboratory tests were finally 
performed and the attained results compared with the numerical predictions. 
 
1. PZT coupling modelling
The complete system is modelled, made of the structural part, the active devices, the electrical elements and the 
control logic. MSC/Nastran is used to derive the structural matrices. In this paragraph, equations regulating PZT 
behaviour as actuator (produced moment, Mpzt) and sensor (derived voltage, Vpzt), are recalled; converse and 
direct piezoelectric effects are then considered. 
 
1.1 Constitutive equation 
PZT constitutive matrix, linking resulting deformation to imposed stress and electric field, may be assembled 
according to the following assumptions (non-zero terms): 
 

























































The PZT electromechanical constitutive equation is, then: 
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2.The PZT is unloaded along the vertical direction, so that: 
 
0=zzσ  (6) 
 
3.Electric field is zero in the patch plane; then: 
 
0== yx EE  (7) 
 
Since the thickness is very small with respect to the other dimensions, no contribution derives from the action of 
































































































This matrix may be inverted and assumes the form: 
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1.2 Direct Piezoelectric Effect 
Equations (11) describe the working of a piezoelectric as an actuator and a sensor. In particular, the equation 
describing the direct piezoelectric effect can be derived from the last row: 
 

























Holding the assumption 3, Ez=Vz/tp. If the piezoelectric element is a sensor, open circuit condition may be 
assumed, yielding Dz=0, [19]. Equation (12) is then written as: 
 

























Let classical plate theory be referred to. The action of normal loads and bending moments is taken into account; 
small displacement are considered. Axial deformation is neglected and curvature terms are disregarded as well. 
















































z jijijijijijijisε  (15) 
 
In other words, the output voltage of the PZT sensor is a function of the normal displacements at certain nodes 
of the region where it is placed such as illustrated in Figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1 – Contact region between piezoelectric and structure; typical grid and node sequence. 
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If p PZT are added to the model, the direct coupling matrix G is a p x n matrix the rows of which allow 
computing the piezoelectric voltage output.  
 
1.3 Converse Piezoelectric Effect 
The expression of the moment, MPZT, generated by the embedded PZT element is recalled, according to the 
classical formulation by Crawley and de Luis, [16]. The piezoelectric patch works then as a structural actuator. 
Recall the basic hypotheses: 
 
• Linear stress/strain  relations; 
• Linear strain along the structure and the piezoelectric ceramic thickness; 
• Bonding layer quality is perfect. 
 
This latter hypothesis yields for typical actuator-structure configuration, [16]. Whichever theory is considered, the 
expression for the transmitted strain at the interface between PZT actuator and the structure may be expressed 
as: 
 
Λ⋅= αε int  (16) 
 
Where α is the generic transmission coefficient, a number in the interval [0;1]. Its value depends on the 
geometric and physical characteristics of the materials considered. The parameter Λ is the PZT “free” strain, or 






=Λ  (17) 
 
The classical theory, [16], reports the following value for the transmitted strain due to a couple of embedded 













ε  (18) 
 














θθ  (19) 
 
The parameters θS and θz are the ratios tS/tp and zM/tp, respectively, following the nomenclature introduced in 























the ratio among the 1D effective stiffness of the two bodies. The transmitted strain may be reported as a 
function of the relative thicknesses for a certain value of the Young moduli ratio. In the case considered here and 
represented in Figure 2, Ys/Yp = 0.7 (fibreglass vs. piezoelectric ceramic).  Really, it is not possible to refer to a 
non-dimensional thickness parameter, because of the formula structure. The relation looks strongly dependent 
on the piezoelectric thickness, as it becomes larger and larger. For small values of PZT thickness (up to 1 mm), 
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and for reasonable values of zM, the functions stay near and some general remarks may be drawn. Transmitted 























Figure 2 – Normalised strain as a function of the relative thickness for Young ratio of 0.7 (embedded PZT actuators) 
 
The expression (19) refers to 1D, but can be easily extended to 2D configurations. It can be used as a basic 
reference when evaluating transmitted moments through numerical analysis. FE strategies are in fact necessary to 
represent complex, generally shaped structures (stiffened, tapered, etc.), when analytical solutions are not 
available. A solid model, HEXA8-based, was built to evaluate the strain actuation performed by PZT couples, 
embedded within the fibreglass structure analysed here. The piezoelectric effect is simulated by applying a unit 
thermal load to a temperature-dependent material, whose expansion coefficient is: 
 
peq td /31=α  (22) 
 
Results of this comparison are reported in Table 1 (moments per unit of length). 
 
[kg mm/ sec2] MPZT,x MPZT,y 
Analytical, [16] 108,6 109,8 
Numerical 82,9 83,6 
Table 1 – PZT transmitted actions 
 
The total transmitted moments may be distributed along the domain boundaries. A simple technique is to divide 
them into equal parts for each of the edges except for the corner nodes where it is assigned with half that value 
(uniform mesh). A representation of this kind of distribution is shown in Figure 3. The converse coupling 
matrix, referring to p actuators, acting on an n-DOF structure, is an n x p matrix whose columns define the 
single piezoelectric excitation at the i-th structural node. 
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Figure 3 – Schematic of the PZT-generated moments distribution, along the contact boundaries. 
 
 
2 Switching Shunt Control Working Principle 
The basic principles of the adopted switching shunt control device are now described. The PZT element, is 
connected to a circuit, switching between an open and a closed (shunt) state; the latter is usually the shorter 
period. Previous results, [3], confirmed by successive independent studies, [14], verified that better performance 
levels are obtained when the switching period is set to 1/10 of the highest frequency to be controlled and is 
independent on the structural dynamics. When the circuit is closed, a voltage inversion on the PZT electrodes 




Figure 4 – Example of time evolution of the PZT voltage during a sine excitation. 
 
The switching produces in change in local strain actuation, opposite to the structural-borne strain. The circuit 
pulsation ωel is simply related to Cp and L through the relation: 
LC p
mechel
110 max, == ωω  (23) 
 
The SSC is therefore characterized by fast state variations, following the circuit quick commutation times. The 
global system will then suffer a continuous transient regime. Classical frequency analysis is then replaced by time 
domain representations. Computation is performed using a direct implicit numerical scheme of the Newmark-
Beta family algorithm. Two different equations are referred to, considering the short and open circuit state, 
respectively. The numerical integration method flowchart is reported in Figure 5. Through a standard sine signal 
inversion procedure after time integration, strain maxima are identified and the system switch to the closed state. 
After 1/10 of the prescribed period, the system switches back. 
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Figure 5. SSC-Newmark integration method flow chart 
 
3.Modal reduction of the system equation  
PZT-generated forces, MPZT, and sensed voltage, VPZT, may be expressed as: 
 
{ } [ ]{ }qDM PZT =  (24) 
{ } [ ]{ }xGVPZT =  (25) 
 
The coupling matrices, D and G, relate the charge and displacement field to the actions, produced by the PZT 
actuator, or the signals, generated by the incipient strain field, acting over the PZT sensor. The equation that 
describes the electrical circuit dynamics is: 
 
[ ]{ } [ ]{ } { } { }pztp VqCqRqL =⎥⎦⎤⎢⎣⎡++ −1&&&  (26) 
 
L and R are the inductance and the resistance of the adopted shunt circuit while Cp is the PZT blocked 
capacitance. 
 























































Proportional damping is assumed, [20], [21].The structural eigenvectors matrix is extracted by MSC/Nastran, the 
structural mass and stiffness matrixes as well. The electrical DOF, q, is invariant after this reference change. The 





















0ϕξ  (28) 
By substituting the expression (28) into (27) and pre-multiplying by ΦT, the following relation is obtained: 
 
[ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]rrrr FKCM =++ ξξξ &&&  (29) 
 
In the above equation, the matrices Mr, Cr, Kr (system) and Fr (external forces), are: 
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Time integration of the equation (29) provides the reduced dynamic response of the system, in the two states. 
Inverse transformation provides the physical time history. 
 
 
4. Test specimen modelling.  
The technique describe above was applied to a fibreglass panel. Free boundary conditions are assumed. Materials 
features, properties and number of nodes are reported in Table 2. The panel’s main features are then summarised 
in Table 3. Piezoelectric in-plane dimensions and mechanical characteristics are summarised in Table 4. 
 
Plate Fibreglass laminate 
Material 
PZT Ceramic 
Plate Balanced, symmetric laminate 
Property 
PZT Transversal Isotropic 
Plate 1203 
Nodes 
PZT 35 (single patch) 
Table 2 – FE model features. 
Dimensions (mm) 220 x 280 x 7 
Layers N 10 plies 
Composite components 7781 Fabric – 5245C Epoxy 
Young modulus (GPa) 45 
Poisson modulus 0.27 
Density (kg/m3) 2700 
Stack sequence [0]s 
Constraints 4-edge free 
Table 3 – Structure main properties. 
 
Dimensions (mm) 61 x 35 x 0.5 
Young modulus (GPa) 62 
Poisson modulus 0.32 
Density (kg/m3) 7800 
D31 (m/V) 350e-12 
G31 (Vm/N) 11.3e-3 
Installation Embedded (Control device) – Bonded (Disturbance) 
Table 4 – PZT main properties 
The PZT thickness and locations were chosen to maximise strain actuation and, then, the effect over the 
structure. The original FE model was updated after a correlation between numerical and experimental data. In 
particular, a genetic algorithm-based fitting process was carried out to determine the mesh, the plate thickness 
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distribution and local curvature, able to minimise the differences between the modal frequencies. The resulting 
geometry is sketched in Figure 6. A PZT element working as external exciter is bonded on the top surface. 
 
 
Figure 6 – Optimised FE model – Scheme (thickness distribution is exaggerated for representation purposes) 
PZT control element are embedded. PZT exciter is externally bonded. 
In Table 5 numerical resonance frequencies are summarised. 
 
Mode Id Frequency [Hz] Mode Id Frequency [Hz] 
1 156.1 5 607.5 
2 227.6 6 720.6 
3 391.2 7 766.2 
4 452.6 8 952.6 
Table 5 – Numerical structural frequencies. 
 
Normal mode analysis on the revised model provided the results shown in Figure 7 for the first 8 mode shapes. 
Maximum strain is attained where the curvature is higher. Therefore, those points are held as the optimal in-
plane location for the better electro-mechanical energy transmission, [12]. 
 
5. Experimental Characterisation 
 
5.1 SS Circuit Manufacture 
The SSC control system was designed, manufactured and tested during the activities described in [15]. Its main 
component blocks are: 
• Derivative & LPF (Low Pass Filter) Unit, [22]; 
• Tachometer, [23]; 
• CMOS Switch (ADG452), [24]. 
The ADG452 main features are summarized in Table 6.. 
 
Logic power supply (V) 5 
Analogical signal range (V) +/- 15 
Max switching frequency (kHz) 20 
70 (t_on) Fast switching time, (nsec) 60 (t_off) 
Table 6 – ADG452 main features 
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c. 3rd mode d. 4th mode 
  
e. 5th mode f. 6th mode 
  
g. 7th mode h. 8th mode 
Figur  7 – First 8 plate mode shapes. 
 
Here a 4-channel SSC system was realised using the same procedures described in reference [15], taking 
advantage of the peculiar characteristics of the selected CMOS. A photo of the implemented electronics is 
reported in Figure 8. The SSC COMS is user-friendly and follows a plug-and-play philosophy. The band of interest 
may be modified by simply changing some electrical components. The four channels may be independently 
activated or activated altogether. Synthetic inductors were not used. Experiments showed that better 




Figure 8 – The SSC electric board. 
5.2 Specimen Manufacture 
The test specimen was a 10-ply fibreglass plate, 287 x 221 mm. The 6-PZT network was embedded at the 2nd and 
9th ply (symmetrical configuration). One layer worked as a sensor, the other as an actuator network. The 6 
channels were completely independent. After epoxy resin infusion, the panel was then put under compression 
for 24 hours, cured and finally shaped into the final form pictured in Figure 9.  
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Figure 9 – FG laminate plate, with embedded PZT network. 
 
5.3 Piezoelectric Ceramic Component 
PIC 155 (PI, Physik Instrumente) material was used, which is a piezoelectric ceramic with high Curie 
temperature, high permittivity, high coupling factor and charge constants. The material is optimised for dynamic 
applications. High coupling factor (a measure of the efficiency in transforming electric into mechanical energy), 
low mechanical quality factor (internal dissipation) and low temperature coefficient (small variation of the 
characteristic coefficients with temperature), make this material particularly suitable for structural applications. In 
the form of bender actuators, they allow high deflections (up to 0.8 mm), with high force and high precision. 
They are also applied as structural broadband sensors (for structural health monitoring purposes, for instance) or 
for energy harvesting. A PI product based on the PIC 155 material is the P876 DuraAct, a ceramic patch 
embedded into protective films, [25]. The laminated design includes external protection and provides mechanical 
preload and electric insulation. In the kHz band, for usual deformations and device dimensions, generated 
electrical power is in the order of mW. 
 
Operating Voltage, (V) -100 to +400 
Holding Force (N) 265 
Length (mm) 61 
Width (mm) 35 
Thickness (mm) 0.5 
Bending radius (mm) 20 
Layer thickness (μm) 200 
Electrical capacitance (nF) 90 
Oper Temp  Range (°C) -20 to +150 
Mass (g) 3.5 
Table 7 – P-876, Technical Data. 
 
5.4 Set-up 
Laboratory set-up block diagram is shown in Figure 10. In detail, the following instrumentation was used: 
 
• Oscilloscope – Lecroy 9304AD 200MHz; 
• Signal generator – Hp 33120A; 
• Dual power supply – EL 302 D; 
• Logic power supply – Lascar; 
• Fibre vibrometer laser – Polytec OFV-552; 
• Vibrometer controller – Polytec OFV-5000; 
• LMS Test Lab analysis SW; 
• LMS SCADAS III acquisition system. 
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6.1 Set-Up and Experimental Modal Analysis 
The structure was excited by a piezoelectric ceramic patch bonded on its upper surface, driven by a 15 sec, 400 
mV (peak-to-peak) sweep signal. 50-1000 Hz frequency band was investigated, including the first 8 structural 
resonance frequencies. Vertical point velocity was detected through a laser vibrometer (Figure 11). The data was 
collected and processed using an LMS acquisition system through the Testlab Time MDOF tool. 
 
 
Figure 11 – Experimental modal analysis: acquisition grid (81 points). 
 
Mode Id Exp Freq (Hz) Num. Dev. (%) Mode Id Exp Freq (Hz) Num. Dev. (%) 
1 - - 5 627.1 3.1 
2 228.6 0.4 6 725.3 0.6 
3 371.8 5.2 7 750.2 2.1 
4 455.6 0.6 8 953.8 0.1 
Table 8 – First 8 plate eigenfrequencies; deviation from the numerical results. 
Measurements at the 1st numerical resonance, 156 Hz, were affected by a considerable background noise, 
probably due to non-ideal boundary conditions and the small deformation field, associated to the corresponding 
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modal shape. Low energy could then be inserted by the action of the piezoelectric actuator. An 81-node 
measurement grid was used. Experimental modal shapes are reported in Figure 12. 
 
- 
a.1st mode b.2nd mode 
 
c.3rd mode d.4th mode 
 
e.5th mode f.6th mode 
 
g.7th mode h.8th mode 
Figure 12 - Experimental plate mode shapes. 
 
Test results showed some critical aspects when compared to the model. The numerical deviations from the 
experimental results were small and mainly due the specimen manufacture itself, resulting in a non-regular 
thickness distribution and a variation of the optimal actuator placement regions. 
 
6.2 Control Implementation 
The action of the SSC control system occurs through the activation of each of the 6-PZT network actuators, as 
each receives the signal from the respective collocated sensors. A single SSC system per channel was connected. 
The different actuator – sensor couples were tested alone and then combined with the others, according to 




fmec (Hz) see Table 5 
Coff (F) 90.E-9 
Roff (Ω) 1.E10 
Loff (H) Ad-hoc value, to guarantee matrix inversion 
Table 9 – Switch-off circuit numerical parameters. 
Quantity Value 
fel (Hz) 10*fmec 
Con (F) 90.E-9 
Ron (Ω) 100. 
Lon (mH) 1/((2*pi*f_el)^2*Con) 
Table 10 – Switch-on circuit numerical parameters. 
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The nodal velocities were measured at the 81 grid points used in the experimental modal analysis. Results are 
expressed in terms of the measured mean plate kinetic energy and evaluated in dB. In order to compare the 
numerical and experimental results, certain frequencies were first selected, coherently with the following 
procedure: 
 
• An experimental characterisation of the panel, with and without control, is performed; 
• The mean kinetic energy FRF is plotted; 
• Peaks of interest are selected; the choice is supported by point information; 
• A comparison with the numerical data occurs. 
 
Numerical velocity maps of the controlled and non-controlled system are reported for two modes of interest in 
Figures 13-16. The selected PZT (active) control systems used are the couples 1-2-3 identified in Figure 6. Tests 
show a certain capability of the SSC in controlling a wide range of frequencies.  For instance, the response levels 
at the 6th and 7th mode are clearly affected. In Table 11, numerical and experimental kinetic energy reductions 
(dB) are compared for the different modes. In Figures 17-19 the effect of different combinations of SSC control 
systems is reported. 
 
 
Figure 13/14 – 3rd modal frequency; numerical velocity map; uncontrolled (left) vs. controlled (right) 
 
Figure 15/16 – 6th modal frequency; numerical velocity map; uncontrolled (left) vs. controlled (right) 
 
MODE KE (dB) – Num. KE (dB) – Exp. MODE KE (dB) – Num. KE (dB) – Exp. 
1st - - 5th 7 6 
2nd 7 8 6th 17 16 
3rd 8 6 7th 11 9 
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4th <1 - 8th 2 4 
Table 11 – Kinetic energy reduction, dB; PZT 1, 2, 3. 
 
Figure 17 – Experimental results (active systems 1, 2, 5); controlled vs uncontrolled FRF. 
 
Figure 18 – Experimental results (active systems 1, 3, 5); controlled vs uncontrolled FRF. 
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Figure 19 – Experimental results (active systems 1, 2, 3); controlled vs uncontrolled FRF. 
7. Conclusions and future work 
A semi-active Switching Shunt Control (SSC) system was tested to verify its experimental performance on a two-
dimensional structure, over a broadband frequency range. The selected test specimen was a 220 x 280 mm, 7 mm 
thick, 10-ply fibreglass laminate plate. The SSC system was made of several actuator/sensor piezoelectric ceramic 
pairs linked to a 4-channel control circuit and working as independent SISO devices. Active elements were 
embedded into the structure, at different locations, to produce effects over a large number of modes. The 
placement resulted from an optimisation study performed to maximise their action over a frequency bandwidth 
of interest. 
 
The equivalent induced damping was estimated, for seven out of the eight bending modes present in the 
investigated interval. Amplitude reductions up to 16 dB were attained. Experimental results were found to be in 
good accordance with the numerical predictions. The numerical model was derived and implemented in a Matlab 
environment, taking advantage of structural matrices, computed by a standard commercial FE code (MSC / 
Nastran). This choice allows the application of the method to more complex structural systems applications. 
 
Coupling matrices, expressing the action of the actuators to the structure and the information taken by the 
sensors from the structure were built according to the classical strain actuation theory and piezoelectric 
equations, respectively. A modal reduction strategy was adopted to simplify the input and to reduce the 
computational costs. Modal reduction did not result in perfect diagonal matrices. Electrical degrees of freedom, 
one for each control device pair, represented the electrical charge. 
 
The tests were carried out using different groups of 3 PZTs acting together over the structure. Generally, 
remarkable attenuations were experienced overall throughout the frequency range of interest. Concerning the 
switch control signal processing unit, a significant improvement is expected by adopting a noise filtering and a 
voltage threshold fail-safe control device in order to detect the unwanted peak detection and of course to avoid a 
voltage peaks that would damage the circuitry. 
 
The results obtained here, while excellent, could be further improved if a 6-channel control system were 
implemented. Architectures using a single active device, switching itself between actuator and sensor behaviour, 
should be investigated, to migrate towards simplest hardware architectures, by paying a limited penalty in terms 
of algorithm complexity. Also, out-of-resonance frequencies should be addressed in further steps, in order to 
further extend the capabilities of the implemented system. Random excitation should also be investigated, to 
evaluate the capability of the system to handle non-sinusoidal strain response.  Finally, the potential of the 
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Abstract 
Among the different strategies oriented to the noise and vibration control, due to their 
promising properties in terms of limited required power supply, broad band and no 
tuneable nature, semi-active switched shunt architectures have well done for 
themselves. The idea of using piezo transducers to convert mechanical into electrical 
energy and elaborating related signal within an external time variant electrical circuit, 
represents the inspiring principle of this type of control. 
A wide amount of efforts has been spent on the semi-active switched shunt control with 
specific interest in the “synchronised” one; theoretical, numerical, experimental 
investigations, proved in different ways pros and cons of applications generally 
confined to the vibration field, in the low frequency band. Also the idea of extending 
this control to acoustics has been taken into account: problems like the structure-borne 
sound have been dealt with, implementing switch logic onto piezo networks mounted on 
structural components. An interesting industrial application in the field of aeronautics 
and automotive in general, is the interior sound level reduction: in this case a 
distribution of piezoelectric transducers suitably collocated may lead to remarkable 
effects, without excessive power consumption. 
In the present work, a semi analytic approach aimed at estimating the effects on the 
reduction of pressure sound level by synchronised switched shunt logic, is described. 
The displacement field within a 1D longitudinal air column through a Fourier series 
expansion has been formalised by assigning a sinusoidal perturbation and fluid–
structure interface condition on the left and right boundaries, respectively. At first, a 
validation procedure has been implemented: both the convergence of the series 
coefficients and the satisfaction of boundary and initial conditions have been verified. 
To simulate the no control operative condition, the solution has been computed for the 
entire time domain, keeping invariant all circuitry properties; then for the switch 
working modality, solution has been computed by splitting the entire time domain into 
partitions, each one delimited by the instants at which the circuit is switched on (i.e., by 
maxima and minima of the displacement on the right boundary domain); for any 
partition, specific circuitry properties (e.g. piezo voltage, electrical field…) have been 
selected. Based on displacement information, related sound pressure level has been 




Synchronised Switched Shunt Control, Piezoelectric, Pressure Sound Level 
Nomenclature 
BC  boundary condition 
IC  initial condition
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Tel  electrical circuit period 
Tmech  mechanical period 
Ttot  total simulation time 
t0  initial instant 
x axis, fluid column length 
y   axis, fluid column depth 
z   axis, fluid column height 
U0  excitation amplitude 
u0(t)  displacement at x=0 
p(x,t)  pressure 
ω  excitation angular frequency 
c   sound speed 
ξ   fluid decay rate 
L  fluid column length 
Mp  piezo transmitted moment 
d   half beam span 
b   depth of the column and of the beam 
ζ   piezo extension along the beam span, ∈ [0,1]  
D  bending stiffness 
ρ  fluid density  
E0  B.C. constant term 
β1  B.C. coefficient, proportional to the first derivative of the displacement 
β2  B.C. coefficient, proportional to the displacement 
f(x)  initial displacement law 
g(x)  initial velocity law 
v(x,t)  function used for B.Cs homogenisation 
u(x,t)  semi-analytic solution, displacement distribution 
P(x,t)  differential equation right hand term of the B.Cs homegeneous problem 
Q(x,t)  displacement I.C. right hand term of the B.Cs homegeneous problem 
R(x,t)  velocity I.C. right hand term of the B.Cs homegeneous problem 
X(x)  space depending factor of the solution 
T(t)  time depending factor of the solution 
λn  nth problem eigen value 
ϕn(x)  nth orthogonal space dependent function used for Fourier series      
expansion 
bn(t)  nth time dependent function used for Fourier series expansion 
pn(t)  nth coefficient of Fourier series expansion of P(x,t)
qn(t)  nth coefficient of Fourier series expansion of Q(x,t)
D1n, D2n  nth general integral constants 
An, Bn  nth particular integral constants 
μn  nth coefficient of Fourier series expansion of f(x)
νn  nth coefficient of Fourier series expansion of g(x)
rn(t)  nth coefficient of Fourier series expansion of R(x,t)
pˆ   pressure squared value, averaged with respect time and space 
d31  piezoelectric charge constant 
g31  piezoelectric voltage constant 
Yp,  piezoelectric Young modulus 
Ys  structure Young modulus 
νp  piezoelectric Poisson modulus 
νs  structure Poisson modulus 
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Introduction
Sound and vibration control can be considered a real technological challenge because of 
the large amount of related problems and peculiar complexity. As a consequence, many 
efforts have been spent on defining, realising and characterising different typologies of 
control techniques, tailored on the specific problem. 
Among the different strategies, due to their promising properties in terms of lightness, 
simple design and low cost, a wide amount of interest has been focused on the shunt 
circuits. Through the shunt control architectures, structural vibrations are reduced by 
using time variant electric circuits integrated with electromechanical PZT suitably 
positioned on structural elements. 


Figure 1: Configuration of the four different shunted circuits. 
The first three schemes illustrated on the left in Fig.1 represent the most common 
passive shunt circuits. A lot of works in literature [1-4] have shown how the resistive 
shunt dissipates energy through Joule effect, the capacitive shunt changes the local 
stiffness of the structure, while shunting with inductive introduces an electrical 
resonance, which can be optimally tuned to the one of the system, analogously with a 
mechanical vibration absorber. 
It is well known that passive techniques are among the most commonly adopted because 
they never provide the structure with artificial energy and their functionality is 
essentially based on time invariant (fixed) modifications of the structural mass, damping 
and stiffness matrices. However despite of their easy implementation and low cost, their 
performance is generally inadequate to face all the necessities, particularly concerning 
with optimal strategies of smart structures solutions. In this case in fact, the control 
system characteristics have to satisfy some important requirements, among all, its 
parameters adaptability. 
This is the reason why in recent years, there has been a growing interest in the semi-
active control. A semi-active device can be broadly defined as a passive device in which 
the properties (stiffness, damping, etc.) can be varied in real time with a low power 
input. Although they behave in a strongly nonlinear way, semi-active devices are 
inherently passive and cannot destabilize the system. They are also less vulnerable to 
power failure and have good thermal stability, particularly useful in aerospace 
applications [5,6]. These reasons, jointly with the good performance exhibited within 
the low frequency range, justified the large amount of theoretical, numerical and 
experimental investigations. Among the shunt schemes sketched in Fig.1, the last on the 
right represents a switch architecture. The principle of the shunt using a switching is to 
store an electric charge and use its effect in opposition to the structural movement 
within a very short time constant.  
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One of the first concept of commutation shunted circuit was proposed in [7, 8], where 
the author studied a case of a resistive shunt with comparable open and closed circuit 
periods (this is the reason why it is referred as “state switching”). This kind of system 
can be assimilated to a variable stiffness mechanical system.  
In [9, 10] the authors proposed to close the circuit for a very short period and to add an 
inductor to augment the charge on the PZT device. This technique is called 
“Synchronized Switch Damping”, that can be specialised according to the following 
shunt  architecture: 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Short, where the shunt is purely resistive; 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Inductance, with an inductive component; 
- Synchronized Switch Damping on Voltage source, where the shunt includes a voltage 
source [11] (which place the system in the class of the active control, needing an 
external power supply) and involves a risk of instability. This problem can be mitigated 
with a slow variation of the voltage following the average amplitude of the vibrations, 
as proposed in [12]. 
In the cited works dealing with this technique, the damping was estimated with a simple 
1D model. The development and implementation of mdof models have also been faced. 
The team of W. Clark [13, 14, 15] compared the state switching and the synchronized 
switching showing that the last one is more effective. Further improvements were 
presented in [16] where the authors developed a switching synchronization technique 
based on different modal filters. The technique required complex filters and power 
supply, but the performance were good. This kind of work is at the moment object of 
another American staff [17].  
The team of Daniel Guyomar, refined the inductive switched shunt and proposed an 
autonomous circuit [18, 19]. They showed that the detection of a local maximum is not 
optimal for the case of multimodal control. The authors proposed a probabilistic criteria 
(detection of the maxima significantly exceeding the average level) giving a good result 
[20].   
The necessity of extending benefits due to this technique to more realistic applications 
has led to numeric solving schemes, prevalently based on a FE approach. Some test 
cases have been carried out, including this time some example also on elasto-acoustic 
systems.  
In their works Ameduri, Ciminello et al. [21-23] studied the finite element formulation 
of a synchronized switched shunt applied on both isotropic and anisotropic structure 
with collocated PZT patches. The multimodal control was optimized by a genetic 
algorithm. Finally an original circuit based on a tachometer component was presented.  
However, due to the complexity of real applications, despite the efficient reduction 
techniques employed, numerical computations result heavy and, consequently, time 
consuming. On the contrary, a semi-analytical solution would allow eliminating the 
time consuming due to the integration.  
In his work Ameduri et al. [24] faced with the implementation of a semi-analytic 
solution of a however complex structural system suitably reduced. Then, the analytic 
solution of related differential equations system, for a sinusoidal and constant 
excitation, is found out; finally, theoretic solution is fitted to the specific problem, i.e. 
the switch shunt control implementation. 
In [25] a multi degree-of-freedom (dof) electromechanical model of a structure with 
piezoelectric elements coupled to state switching and synchronous switching electric 
circuits have been derived. By restricting the analysis to one mechanical dof only, the 
system free response has been analytically obtained. A similar analysis has been 
conducted to obtain the forced response of the structure subjected to a harmonic forcing 
of any frequency, except that no analytical expressions are available. As a general 
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conclusion, it has been proved that the only parameter that influences the performances 
of the synchronous switching devices is the coupling coefficient, that has to be 
maximized in order to enhance the vibration attenuation. 
The interest in extending switched shunt control benefits also to acoustic applications is 
confirmed by the amount of numerical and experimental investigations carried out as 
regards [18, 20, 25]. These works deal with the problem of controlling the sound 
transmission properties of structural elements, used to insulate an internal noise source 
from the external environment. Another problem is the sound pressure level attenuation 
within enclosures. The fundamental idea is to implement a control acting on a PZT 
network, suitably distributed on the boundary of an enclosure [23]. The effects 
originated by this solution can be appreciated by predicting and / or measuring the 
sound pressure level at different points of the air volume taken into consideration. 
In the work at hand attention is paid to this last problem: pressure sound level 
attenuation through a switched shunt architecture implemented on a metallic plate, 
acting on a finite length air column. A semi-analytic approach, consisting in solving the 
telegraph equation through a Fourier expansion series strategy, has been adopted to find 
out the time dependent displacement field along a 1D horizontal air column. Related 
boundary conditions have been assigned by imposing a sinusoidal perturbation on the 
left frontier and by formalising the fluid–structure interaction on the right side; here, a 
couple of PZT patches bonded on the two faces of a aluminium plate and connected to 
an external switched shunt circuit, provides the control action on the air column. 
Before computing the solution, a preliminary validation process has been carried out, by 
verifying the satisfaction of the assigned conditions and proving its convergence by 
estimating the series coefficients. 
Then the simulation of the displacement field within the fluid domain, in presence and 
absence of control, at different amplification levels, has been performed. For no control 
condition, the solution has been computed within the considered time interval; on the 
other hand, due to the non linearity of the switch architecture, the controlled solution 
has been estimated at different time interval: any partition is limited by the instants in 
which the circuit is switched on and electrical properties (i.e. voltage, electrical field, 
charge on the leads) undergo to a variation. 
Results have been expressed in terms of displacement and sound pressure level 
computed on different points of the spatial domain; finally, the global attenuation 
achieved has been evaluated by squared average values of the sound pressure level over 
spatial and time domains. 
The Switched Shunt Control System 
The adopted electrical network is an RLC resonant circuit having the PZT as capacitor. 
In Fig. 2 the circuit is sketched.  

Figure 2: Synchronised Switched Shunt Circuit 
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A couple of collocated PZT patches are bonded on the structure. The idea is to generate 
a control force that opposes itself to the motion with the max amplitude and without 
tuning requirement. To this end, the “on” state (switch closed) is synchronized with the 
maxima signal detected by the sensors. This produces the max flowing charge into the 
inductor which sends it, reversed to the actuator. This means that the control force is in 
phase opposition respect to the local displacement of the structure.  
Finally the switching time, i.e. the period the circuit is switched on, is generally 
assumed 10 to 50 times lower than the mechanical period to control. The inductive 
element of the circuit is thus chosen according to Eq.1, relating such element to the 








Figure 3: Switch Signal Simulation  
Moreover if the switch mechanism is set according to the highest frequency of interest, 
the natural band range of the control system is naturally defined. To summarise circuit 
working modalities: 
Open Circuit State: in absence of any shunted configuration, that is to say, no 
connection to a passive electrical network, no current flows and the voltage is a function 
of the displacement.  
Shunted Circuit State: Every time the  piezo voltage reaches a maximum, the switch is 
closed. The connection of the PZT electrodes to the external circuit is realised. The 
voltage is given by two contributions: the open circuit signal (proportional to the 
deformations) added to an offset signal (proportional to the electrical charge).  
The switching mechanism produce a naturally amplified voltage (Fig. 4) and the charge 
behaviour of Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: Voltage Signal Simulation
Figure 5: Charge Signal Simulation 
The collocated configuration of the sensor-actuator and the absence of an external 
power supply, that means no energy injected into the system, guarantee an 
unconditional stability of the control. 
Some drawbacks can be found in the inner behaviour of the control. The effect of this 
kind of control is in fact to reduce amplitude of the vibration not by damping but 
subtracting a fraction of the mechanical energy of the system at resonance and giving it 
back, transferring energy to the high frequencies.  
Problem formulation and solving strategy 
The considered physical problem, is sketched in Fig. 6: a 1D air column excited on the 
left boundary (x=0) by a signal u0(t) 
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)sin()( 00 tUtu ω= , t∀ (2) 
and controlled on the right by two PZT patches bonded on a aluminium alloy plate (see 
detail on the bottom of Fig.6). 





















u ξ (3) 
resulting from the application of the mass equation and the balance of inertial (time 2nd
derivative), elastic (spatial 2nd derivative) and dissipative (time 1st derivative) forces, 
acting on a fluid element. 
Figure 6: Scheme of the problem  
The boundary condition on the left side of the domain, coherently with (2), is given 
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The other boundary condition on the right side of the domain (x=L) results from the 
formalisation of the fluid/structure interaction at the interface and from the semi-active 
nature of the switched shunt control. The structure, a plate very long onto z direction, 
behaves according to Timoshenko “long rectangular plate” theory [26]. 
The acoustic pressure at the interface, p(L, t), jointly with the piezo action (a moment, 
Mp(t)), produces the displacement of the middle of the plate, up(y=0), described by the 
classical elastic beam theory  















−−= ζζ (5) 
The same theory provides also the deformation within the piezo, εp. Then, by 







  (6) 
being b and D the plate depth and bending stiffness. 
This voltage, used by the logic to detect the instant in which the circuit must be 
switched on, is modified according to what explained in the previous paragraph (ref. to 
Figure 4, comparing open state and circuit generated voltages). 
By exploiting Crawley and De Luis transmission model [30], that proposes a linear 
relation between transmitted actions and applied voltage, the moment Mp(t) can be 
computed. 
Since fluid and plate displacements are the same at the interface, 
( )tutLu p=),(    t∀ (7) 






2),( ρ (8) 
Eq (5) can be finally rewritten to formalise required boundary condition: 





∂ ββ , t∀ (9) 
where 
























For sake of simplicity, no inertial and damping terms have been taken into account in 
condition (9); this, as already mentioned, restricts the validity of the model to 
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frequencies far from the structural resonance. Such an assumption is however coherent 
with the low band range of interest for the switched shunt control. 
The initial conditions are represented by the displacement and the velocity at time t0,
described by assigned functions f(x) and g(x): 









∂ , x∀ (12) 
To compute a semi-analytic solution, through a Fourier series expansion, boundary 
conditions (4) and (9) have to become homogeneous [27]; it is possible to demonstrate 
that this can be achieved by assuming the function 























After introducing relation (13) into eq. (3) and related BCs, (4) and (8), and ICs, (11) 





















∂ ξ (14) 
BCs. read 
( ) 0,0 =tv , t∀ (15) 





ββ  , t∀ (16) 
ICs. read 









∂ , x∀ (18) 
where 
























































Eq. (14) may be solved by separating space and time variables, i.e. assuming the 
solution v(x,t) as product of two unknown functions, X and T, the former depending on 
x, the latter on t: 
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)()(),( tTxXtxv ⋅= (22) 













Td λξ (24) 
The solution of (23) can be expressed as sum of infinite orthogonal functions, ϕn(x), 
satisfying conditions (15) and (16): 
)sin()( xx nn λϕ =   (25) 
being λn the nth root of the transcendent eq. [29] 
0)tan(21 =+ Lnn λβλβ   (26) 
By expressing the solution v(x,t) as a sum of the products of these functions with the 








nn tbxtxv ϕ , (27) 
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=++ λξ (31) 
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Equation (31) admits a solution in the form 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )

















22 ξλω −= nn c (33) 
Constants An and Bn, can be determined substituting the particular integral within eq. 
(31): 
( )[ ]




















Remaining constants, D1n and D2n, can be computed by imposing that v(x,t), formalised 
as in (27) and including (32), satisfies initial conditions (17) and (18) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ( )] 020000201 cossincossin tnnnnnnnn etqtBtAtDtD
ξ
μωωωω ++−−=+ (36) 
1st initial condition 
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being μn, νn, qn, and rn the terms of the Fourier series expansion of f(x), g(x), Q(x,t) and 
R(x,t): 
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Finally, by assembling (13), (25), (27) and (32), required solution for problem (3) can 
by written: 








































The corresponding pressure field, p(x,t), may be obtained by deriving with respect to x
above solution and multiplying by –ρc2: 








































2 ,11ˆ (43) 
For the no control case simulation relations (41) and (42) can be exploited to compute 
displacement and pressure field within the entire considered time interval. On the other 
hand, for the switched control simulation, due to the discontinuity of circuitry 
parameters, like voltage, charge and hence E0, the use of (41) and (42) is restricted to 
the time intervals in which circuit parameters keep constant, that is during the switch on 
and off stationary states, In practice, the solution at any time interval, is computed by 
assuming as initial conditions the configuration (in terms of displacement and velocity) 
computed at the last instant of the previous time interval. 
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Numerical Results 
The results herein presented have been obtained considering the parameters summarised 
in the following table: 
Main simulation parameters 
Time interval 
1st resonance frequency (hz) 170
2nd resonance frequency (hz) 340
Frequency considered for out of 
resonance simulations (hz) 
50
Fluid column properties
Length (m), L 1 
Depth (m), b 50e-2 
Height (m), 2d 6e-2 
Density (kg/m3), ρ 1.19
Sound speed (m/s), c 340
Decay rate (dB/s), ξ [28] 200
Beam properties
In-plane (y-z) dimensions (m) 6e-2 x 50e-2 
Thickness (m), ts 0.5e-3 
Young modulus (GPa), Ys 72
Poisson ratio, νs 0.33
Density (kg/m3), ρs 2700
1st resonance frequency (hz), fs 737
Piezo properties
In-plane (y-z) dimensions (m) 3e-2 x 50e-2 
Thickness (m), tp 0.5e-3 
Young modulus (GPa), Yp 59
Poisson ratio, νp 0.32
d31 (m/V) -350e-12 
g31 (V m/N) 8e-3 
Tab. 1. Simulation parameters 
Before computing displacement field (in Figure 14) and corresponding pressure 
distribution, a preliminary validation process has been carried out on solution (41). 
At first, the validation of boundary conditions (4) and (8) has been proved, just 
expressing relation (36) at x=0 and x=L. Then, the convergence of coefficients An, Bn, 
D1n, D2n has been verified by exciting the system far and at the fluid resonance. In Fig. 7 
- 9, mentioned coefficients vs. harmonic order, n, have been plotted at 50 hz and for the 
first two normal modes. 
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Figure 7: Fourier series coefficients vs. harmonic order, at an excitation frequency 
of 50 hz. 
Figure 8: Fourier series coefficients vs. harmonic order, at the 1st resonance 
frequency. 
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Figure 9: Fourier series coefficients vs. harmonic order, at the 2nd resonance 
frequency. 
An evident convergence allows for considering a small order for a good solution 
accuracy. 
After this preliminary validation, the results in terms of displacement and sound 
pressure level have been computed in time domain. At first, the lowest resonance 
frequency of the structure has been estimated and assumed as upper threshold, 
coherently with the assumption B.C. (8) is based on: absence of structural inertial and 
damping actions.  
Normalised displacement vs. time vs. column axis, at 50 hz and for the first two 
resonance frequencies without control, has been plotted in Fig. 10 – 12. 
Figure 10: Normalised displacement vs. time, for x/L= 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, at 50 
hz. 
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Figure 11: Normalised displacement vs. time, for x/L= 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, at 1st
resonance frequency. 
Figure 12: Normalised displacement vs. time, for x/L= 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1, at 2nd
resonance frequency. 
Corresponding modal shapes of the fluid column has been extracted at a fixed time in 
steady state regime, from these last two figures. (see Fig. 13).  
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Figure 13: 1st and 2nd modal shapes. 
The normalised displacement at x=L vs. time, for the first two resonance frequencies 
and for gain amplification of 1 and 10 have been compared with no controlled response 
in Fig. 14 -15. 
Figure 14: Normalised displacement vs. time vs. amplification level at x=L, for the 
first resonance. 
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Figure 15: Normalised displacement vs. time vs. amplification level at x=L, for the 
second resonance. 
In the Figure 14, it is evident circuit ability of inducing also a phase shift [9, 10, 18, 19].  
Finally, in Figures 16 and 17, the normalised displacement field and the difference 
between no controlled and controlled (amplification = 1) case vs. time vs. column axis, 
has been plotted 
Figure 16: Normalised displacement vs. time vs. column axis, for the first 
resonance. 
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Figure 17: No controlled - controlled normalised displacement difference vs. time 
vs. column axis, for the first resonance. 
An attenuation of 1.5 and 2.3 dB without amplification has been estimated at fluid-
structure interface, for the first and second resonance frequencies. A max reduction (7.9, 
11.2 dB at 170 and 340 Hz, respectively) has been observed for the maximum 
amplification considered. To have an idea of the energy attenuation, the squared value 
of the pressure has been computed and reported for fixed locations along the column. 
Corresponding squared mean energy, SME, estimated through (43), has been reported 
on the last column. 
170 hz 
0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 SME 
x/L Gain Sound  res. 
Atten (dB) 
1 2.1 1.9 0 1.8 1.5 1.7 
5 5.7 5.1 0 5.1 5.4 9.7 
10 12 10 0 9.8 9.5 17.3 
340 hz 
0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 SME   
x/L Gain Sound  res. 
Atten (dB) 
1 2.8 0 2.3 0 2.1 3.8 
5 8.5 0 8.3 0 8.2 15.2 
10 13 0 14 0 14 24.6 
Tab2. Sound pressure reduction vs. spatial domain vs. amplification 
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Benefits are evident for different locations along the fluid column, even though zero 
attenuation values have been detected on the modal shape nodes. 
Generally, the control proved to be more effective for the 2nd frequency, by achieving a 
mean reduction of 24.6 dB, 6.5 times higher the not amplified reference case. A 
minimum averaged attenuation (1.7 dB) has been detected for the 1st resonance, without 
amplification. 
Finally to have an idea of control authority for the entire frequency range [0-500 Hz], 
the mean pressure level estimated with and without control (for Gain = 1) by exciting 
the system through a stepped sine signal have been compared in Figure 18. 
Figure 18: No controlled - controlled mean pressure level vs. frequency. 
Related attenuation, as shown in Figure 19, has proved to mainly interest peaks zones.   
Figure 19: No controlled - controlled dB mean pressure level reduction vs. 
frequency. 
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Conclusions and further steps. 
In the present work the possibility of exploiting the switched shunt control architecture 
to the sound pressure attenuation within enclosures has been dealt with. Many 
applications have been published, concerning with the vibration attenuation through 
piezo network controlled by this mentioned logic; related benefits within low frequency 
band led to develop numerical tools aimed at predicting related benefits, and to address 
experimental campaigns to verify effectiveness and point out eventual drawbacks. 
Also applications focused on acoustic problems have been carried out, generally 
oriented to interior noise radiation and sound pressure level within enclosures. 
The main advantage of the switch logic are fully described in referred literature and 
summarized in the dedicated paragraph of the present paper. The idea is to generate a 
control force opportunely synchronized to maximum amplitude and shortly temporized 
with the sensor output signal. These operating conditions guarantee a pulse kind 
actuation force in phase opposition with respect to the local structural displacement and 
the independence from the structural response in a wide band range.  
Moreover being the resistor negligible, the switched shunt performs more thermal 
stability. 
The absence of external power supply injecting energy into the system guarantees an 
unconditional stability of the control. 
The paper at hand has concerned with the formalisation of a semi-analytic solution 
describing the displacement and the pressure field within an air column subjected to a 
switch control, implemented on a piezo actuator. This approach ensures a quick estimate 
of the efficiency of the control, acting within an enclosure, exploitable as preliminary 
design reference for further, more complex, numerical modelling.  
Acoustic field is described by the telegraph equation, whose solution has been 
expressed as Fourier expansion;. disturbance (a sinusoidal excitation) and control action 
(given by a long plate actuated by a piezo) have been supposed localised on the two 
boundaries of the 1D domain.  
At first, a preliminary validation of the solution has been addressed, tracking series 
coeffs. vs. harmonic order behaviour. Secondly, modal shapes have been plotted for the 
first two resonances without control. Then the control authority has been investigated, 
computing displacement vs. time, vs. amplification gain at fixed locations along the 
column axis. Related information has been expressed in terms of punctual and averaged 
sound pressure level. Larger authority has been observed for the 2nd normal frequency: 
24.6 dB of attenuation, with a 10 times amplification. Even without any amplification, 
coherently with the semi-passive nature of this control, a reduction of 3.8 dB has been 
estimated.  
In order to assess model validity and point out possible limits, a tailored experimental 
prototype; more in detail, a duct instrumented with microphones along the generatrix, 
with a loudspeaker and a pzt controlled panel mounted on the bases, will be 
manufactured.    
Above mentioned model can be further enriched, introducing impedance contribution, 
for damping layer applications. Moreover, solution validity can be extended in 
frequency band, even though paying in terms of complexity, introducing the effects of 
structural inertial and damping actions. 
Finally, different, more complex geometries, of major interest for real applications 
(axial-symmetric, tapered, etc), could be investigated, by formalising the problem 
through tailored BCs. 
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A multi-dofs electro-mechanical coupled system has been numerically modelled by means of a finite 
element formulation. A finite element tool integrating Nastran features with Matlab routines has been 
Finite element modelling concerning the dynamic response reduction of structural-acoustic systems, 
attained by using a synchronized switch control technique, are also investigated. The considered 
coupled system is an elastic plate with a surface-mounted piezoelectric patches, coupled with an 
acoustic cavity filled with an inviscid, compressible and barotropic fluid, gravity effect being neglected. 
A full home-made finite element procedure, according to the local equation describing the fully coupled 
system has been implemented in Matlab environment. The effect of a passive inductive shunt and the 
semi-passive switched shunt have been compared in order to highlight the broad band features of the 
second technique.  
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M. Ciminello, L. Lecce, A. Concilio, “Structure borne sound for acoustic cavity through pzt 
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In order to validate the mentioned original general-purpose procedure simulating the SSC also for 
electro-elasto-acoustic systems, the results obtained from the standard finite element code discussed in 
the previous paper, have been compared with the not standard procedure integrating Nastran/Matlab 
routines. The matrices are extracted from Nastran and reassembled in Matlab where the 
electromechanical coupling terms have been added. Moreover taking advantage of the eigenvectors that 
Nastran can easily compute even for complex systems, a modal reduction has been approached. 
Correlations in the results demonstrate the coherence of the not standard method.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a ﬁnite element formulation for vibration reduction of
structural-acoustic systems using passive or semi-passive shunt techniques. The
coupled system consists of an elastic structure (with surface-mounted piezoelectric
patches) ﬁlled with an inviscid linear acoustic ﬂuid. An appropriate ﬁnite element
formulation is derived. Numerical results for an elastic plate coupled to a paralleli-
pedic air-ﬁlled interior acoustic cavity are presented showing the performances of
both the inductive shunt and synchronized switch shunts techniques.
Key words: Vibration reduction, Structural-acoustic, Piezoelectric patches,
Switch, Shunt, Finite element method.
1 INTRODUCTION
A considerably amount of researches is actually devoted to the study and
design of new noise reduction strategies to improve acoustic comfort. Noise
reduction can be practically achieved using passive sound absorbing materi-
als such as foams or ﬁbrous materials [1]. These materials generally provide
adequate absorption at medium and high frequencies but bulky in mass and
volume in the low frequencies range where the absorption increases with the
thickness of the absorber. For these reasons and despite a complexity of the
design and the external power required, a new trend is to use active techniques
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to reduce noise and vibrations particularly in applications in which the light-
ness of the structure is a necessity. In this context, many researches focused on
control systems with piezoelectric patches, bonded or embedded in structural
elements, and shunted in a speciﬁc electric circuit [2].
A ﬁnite element model to study the response of a piezoelectric smart struc-
ture for a cabin noise problem is presented in [3]. The active control sys-
tem implemented was a negative feedback. Lefe`vre and Gabbert [4] presented
the theoretical background of a new ﬁnite element software tool for solving
3D electro-mechanical-acoustical ﬁeld problems. Numerical investigations were
performed using a modal reduction technique based on the uncoupled modes
of the system. Another approach to the sound and vibration control is to com-
bine active and passive devices. Some works have dealt with this subject. Ro
and Baz [5] for instance, presented a paper in which the sound radiation from
a vibrating ﬂat plate coupled with an acoustic cavity is controlled using a
single piezoelectric patch with an active control and passive constrained layer
damping treatments. Finite element model is developed to study the funda-
mental phenomena governing the coupling between the dynamics of treated
plates and acoustic cavity. The model is used to compute the frequencies, mode
shapes and sound radiation for diﬀerent control gains. Close agreements are
obtained between theoretical predictions and the experimental measurements.
An attempt to control noise in a cabin is presented in the work of Gopinathan
et al. [6]. Here the authors have presented a ﬁnite element/boundary element
formulation for modeling and analysis of active-passive noise control system.
The method considered for the numerical applications is a cubic cavity in
which one of the walls is assumed to be ﬂexible panel, which radiates sound
into the cavity. The piezoelectric patches are attached to the panel at a pre-
determined location. The sensor patches generate a voltage then ampliﬁed and
put in feedback into the actuator using an optimal feedback controller. The
interior of the ﬂexible vibrating panel is covered with a sound absorber. A for-
mulation to calculate the coupled response of composite shells with embedded
piezoelectric layers and an enclosed acoustic ﬂuid is presented in the paper of
Kaljevic and Saravanos [7]. The methodology consists of three parts: the for-
mulation for the electro-mechanical response of the piezo shell, the formulation
of the 3D acoustic response of the enclosed ﬂuid, and ﬁnally the combination
of the previous formulation to calculate the coupled smart structure acoustic
ﬂuid response. They adopted a mixed ﬁeld laminate theory with a layer-wise
approximation for the electric potential. A boundary element formulation is
developed to calculate the acoustic response of the enclosed ﬂuid. A diﬀerent
approach to the noise reduction of sound radiating into a cavity is presented
by Guyomar et al [8]. The work deals with the semi passive approach in which
the synchronized switch technique is implemented. The piezoceramics are con-
tinuously switched from the open circuit state to a speciﬁc electric network
synchronously with the strain. The authors describe the experimental results
with the analytical prediction. The experiment consists in exciting the plate
2
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via the loudspeaker and detects the noise level of the sound wave transmitted
in the external environment. The measurement is made and compared in three
cases: without control, with an inductive switched shunt and with a voltage
driving inductive switched shunt. Theoretical and experimental results are in
good concordance, anyway some discrepancies are observed in particular for
the ﬁrst mode. An attenuation of 15 dB on the transmitted wave pressure
is obtained with the eﬀorts of an ampliﬁcation voltage driving source. Alter-
native active control procedure has been also derived [9] and experimental
assessment of smart damping materials may be found in [10].
The present paper concerns a ﬁnite element formulation for vibration reduc-
tion of structural-acoustic systems using passive or semi-passive shunt tech-
niques. The coupled system consists of an elastic structure (with surface-
mounted piezoelectric patch) ﬁlled with an inviscid, compressible and barotropic
ﬂuid, gravity eﬀect being neglected. Let us ﬁrst recall that the general three-
dimensional piezoelectric structure completely ﬁlled with acoustic ﬂuid has
been already discussed in [11]. On the other hand, an original procedure
adapted to the vibrations of an elastic structure with shunted piezoelectric
patches has been derived in [12]. The originality of the present paper is to
extend the previous one to the structural acoustic case. Numerical results (in
the low frequency domain) are analyzed showing the performance of both the
inductive shunt and the synchronized switch shunts techniques.
2 Finite element formulation of the structural acoustic problem
with piezoelectric patches
Firstly, we brieﬂy recall the variational formulation of a ﬂuid/piezoelectric-
structure interaction problem in terms of structural mechanical displacement
ui, electric potential in the structure ψ and ﬂuid pressure p of the inviscid
acoustic ﬂuid (for more details, we refer the reader to [11]). Secondly, this
coupled formulation is adapted to the general case of an elastic structure
equipped with P piezoelectric patches (see Figure 1) as done for structural vi-
brations in [12]. This modiﬁed formulation allows taking into account realistic
electrical boundary conditions such as equipotentiality on patches electrodes
and prescribed global charges. Finally, the resulting ﬁnite element formula-
tion is applied to a structural acoustic problem with one piezoelectric patch
connected to a RL series shunt circuit.
It should be noted that standard indicial notations are adopted throughout
the paper: subscripts i, j, k, l denote the three-dimensional vectors and tensor
components and repeated subscripts imply summation. In addition, a comma
indicates a partial derivative.
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   patches
Fig. 1. Fluid/piezoelectric-structure coupled system.
2.1 Variational formulation of the ﬂuid/structure/piezoelectric-patches cou-
pled system
We consider a piezoelectric structure occupying the domain ΩS ﬁlled with an
inviscid linear acoustic ﬂuid occupying the domain ΩF . We denote by Σ the
ﬂuid-structure interface and by nSi and n
F
i the unit normals external to ΩS
and ΩF , respectively.
The structure is clamped on a part Γu and subjected (i) to a given surface force
density F di on the complementary part Γσ of its external boundary and (ii) to
a pressure ﬁeld p due to the presence of the ﬂuid on its internal boundary Σ.
The electric boundary conditions are deﬁned by a prescribed electric potential
ψd on Γψ and a surface density of electric charge q
d on the remaining part
ΓD. Thus, the total structure boundary, denoted ∂ΩS, is such that ∂ΩS =
Γu ∪ Γσ ∪ Σ = ΓD ∪ Γψ with Γu ∩ Γσ ∩ Σ = Γψ ∩ ΓD = ∅.
The linearized deformation tensor is εij =
1
2
(ui,j + uj,i) and the stress tensor
is denoted by σij. Concerning the electric ﬁeld variables, Di is the electric
displacement verifying the electric charge equation for a dielectric medium
Di,i = 0 in ΩS and the electric boundary conditions Di n
S
i = −qd on ΓD; Ei
denotes the electric ﬁeld vector such that Ei = −ψ,i.
The linear piezoelectric constitutive equations write:
σij(u, ψ) = cijklεkl(u)− ekijEk(ψ) (1)
Di(u, ψ) = eiklεkl(u) + ikEk(ψ) (2)
where cijkl denotes the elastic moduli at constant electric ﬁeld, ekij the piezo-
electric constants and ik the dielectric permittivities at constant strain. More-
over, we denote by ρS the mass density of the structure.
Let us introduce the admissible spaces Cu and Cψ of regular functions ui and ψ
deﬁned in ΩS. We then consider the following subspaces C
∗
u = {ui ∈ Cu |ui = 0onΓu},
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Cdψ =
{
ψ ∈ Cψ |ψ = ψd onΓψ
}
and C∗ψ = {ψ ∈ Cψ |ψ = 0onΓψ}.
The variational formulation, corresponding to the response of the piezoelectric
structure subjected to the prescribed boundary conditions and to the pressure
ﬁeld p on the interface Σ writes:













F di δui ds +
∫
Σ













qd δψ ds ∀δψ ∈ C∗ψ (4)
where δEi = −δψ,i, εkl and Ek being functions of ui and ψ.
This formulation must be completed by appropriate initial conditions.
We consider now the special case of an elastic structure (domain ΩE) equipped
with P piezoelectric patches and completely ﬁlled with an internal ﬂuid (do-
main ΩF ). Each piezoelectric patch has the shape of a plate with its upper
and lower surfaces covered with a very thin layer of conducting material to
obtain electrodes. The pth patch, p ∈ {1, · · · , P}, occupies a domain Ω(p) such
that (ΩE,Ω
(1), · · · ,Ω(P )) is a partition of the all structure domain ΩS.
A set of hypotheses, that apply to a wide spectrum of practical applications,
are now formulated:
• The piezoelectric patches are thin, with a constant thickness, denoted h(p)
for the pth patch;
• The thickness of the electrodes is much smaller than h(p) and is thus ne-
glected;
• The piezoelectric patches are polarized in their transverse direction (i.e. the
direction normal to the electrodes).
• The electric ﬁeld vector, of components Ek, is normal to the electrodes and






where V (p) = ψ
(p)
+ − ψ(p)− is the potential diﬀerence between the upper and
the lower electrode surfaces of the pth patch which is constant over Ω(p)
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and nk is the kth component of the normal unit vector to the surface of the
electrodes.
Under those assumptions and by considering successively each of the P + 2
subdomains (ΩF ,ΩE,Ω
(1), · · · ,Ω(P )), the variational formulation of the ﬂuid/
structure/piezoelectric-patches coupled system can be written in terms of the
structural mechanical displacement ui, the electric potential diﬀerence V
(p)




















p nFi δui ds =
∫
Γσ














δV (p)Q(p) ∀δV (p) ∈ R
(7)
where C(p) = 33S
(p)/h(p) deﬁnes the capacitance of the pth piezoelectric
patch (S(p) being the area of the patch and 33 = iknink the piezoelectric
material permittivity in the direction normal to the electrodes) and Q(p) is


















nFi δp ds = 0 ∀δp ∈ Cp
(8)
The ﬁrst two equations are directly derived from Equations (3) and (4) using
the procedure described in [12]. The last equation corresponds to the varia-






in ΩF together with the boundary condition p,in
F
i = −ρF ∂
2ui
∂t2
nFi on Σ. This
last relation expresses the continuity of the normal displacements of the in-
viscid ﬂuid and the structure on Σ. cF is the constant speed of sound in the
ﬂuid and ρF the mass density of the ﬂuid. Cp is the admissible space of regular
functions p deﬁned in ΩF .
Thus, the variational formulation of the ﬂuid/structure/piezoelectric-patches
coupled problem writes as follows: given (F d, ψd, qd), ﬁnd (ui ∈ C∗u, ψ ∈ Cdψ,
p ∈ Cp) such that Equations (6) to (8) are satisﬁed. The formulation must be
completed by appropriate initial conditions.
Remarks:
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• This formulation, with only a couple of electric variables per patches, is
well adapted to practical applications since (i) realistic electrical bound-
ary conditions such that equipotentiality on the electrodes and prescribed
global charges naturally appear, (ii) the global charge/voltage variables are
intrinsically adapted to include any external electrical circuit into the elec-
tromechanical problem and to simulate shunted piezoelectric patches.
• We will not discuss in this paper the various symmetrization of the formu-
lation using additional ﬂuid variable such as ﬂuid displacement potential,
neither the regularisation of the formulation for the limit static case which
necessitates the following constraint
∫
ΩF







i ds = 0. This
relation will be useful for the construction of reduced order model of dy-
namic substructuring type. We refer to [13], [14] and [11] for more details.
• Note that δui, δψ and δp are time independant and consequently t is a
parameter for the corresponding admissible spaces.
2.2 Finite element formulation of the ﬂuid/structure/piezoelectric-patches
coupled system
Let us introduceU andP corresponding to the vectors of nodal values of ui and
p respectively, and Q = (Q(1) Q(2) · · · Q(P ))T and V = (V (1) V (2) · · · V (P ))T
the column vectors of electric charges and potential diﬀerences. The subma-
trices corresponding to the various linear and bilinear forms involved in Equa-
7
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tions (6) to (8) are deﬁned by
∫
ΩS
cijklεklδεij dv ⇒ δUTKuU (9a)∫
ΩS














eiklεklni dΩ ⇒ δVTCTuV U (9d)
∫
Σ














pδp dv ⇒ δPTMpP (9h)
P∑
p=1
δV (p)C(p)V (p) ⇒ δVTKV V (9i)
∫
Γσ
F di δui ds ⇒ δUTF (9j)
P∑
p=1
δV (p)Q(p) ⇒ δVTQ (9k)
where Mu and Ku are the mass and stiﬀness matrices of the structure; CuV is
the electric mechanical coupled stiﬀness matrix;KV = diag
(
C(1) C(2) · · · C(P )
)
is a diagonal matrix ﬁlled with the P capacitances of the piezoelectric patches;
Mp and Kp are the mass and stiﬀness matrices of the ﬂuid; Cup is the ﬂuid-
structure coupled matrix; F is the applied mechanical force vector.
Thus, the variational equations (6) to (8) for the ﬂuid/structure/piezoelectric-








































with appropriate initial conditions.
Remarks:
• Open circuit case: Q=0
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Using the second row of Equation (10), the degrees-of-freedom associated
with the electric potential diﬀerence can be expressed in terms of structure
displacements as
V = K−1V C
T
uV U (11)
Thus, after substitution of V into Equation (10), we get the following


























where the ”added-stiﬀness matrix” KA, which is due to the electromechan-
ical coupling [15], is given by





Note that KV being a diagonal matrix, K
−1
V is easily computed.
• Short circuit case: V=0
This case is obtained when the piezoelectric coupling constants are set to


























• Electromechanical modal coupling factor
The open circuit and short circuit normal modes are harmonic solutions
of Equations (12) and (14), respectively, with F = 0. These natural frequen-
cies are used to calculate the generalized electromechanical modal coupling
factor, for the system nth mode, deﬁned by [16,17]:
kn =




where ωOCn and ω
SC
n are respectively the open-circuit and short-circuit nth
system natural frequencies (i.e. with all piezoelectric patches short-circuited
or open-circuited). This parameter characterizes the energy exchanges be-
tween the mechanical structure and the piezoelectric patches.
2.3 Structural acoustic problem with one piezoelectric patch connected to RL
series shunt circuit
The above discretized formulation (Equation (10)) can be used for a wide
range of applications of mechanicals structure coupled with acoustic domain
9
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and associated with piezoelectric patches. It is particularly adapted to the
case where the piezoelectric patches are ”shunted”, that is to say connected to
a passive electrical network [18]. In this case, neither V nor Q are prescribed
by the electrical network but the latter imposes only a relation between them.
In the case of a resonant shunt connected to one patch and composed of a
resistance R and an inductance L in series (ﬁgure 2), we have this additional
relation between electrical potential diﬀerence V and the electric charge Q:
LQ¨ + RQ˙ + V = 0 (16)
Due to the direct piezoelectric eﬀect, the piezoelectric patch converts a fraction
of the mechanical energy of the vibrating structure into electrical energy which
can be dissipated through the resistive components of the RL circuit. It is
well known that the damping eﬀect due to this circuit is maximum when
the resonance circular frequency 1/
√
LC of the shunt circuit is tuned on the
circular frequency of the structural-acoustic eigenmode to be controlled. The
resistance R and the inductance L can be adjusted and properly chosen so as
to maximize the damping eﬀect (see subsection 3.2).
Acoustic 













Fig. 2. Fluid/piezoelectric-structure coupled system.
Using the second row of Equation (10) and noting that in the case of a sin-
gle piezoelectric patch KV = C, the degrees-of-freedom associated with the
electrical potential diﬀerence V can be expressed in terms of structural dis-








Thus, after substitution of V into Equation (16) and using Equation (10), we
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with appropriate initial conditions. Note that this (U,Q, P) formulation is
well suited for switch shunting applications.
2.4 Application to shunt synchronized switch damping on inductance
The synchronized switch damping on indicator (SSDI) technique is a semi-
passive approach that was developed to address the problem of structural
vibration damping [17,19–21]. This particular nonlinear technique consists of
adding a switching device in parallel with the piezoelectric patch. This device is
composed of a switch, an inductance L and a resistance R connected in series.
Since the internal inductance and resistance of the piezoelectric material are
very low in comparison to inductance and resistance of the shunt circuit, the
patch can be modeled by a capacitance C, as shown in Figure 3. The switch
is nearly always open, except when a displacement extremum occurs. At this
moment the switch is closed. The capacitance C of the piezoelectric patch
and the inductance L thus constitute an electric oscillator. The switch is kept
closed until the voltage V on the piezoelectric element has been inversed. It
corresponds approximately to a time T = π
√
LC equal to a half pseudo-
period of the electric shunt circuit. There is no particular value to which
the inductance should be tuned, but it is chosen to get an inversion time T
roughly between ten and ﬁfty times lower than the mechanical vibration period






    patch
Fig. 3. PZT equivalent electrical circuit scheme within a switched shunt architecture.
outgoing piezo current is null and then the voltage and the displacement vary
proportionally. In Figure 4, the typical voltage and displacement waveforms
are shown with a zoom on the voltage inversion.
11
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Fig. 4. Typical voltage and displacement waveforms for SSDI technique.
The synchronized switch damping technique provides more robustness if com-
pared to the inductive shunt. The main advantages of this technique can be
summarized with the following points:
• no need of large tuned inductor;
• large band pass;
• low sensitivity to environmental drifts;
• good performance in transient regime;
• no power ampliﬁer and power supply needed;
• no complex control logic;
• simple and cheap hardware.
3 Numerical examples
We present in this section the analysis of an interior damped structural-
acoustic systems using (i) an inductive shunt and (ii) a synchronised switch
damping technique, according to the ﬁnite element formulation described
in the previous section. First, the modal analysis of the electro-mechanical-
acoustic problem is presented. Then, the inductive shunt and switched tech-
niques are compared in terms of attenuation of vibration and sound pressure
level.
We consider a 3D acoustic cavity of size A=0.5 m; B=0.3 m and C=0.4 m
along the directions x, y and z, respectively. The cavity is completely ﬁlled
with air (density=1.225 kg/m3; speed of sound=340 m/s). The cavity walls
are rigid except the top one which is a ﬂexible aluminium plate of thickness
1 mm clamped at its edges. The density of the plate is 2700 kg/m3, the Young
modulus 72 GPa and the Poisson ratio 0.35. On the top surface of the plate, a
PZT patch is bonded, whose in plane dimensions are 0.12 m by 0.10 m along
x and y and 0.5 mm thick (see Figure 5). The mechanical characteristics of
the piezoelectric material (PZT-5H), related to the constitutive relations (1)
and (2), are given in Table 1.
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Acoustic 











0.0005 m 0.1 m
0.12 m
0.1 m 0.06 m
Fig. 5. Fluid/piezoelectric-structure coupled system: (a) geometrical data and (b)
mesh (to scale).
Table 1
Mechanical data of piezoelectric PZT-5H material.
Material properties
c (GPa) c11 = c22 = 126, c33 = 117
c13 = c23 = 84.1, c12 = 79.5
c44 = c55 = 23, c66 = 23.3
e (C.m−2) e15 = e24 = 17, e33 = 23.3
e31 = e32 = −6.5
 (10−10F.m−1) 11 = 22 = 150.3, 33 = 130
ρ (kg.m−3) 7500
Concerning the ﬁnite element discretization, we have used, for the structural
part, 400 four-node membrane-shear-bending plate elements (based on the
ﬁrst-order shear deformation theory) with ﬁve degrees-of-freedom per node
and a selective reduced integration on the transverse shear. The portion of
the plate covered by the PZT patch and the patch itself has been modeled ac-
cording to the ﬁrst-order shear deformation laminate theory [22]. As discussed
in the previous sections, only one electrical degree of freedom is used to rep-
resent the electrical charge Q in the patch. The electromechanical coupling is
obtained using the submatrix CuV (see Equation (9c) or (9d)).
The acoustic cavity is discretized using 20× 20× 20 hexahedric elements with
one degree-of-freedom per node corresponding to the acoustic pressure. The
structural and acoustic meshes are compatible at the interface and the ﬂuid-
structure coupling is realized through the Cup matrix (see Equation (9e) or
(9f)).
It is important to note that Equation (12) (respectively (14)) has been used
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to compute the ﬂuid-structure normal modes in the open circuit case (Q = 0)
(respectively short circuit case (V = 0)) and Equation (18) for switch shunt
application.
3.1 Modal analysis of the acoustic/structure/piezoelectric-patch coupled prob-
lem
Table 2 presents the eigenfrequencies in three following cases: (i) the 3D rigid
acoustic cavity; (ii) the clamped plate with the patch short circuited; and (iii)
the plate/acoustic-cavity coupled system in the short circuit case. The ﬁrst
nine coupled frequencies are associated with the ﬁrst vibration modes of the
structure (lower than 350 Hz), and the last coupled frequency corresponds to
the ﬁrst acoustic mode in rigid cavity. This can be conﬁrmed by comparing
the mode shapes in case (iii) with those obtained in cases (i) or (ii) which
are not shown here for sake of brevity. Moreover, as expected, the natural
frequencies of the coupled modes (structure dominated) are lower than those
for the structure in vacuum (except for the ﬁrst mode) due to the ”added-mass
eﬀect” of the ﬂuid.
Table 2
Computed frequencies (Hz) of the structural-acoustic coupled system.
Fluid Structure Coupled Type
in a rigid cavity without ﬂuid problem of coupled mode∗
340.35 69.27 76.77 S
425.44 100.14 99.35 S
544.82 156.25 155.86 S
567.25 182.43 181.06 S
661.52 208.42 207.32 S
682.80 232.04 230.66 S
709.06 263.81 262.86 S
804.49 333.17 332.42 S
854.00 341.05 338.96 S
887.69 352.60 341.10 F
∗ S for structure mode and F for ﬂuid mode.
For illustration purpose, Figure 6 shows the deformed plate and the pressure
ﬁeld for the ﬁrst ten vibration modes in the coupled case. The ﬁrst eight
modes are clearly dominated by the structural displacement which induced
the pressure level in the cavity. As shown in Table 2, the frequencies of coupled
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modes 9 and 10 are close to the ﬁrst frequency of the acoustic mode in rigid
cavity and to the ninth mode of the structure in a vacuum. Thus, mode shapes
(in terms of pressure and displacement) can be viewed as a combination of
the shapes of the two associated uncoupled modes. We can also note that
mode 9 is rather dominated by the structure displacement and mode 10 by
the acoustic pressure.
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Fig. 6. Fluid-structure coupled modes : ﬂuid pressure level and plate total displace-
ment.
3.2 Transient analysis of the acoustic/structure/piezoelectric-patch coupled
problem
The plate is now excited by a normal sinusoidal force applied at its center
and at the considered resonance frequency. The vibration output is detected
at the centre of the plate, where the displacement reaches a maximum, while
the pressure is detected in the middle of the acoustic box. The responses, in
the open circuit case and in the inductive and synchronized switch cases are
plotted and compared in time domain.
For the resonant shunt technique, the resistor and indictor in the electrical
circuit are tuned to achieve maximum energy dissipation from the mode to
interest. Therefore, the optimal resistance and inductance for a series resonant
15
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where ωSCn is the short circuit natural frequency of the nth mode and kn is the
generalized electromechanical coupling coeﬃcient given in Equation (15).
Table 3 presents the electrical parameters adopted in the numerical simulation
of the inductive shunt and the switched shunt devices. In the resonant shunt
case, R and L are obtained using their optimal values (Equations (19a) and
(19b)) associated to the ﬁrst mode and with the electromechanical coupling
coeﬃcient k1 = 0.072 (ω
SC
1 = 2π × 76.77 rad.s−1 and ωOC1 = 2π × 76.97
rad.s−1). In the switched shunt case, the chosen inductance is L = Lopt/100,
corresponding to a switching period T twenty times lower than the mechanical
period of the ﬁrst mode. Moreover, in accordance with the advantages of this
technique, the resistance value is chosen more than four times lower than the
optimal resitance of the passive shunt case.
Table 3
Electrical parameters of the simulations.
Inductive Shunt Switched Shunt
C (Farad) 956×10−9 956×10−9
L (Henry) 4.5 4.5×10−2
R (Ohm) 220 50
Since the working principle of the switched shunt system is characterized by
fast state variations, due to the electric circuit quick commutation times, the
system behaviour will suﬀer a continuous transient regime. Thus, a direct
transient response analysis is needed. Computation in the time domain is
performed using a direct implicit numerical scheme of the Newmark family al-
gorithm. The output is computed assuming that the electrical circuit is closed
or open (see Figure 7).
In Figures 8 to 11 the mechanical transverse displacement at the center of the
plate and the sound pressure level in the middle of the acoustic cavity are
plotted in three cases: (i) open circuit condition, (ii) inductive shunt, and (iii)
switched shunt control. These time plots are obtained for two frequencies of
the external sinusoidal excitation corresponding respectively to the frequency
of the ﬁrst and fourth mode of the open-circuited coupled system.
Even if the steady state is not reached in the open circuit case, due to the
fact that no mechanical damping has been introduced in the model, we can
16
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Fig. 7. Flowchart for the integration method used for the switch shunt system.























































Fig. 8. Mechanical transverse displacement at the center of the plate under ﬁrst
mode excitation frequency.
observe from these ﬁrst results the eﬀect of the attenuation performed by the
two electrical systems.
The eﬀects of the inductive shunt are evident just for the ﬁrst mode (Figures
8 and 10). The reason is due to the fact that the inductive shunt is tuned on
the resonance frequency to be controlled, in the same way as the dynamic vi-
bration absorber (or tuned-mass damper). So the electrical parameters should
be changed according to the frequency of interest.
17
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Fig. 9. Mechanical transverse displacement at the center of the plate under fourth
mode excitation frequency.































































































Fig. 11. Pressure level in the middle of the acoustic cavity under fourth mode
excitation frequency.
On the other hand, the switched shunt damping system shows wide band per-
formances since the amplitude of both modes have been successfully reduced.
Moreover it is important to highlight that these results have been obtained
18
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with a very low inductor and a low resistor that gives to the control system
a higher thermal stability, very useful in aerospace applications. Finally no
external power supply has to be added to the system.
4 Conclusion
We have presented in this paper a ﬁnite element formulation of structural-
acoustic problems with shunted piezoelectric patches. Two diﬀerent kind of
vibration reduction techniques have been tested on an acoustic cavity coupled
with elastic plate and with a surface-mounted piezoelectric patch: the passive
inductive shunt and the semi-passive switched shunt. The numerical results
show reduction of amplitudes achieved in low frequency range with the switch
control using only one piezoelectric patch and without any signal ampliﬁca-
tion. Moreover, attenuations are obtained, in the present example, without
optimization process to determine the best position of the patch. The results
show the versatility of the proposed approach. Among future possible investi-
gations, let us cite the problem of the experimental validation of the presented
results, the analysis of more complex systems using appropriate reduced or-
der models, and the optimization of the size and location of the piezoelectric
patches in order to achieve high performances.
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STRUCTURE BORNE SOUND CONTROL THROUGH PZT 
PATCH IN SWITCHED SHUNT CONFIGURATION: A NON 
STANDARD FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 
M. Ciminelloa, L. Leccea , A. Conciliob 
a Aerospace Engineering Dept. DIAS - University of Naples “Federico II” , Via Claudio 24 – 80125 Napoli. 
b Italian Aerospace Research Centre – CIRA, Via Maiorise - 81043 Capua (CE) 
In this work, a Natran/Matlab approach aimed at controlling a structural-acoustic system through a semi-
active device, based on switched shunted piezoelectric elements, is presented. In order to develop a 
general-purpose  procedure to model the coupled system (composed by the fluid, the structure and the 
piezoelectric-based device), a standard finite element code, according to the local equations describing the 
physics of the fully coupled system, has been developed in Matlab. After, the same test case is processed 
by means of a not standard general-purpose procedure. The simulation using commercial code such as 
Nastran/Matlab, is presented and validated. The considered coupled system consists of a classical elastic 
plate with a surface-mounted piezoelectric patch, coupled to a simple acoustic cavity, filled with an 
inviscid, compressible and barotropic fluid, gravity effect being neglected. Matrices are extracted and 
reassembled in Matlab where the electro-mechanical coupling matrices are suitably built using a proper 
strain actuation analytical model, in order to take into account the structural action of the piezoelectric 
laminate (concentrated moments at domain boundaries). Finally, taking advantage of Nastran modal-base 
computation, a reduced electro-mechanical fluid-structure system is obtained and solved in time domain. 
Numerical results are presented showing the performance of two numerical approaches on the sound 
pressure level and structural displacement reduction for the first bending mode and after validation, the 
not standard approach is adopted to compute the energy level reduction of the cavity for more multimode 
reduction. 
Keywords: numerical modelling, noise reduction, switched shunt control, fluid-structure interaction
1.Introduction 
In acoustic wave and in the vibration control field, the trend is to develop active techniques that can be an 
efficient strategy to reduce the broadband noise levels. The penalty to be paid is a higher complexity in 
the design and an external power supply required. Aiming at noise reduction, an approach is to reduce 
structural vibration, as a main source of acoustic radiation. A considerable number of works deals with 
the numerical and experimental development of techniques based on piezoelectric devices bonded or 
embedded in structural elements. 
Kim and Ko [1] for instance worked on a FE model implementing piezoelectric elements Optimisation 
procedure showed the structural regions presenting the maximum strain as the best actuators and sensors 
locations. In that case, the implemented active control system was a negative feedback. To take into 
account the acoustic pressure in the cavity but preserving a suitable size of the referred model, a classical 
modal reduction was accomplished. The principal advantage of this approach is the reduced size of the 
numerical problem. Active and passive devices may be combined. Ro and Baz [2] presented a similar 
work where the sound radiation from a vibrating flat plate, coupled with an acoustic cavity was 
controlled. A single patch of active constrained layer damping and active control treatments were used. 
Coupled finite element models were developed to investigate the fundamental phenomena governing the 
acoustic-structural interaction under the effects of control systems. Models allowed computing 
frequencies, mode shapes and sound radiation for different control gains. Experimental results indicated 
amplitude attenuation of 27, 54, and 75%, for controlling gains ranging in a magnitude, for the first 
resonance frequency. A different approach to noise radiation reduction into a cavity was introduced by 
Guyomar et al. [3]. A semi-active approach implementing a switch damping technique, synchronised with 
the recorded strain values was therein dealt with. The authors describe the results coming from exciting 
the plate via a loudspeaker and detecting the noise level of the sound waves generated to the outside. Plate 
vibrations speed was monitored in three cases: without control, with an inductive switched shunt on and 
with a voltage-driven inductive switched shunt. Acoustic pressure was measured at different locations, 
recording a max attenuation of 15 dB. In the present paper a FE modelling procedure is presented, 
directed to simulate a noise and vibration control system, implementing a switched shunt piezoelectric-
based device. The specimen, referring to experimental test presented in [4], is a rigid box, 0.6 x 0.5 x 0.4  
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m with five rigid walls and a flexible 0.6 x 0.5 m plate, 6 mm thick. A single piezoceramic patch was 
eccentrically bonded on the plate, in order to detect a large number of modes. The patch was used both as 
a sensor and an actuator device, that would correspond to a collocated configuration in a SISO feedback 
control system. The plate was then excited by means of a transversal sinusoidal force. The structural 
vibration at the central node of the plate and the pressure level at 25 cm from the plate surface, within the 
cavity, were recorded and plotted as reference measures. Since the mean quadratic pressure level inside 
the cavity is the target parameter, it is also reported. In the first section of the paper, a variational 
formulation of the fluid-structure coupled problem is recall from [5; 9] and the corresponding matrix 
equations are derived, following a finite element approach. In the second section, a Nastran-Matlab 
integrated tool is used. The fluid-structure matrices are extracted from Nastran and reassembled in 
Matlab, where equations are completed with the electro-mechanical matrices of the piezo. The system 
eigenvectors have been imported from Nastran as well and used to the modal reduction formulation of the 
fully coupled system. The comparison of the two approaches on the displacement and sound pressure 
level reduction has been presented. Finally the not standard approach is used to predict the energy level 
reduction of the cavity. An algorithm based on the well-established Beta-Newmark is used. 
2.The electro-elasto-acoustic problem 
Several formulations have been proposed. Non-symmetric formulations are usually obtained 
(“displacement-pressure” formulations) while symmetric equations can be derived through an appropriate 
choice of fluid field variables. The fluid is described through the substitution of p with the velocity 
potential [6]. It must be noted that the velocity potential formulation has the disadvantage that it leads to a 
symmetric but fictitious “damping” matrix requiring the use of complex eigenvalue methods. A classical 
finite element formulation will be used, following the content of [5], [9].  
Assuming standard equation for elastic media, the fluid and the fluid structure interaction describing 
mathematics is derived. The local conservative equation of the fluid structure coupled system in the time 
domain is presented, as a function of the structural displacement u, and the fluid pressure p [9].  
The fluid structure equations are then assembled with the piezoelectric device electro mechanical matrices 
[5]. Finally, the electrical contributions of the shunt circuit are included [9].  
2.1. Variational formulation of the fully coupled  system
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Eq. (1) is a variational formulation of the problem and expresses the time response of the structure under 
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Eq. (2) may be read as a variational formulation of the problem describing the pressure time response of a 
fluid under a structural action.  Finally (1) and (2) must be completed adding the electro-mechanical 
equation following again, the procedure well described in [5]: 
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2.2. “Standard” finite element formulation of the fully coupled system
The variational expressions (1-3) can be written in a more compact form as: 
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The finite element equation can be finally assembled in the classical form where the voltage has been 
replaced by the electrical charge more suitable for piezoceramics in shunt circuits (7): 
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Equation (7) is first solved by a dedicated finite element code describing the full coupled system [4]. 
After, for the same test case, the matrices will be extracted and reduced by means of a suited modal base 
from Nastran and used in an original general-purpose integrated Nastran/Matlab tool, as described in what 
follows.  
3. Not standard finite element formulation of the electro-mechanical piezo effect 
An elementary rectangular PZT plate is taken into account to derive the relative FE model. Since a piezo 
bonded on the plate transfers both bending and in-plane actions to the structure, each node of the 2D 
element shall have three translational and three rotational DOF’s, for a total of six [10]. 
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3.1 Converse coupling matrix 
To estimate the bending actions, transmitted by the PZT elements (moments) to the structure, it is 
necessary to establish a relation between the voltage supply and the actuator authority. This is known in 
literature as the inverse coupling matrix. Moment related to the voltage V may be computed according to 
the following eq. (8): 










zdzzlElM yxsyx ε                                                             (8) 
In the equation, any strain actuation model may be taken into account. In the specific case of this work, 
the 2D model of Lecce-Concilio was considered [11]. According to it, the following expressions are 
found, in the hypothesis of perfect bonding: 
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The free strain, Λ=Vd31/tp, is defined as the strain occurring under a given voltage, V, when the 
piezoelectric element is completely unconstrained. A numerical procedure may be assessed to evaluate 
the PZT transmitted moments in a numerical code like the MSC/Nastran, in order to face also different 
and more complicated geometries. A thermal load is applied, while the device is given an equivalent 
thermal coefficient in order to replicate the voltage effect. MSC/Nastran is in fact not able to directly 
simulate a piezoelectric material. PZT strain are then retrieved and used to compute the moments, 
following equation (8). Standing on this assumption, a 3D FE model of the piezoelectric patch, bonded 





Operatively, a HEXA8 FE model is realised, simulating a piezoceramic – aluminium laminate . The 
elements are assumed to be perfectly bonded each other. Because the problem symmetry a quarter model 
is built, properly constrained (symmetry conditions applied). In Table 1, FEM characteristics are 
summarised, with reference to the isolated PZT element. 
PZT FEM 
Finite element type HEXA8 
Mesh discretization 200×200×6 
N° mech dof per node 6 
Thermal coefficient (d31/tp) 1.7e-7 
Table 1. PZT-wafer finite element parameters 
 ! "  
αx 1.2e-3 1.3e-3 
αy 1.5e-3 1.6e-3 
Table 2. PZT transmitted moments for unit voltage 
Figure 1. PZT displacement field, static analysis
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A static analysis in Figure 1 for the free PZT is performed to estimate the strain. The moments transmitted 
by the piezo around x and y axes, indicated as αx and αy respectively, are computed and the comparison 
between numerical and theoretical ones, are reported in Table 2. 
In a 9-node grid (Figure 2), 6-DOF node, the PZT FE representation (its print over the structure) presents 
54 DOF. 
Figure 2. PZT grid 

If a symmetrical couple of piezo is considered, axial forces may be neglected and the only transmitted 
load is a moments system. If, for the sake of simplicity, the grid nodes of the piezo are considered 
consecutive: 






αα=                           (11) 
3.2 Direct coupling matrix
The coupling matrix, linking piezo deformation to the voltage induced by the circuit, may be estimated by 
computing the normal displacement w second derivative along the in-plane directions, according to the 
definition of the PZT direct effect [10]. The voltage V induced by the structural strains occurring in both 
the in-plane directions may be estimated as: 
                                        ( ) εν ⋅−= p
pptEgV
131
      (12) 
If the same discretization applied for the actuator is hold for sensing, according to the reference dotted 
line of Figure 4, the “global” deformation sensed by the piezo may be estimated as follows: 
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4. Modal reduction 
For very large problems, modal reduction may significantly reduce the computational times. Being up
the eigenvector matrix (extracted with Nastran) of the non-dissipative system, the orthogonal 
transformation reduces the system matrices to: 
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Matrix C in eq. (15) is not a damping matrix as previously mentioned, so it does not indicate any energy 
dissipation occurring in the system. In order to introduce some dispersion, a classical proportional 
damping (Rayleigh damping) may be addressed. Damping proportionality is preserved in the reduced 
system described in [13]. 
In order to specify suitable values for damping, the classical relation between the critical damping ratio 
and the Rayleigh damping parameters is used: 




ωβωαζ +=                                     (16) 
The parameters α and β may be computed at each frequency in the range of interest. Usually, a mean 
value is then extracted or, a best-fit spline iterative procedure [14], may be carried out. 
Finally, the inductor, resistor, and blocked capacitor constant values are added to the model. 
The complete assembled equation is the following (the adopted notation means the reduced matrices): 
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5. Time integration 
In Figure 3, the switched shunt circuit is sketched.  

Figure 3.  Synchronised Switch Circuit Figure 4. Open circuit vs. SSC V (straight/dotted line) 
Switch is generally off (open). While vibrations occur, as strains attain the maxima values, switch is on
(close) for a fraction of the excitation period. A current in the inductance is introduced, resulting in a 
charge inversion on the PZT electrodes. Previous results, [3], showed the system exhibit good 
performance for a switch period of 1/10 the excitation one. The on-off dynamics produce a naturally 
amplified voltage (Figure 4). 
By the way, since the working principle of the switched shunt circuit is characterized by fast state 
variations, because of the quick commutation times, the system behaviour will be permanently in a 
transient regime. The FRF may not be implemented and the system shall be studied in time domain. A 
direct implicit Beta-Newmark type algorithm is adopted. The standard three-point method which is used 
to perform a step-by-step calculation is briefly presented starting from the linear motion equation: 
                                                                 [ ]{ } [ ]{ } [ ]{ } { })()()()( tFtuKtuCtuM =++                                   (18) 
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A discrete time interval Δt is set as integration step. Displacement, velocity, acceleration and load, F, at 
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By using the expressions defined in eq. (19), eq. (18) becomes: 
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The transient structural output is computed using a set of coupled equations describing the system on-off
states [5]. Maxima are detected through a sine signal inversion procedure. In Table 3, the electrical 
parameters adopted in the numerical simulation of the control are summarized: 
SSC State off on 
Frequency: f_mech Tab.9 - 
Frequency: f_el  - 10*f_mech 
Resistance: R (Ω) 1e10 50 
Inductance: L (H) - 	
		
PZT capacitance:C (F) 265e-9 265e-9 
Table 3. The on-off circuit parameters  
6. The test campaign: description and results 
The system consists of an air-filled regular box. A single wall is flexible, while the others are rigid. The 
flexible plate is clamped at the edges. A PZT patch is eccentrically bonded on its surface. An 
eccentrically point force excites the system. Geometric and mechanic characteristics of the test specimen 
are reported in Tables 4-6: 
PLATE 
Material Steel 
In-plane dimensions (m) 0.60×0.50 
Thickness (m) 0.006 
Young modulus (GPa) 144 
Poisson ratio 0.35 
Density (Kg/m3) 7700 
                     Table 4. Mechanic and geometric 
plate                                                                          
                                             parameters 
PZT 
Material PPK-11 
N° of PZT 1 
In-plane dimensions (m) 0.12×0.10 
Thickness (m) 0.002 
Young modulus (GPa) 59 
Poisson ratio 0.34 
Density (Kg/m3) 8100 
g31 (Vm/N) 8.0e-3 
d31 (C/N) 3.5e-10 
Table 6. Mechanic and geometric PZT parameters
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FLUID 
Material Air 
In-plane dimensions (m) 0.60×0.50 
Thickness (m) 0.40 
Sound velocity (m/s) 340 
Density (Kg/m3) 1225 
          Table 5. Physic and geometric fluid 
parameters
6.1 Modal analysis 
In order to validate the FE implementation of the proposed model, a modal analysis was preliminarily 
carried out. Herein the numerical computation of the eigenvalues of the plate, the cavity and the coupled 
system is respectively presented, according to the main FE model characteristics, reported in the 
following Tables 7-9: 
PLATE 
Finite element type QUAD4 
Mesh discretization 10×10 
N° nodes 121 
N° constrained nodes 40 
N° mech dof per node 6 
Total dof 486 
Constrained type Four clamped edges 
Table 7. FE parameters of the plate model 
FLUID 
Finite element type HEXA8 
Mesh discretization 10×10×10 
N° nodes 1331 
N° mech dof per node 1 
Total dof 1331 
Table 8. FE parameters of the fluid model 
Table 9 presents the first eight eigenfrequencies for the considered isolated systems (elastic plate and 
fluid, contained in a rigid box). The columns corresponds, respectively, to the FE modelling and the 
theoretical values as computed in [15]. In the next Table 10, the values of the coupled system 
eigenfrequencies are reported, comparing the Nastran results with what obtained in [4]. 
Eigenfrequencies (Hz) 
PLATE FLUID 
Nastran Ref. [15] Nastran Ref. [15] 
153.2 152.2 284.4 283.3 
274.1 273.3 341.3 340.0 
344.2 342.8 426.7 425.0 
443.2 440.0 444.4 442.6 
472.6 474.3 512.8 512.0 
617.4 615.2 546.5 545.7 
638.4 635.9 576.0 576.5 
Table 9. Isolated plate and fluid eigenfrequencies 









Table 10. Eigenfrequencies of the coupled 
 system 
In Figure 5, a scheme of the FE model of the rigid cavity is reported, evidencing the PZT location. First 7 
fluid-structure eigenmodes are presented in Figure 6. Structural and fluid dominant modes are evident. 
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FE grid of the acoustic-structural cavity a. mode 1
b. mode 2 c. mode 3
d. mode 4 e. mode 5
f. mode 6 g. mode 7
Figure 5. Coupled system eigenmodes 
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6.2. SSControl in time domain 
The plate is excited by a sinusoidal wave, tuned on a single resonance frequency of the structure. Since 
we are interested in the structure borne sound, the SSC has been applied to the structural modes of 
interest. The full Matlab approach is now exploited. The effect of the SSC is evaluated for the first 
bending mode. The displacement and the pressure amplitude reductions are plotted in both time and 
frequency domain in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.  
Figure 6. Full Matlab control on the displacement 
level reduction for the first bending mode. Time 
domain (up); frequency domain (down).
Figure 7. Full Matlab control on the pressure 
level reduction for the first bending mode. Time 
domain (up); frequency domain (down).
The integrated Nastran/Matlab reduced approach is now exploited. The effect of the SSC is again 
evaluated for the same bending mode. The displacement and the pressure amplitude reductions are plotted 
in both time and frequency domain in Figures 8 and 9 respectively.  
Figure 8. Integrated  Nastran/Matlab control on 
the displacement level reduction for the first 
bending mode. Time domain (up); frequency 
domain (down).
Figure 9. Integrated Nastran/Matlab control on 
the pressure level reduction for the first bending 
mode. Time domain (up); frequency domain 
(down).
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reduced model Mode 
Disp(dB) Pres(dB) Disp(dB) Pres(dB) 
1 13.7 14.8 14.6 15.8 
Table 11. Estimated structural and acoustic damping for the first bending mode 
In Table 12, structural and acoustic damping in dB are reported also for modes 2, 5 and 7, having adopted 
the reduced Nastran/Matlab approach: 
Damping (dB) Mode Frequency(Hz) Structural Acoustic 
2 272.5 10.7 12.1 
5 347.3 5.5 2.6 
7 439.8 1.2 1.4 
Table 12. Estimated structural and acoustic  damping for other structural modes.  
Being interested in the reduction of the acoustic pressure level of the whole cavity, for the investigated 
















where Na is the nodes number in the acoustic domain FE grid and pi is the pressure in node i. 
Time evolution of the mean energy pressure level 
(1st coupled mode) 
Time evolution of the mean energy pressure level 
(2nd coupled mode) 
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Time evolution of the mean energy pressure level 
(5th coupled mode) 
Time evolution of the mean energy pressure level 
(7th coupled mode)
Figure 10. Estimated mean quadratic pressure in the closure 
The associated pressure level, expressed in decibel (dB), is defined as: 










The acoustic energy level loss in dB, for the modes that were taken into account, are summarised in Table 
12, according to the equation above. 
Mode Frequency (Hz) Energy (dB) 
1 153.1 - 
2 272.5 8.21 
5 347.3 3.95 
7 439.8 1.10 
Table 12. SPL for the elasto-acoustic system 
7. Conclusions  
A finite element code in Matlab environment has been developed to describe a fully electro-elasto-
acoustic coupled system according to the local equation of the  problem. A second “simplified” numerical 
approach has been implemented using the potentialities of Nastran to solve more general purpose 
configurations. The two approaches have been compared on the same test case. The numerical test 
showed a good correlation among this methods. Moreover a reduction of the vibration and pressure levels 
at the corresponding bending modes, have been plotted for the band range of interest of 500 Hz.   
Significant performances were achieved in some cases. Results are remarkable if it is considered that no 
optimisation process was carried out to define the best position of the active element, as a function of the 
dynamic response of the plate. 
Apart the possibility of referring to a large number of control system devices for multi-tone control , it 
should be taken into account also the capability of attenuation of one single piezo device without tuning. 
The most important improvement factor of this work may be then identified as the following, planned to 
be object of further steps: 
• Piezoelectric location, number and shapes on the structural element; 
• The switch mechanism introduces high frequency noise, that can be reduced by low-pass filters; 
• Cavity-dominated modes may be hardly controlled if the related structural energy is low, i.e. if the 
coupling is weak. 
This last point is usual in vibration-oriented control system, oriented to acoustic suppression. 
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Damping showed to be a synthetic index well dealing with the effective system energy reduction and will 
be still considered in the next activities. The authors plan to set an experimental campaign in order to 
validate their models and evaluate all these additional aspects. 
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Abstract 
Several control techniques have been developed to improve the reduction of sensitivity of 
structural elements dynamic response to both parameter variations and disturbances 
attenuations within the control system bandwidth. 
The research activity has shown how passive and active control strategies may be 
complementary for facing many of the structural dynamic problems. As a matter of fact, while 
the passive ones demonstrate efficiency for the highest frequencies band, the active systems 
demonstrate efficiency in a wider broad band domain, despite of the large required power 
supply and the high cost hardware. 
Semi-active controls assure advantages of both passive and active control techniques. In 
detail, the absence of an external power supply, the reduced vulnerability to power failure, the 
self-powered architecture, make the semi-active controls simple to be managed and cheaper. 
The possibility of jointly implementing both a switched and an inductive shunt architecture 
may guarantee a more efficient multi mode control. As a matter of fact, it is possible to 
simultaneously control a low and a high frequency mode through a switch and an inductive 
architecture. To achieve this result, the RLC parameters of the switch circuit (synchronised on 
the lower mode) have to be chosen so that its normal frequency is coincident with the higher 
structural mode to be controlled. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerical and experimental investigations have proved the ability of piezoceramics in 
passive shunt configuration to control structural vibrations. Different type of shunt circuits 
have been taken into account but the inductive one is the most widely adopted [1], [2]. By 
absorbing mechanical vibrations if suitably tuned on specific structural mode, the inductive 
circuit behaves like a dynamic vibration absorber (DVA), control system, with the 
incontrovertible truth that it is lightest and more easy to be managed than the mechanical 
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ABSTRACT 
Many theoretical investigations describe the behavior of structural systems controlled 
through piezo actuators in switched shunt architecture. The main advantages of this control 
technique are represented by the low power supply required and by the scarce dependence 
of its efficiency by the environmental changes. These reasons, jointly with the good 
performance exhibited within the low frequency range, justified the large amount of 
theoretical, numerical and experimental investigations. Available theoretic models describe 
the behavior of very simple structural systems, characterized by a limited number of dofs; 
the main utility of these models is the possibility of identifying parameters that influence 
control performance. The necessity of extending benefits due to this technique to more 
realistic applications has led to numeric solving schemes, prevalently based on a FE 
approach. However, due to the complexity of real applications, despite the efficient 
reduction techniques employed, numerical computations result heavy and, consequently, 
time consuming. On the contrary, a semi-analytical solution would allow eliminating the 
time consuming due to the integration. In the present paper, a strategy adopted to find out a 
differential eq. semi-analytic solution, the validation with a numeric computation 
(MSC/Nastran) and related ability of describing system behavior have been illustrated. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Through the switched shunt control architecture structural vibrations are reduced by using 
time variant electric circuits integrated with electromechanical piezos suitably positioned on 
the structural element. A peculiarity of this control architecture is represented by a switch 
component  that can be closed in some instant of time in such a way to reduce the control 
system dependence from the structural frequency.  
The most remarkable contributions in this field have to be addressed to Corr and Clark [1] 
who defined, for a sdof clamped-clamped aluminium beam, a switched shunt architecture 
with a shutting time period of 1/10th to 1/50th of the exciting signal period to be controlled. 
Then Richard and Guyomar [2], for cantilevered aluminium and epoxy beams, have 
suggested the maxima structural deformations as the optimal instant of time the switch should 
be shut. 
Anyway, the necessity of extending those theoretical and experimental results to more 
realistic applications justified the arising interest towards the development and 
implementation of mdof models. 
a Email address: s.ameduri@cira.it 
b Email address: monicacimm@libero.it 
c Email address: a.concilio@cira.it 
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INTRODUCTION
In this work, the flow chart design of a Switched Shunt Control, SSC, is illustrated, by 
using as an example an isotropic plate controlled by 11 PZT patches. Firstly, the plate FE 
modelling and the PZTs disposition criterion are illustrated; then, the simulation control 
scheme focusing attention on the FE model integration within the logic of control is 
described. Finally, effects due to the SSC system are presented in terms of amplitudes 
reduction in the time domain.



































































































































































































































FE modeling  of 
the structure
 li   f 
t  tr t r
FE modeling  of 
PZT local action
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Electro-mechanic 
coupling matrices




t  r ti :
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mass matr. damping matr. stiffness matr.
capacitance matr.inductance matr. resistance matr.
coupling 
matr.
Constraint conditions free 
Plate dimensions  330 x 220 x 2 mm 
Plate material  Al 7075 T6 
Plate Young mod 70 GPa 
Plate Poisson mod. 0.32 
Piezo number 11 
Piezo dimensions  33 x 22 x 1 mm 
Piezo Young mod 59 GPa 
Plate Poisson mod. 0.30 
Dielectric const, d31 350e-12 (C/N) 
Total nodes 1681 
Total elements 1600 
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ABSTRACT 
 In this paper we present numerical results concerning 
vibration reduction of structural-acoustic systems using the 
synchronized switch control technique. In order to develop a 
general procedure to model the coupled system (composed by 
the fluid domain, the structure and the piezoelectric elements), 
the idea is to use the performances of a standard commercial 
code such as Nastran. A symmetric reduced order model is 
derived from a general finite element description through the 
extraction of appropriate system matrices. For sake of brevity, 
we just recall that depending upon the choice of fluid field 
variables, non symmetric formulations are usually obtained (so-
called displacement-pressure formulations), the symmetrization 
can be derived through appropriate choice of fluid field 
variables [1,2]. A simple fluid-structure system for which an 
analytic solution exists will be used to verify the finite element 
results and to demonstrate the capabilities of the control 
procedure. Referring to experimental tests [3], the system 
consists of a straight air-filled tube with a square cross section. 
The tube is a rigid cavity with an elastic plate at one end and a 
piezoelectric patch bonded in its centre. Firstly, the conservative 
structural-acoustic problem is presented. The symmetric 
variational and finite element formulations are then described. 
The model is constructed using Nastran software and the finite 
element matrices are then extracted and assembled in Matlab. In 
a second step, the electro-mechanical coupling matrices are 
built using three-dimensional finite elements in order to take 
into account local moments of the piezoelectric wafers 
according to the equivalent thermal coefficient theory [4,5]. 
Finally, the reduced electro-mechanical fluid-structure system, 
obtained through a modal projection, is integrated in time using 
a Newmark type algorithm. Numerical results are then 
presented showing the performance of the synchronized switch 
damping for vibro-acoustic applications in the low frequency 
domain (low modal density).  
INTRODUCTION 
 In acoustic wave control field, as well as in the vibration 
control field, the trend is to use active technique that seems to 
be one of the most efficient strategies to reduce the noise level, 
at a wide broadband range, despite a complexity of the design 
and an external power supply required. Actually, for the purpose 
of noise reduction, the approach is to reduce acoustic radiation 
field through the vibration reduction of the structure, since the 
structure itself may be a noise source. A considerable amount of 
works deals with the numerical or experimental development of 
techniques of noise reduction using piezoelectric devices 
bonded or embedded in structural elements.  
 Kim and Ko [6] worked on finite element modeling for 
piezoelectric structures. The optimization procedure shows the 
best location of the actuators and sensors are close to those 
regions where the strain is maximal. The active control system 
implemented is a negative feedback. To take into account the 
acoustic pressure in the cavity the modal approach is used 
invoking the orthogonality of the modes shapes. The principal 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports on the control of structure-borne noise by switched shunt architecture based on 
resistor-inductor electric components, and focuses on aspects of numerical modelling of the structure 
and its controller.  
The working principle is based on synchronized commutations according to the piezo voltage picks 
from an open circuit to a closed circuit state.  
The wide band performances of the switched shunt control in the low frequency domain (low modal 
density) and the low inductor and resistor values needed were the main peculiarities of this approach. 
The tested system showed a good independence on environmental drifts and a high thermal stability, 
so assuring certain promises for application in the aeronautics and the aerospace field.         
1. INTRODUCTION 
Noise reduction using smart materials is an emerging field of research in vibro-acoustics. Due to their 
nature, these materials are used in active and semi-active [1-4] control devices and act locally on the 
structure to attain a global noise reduction in the target fluid volume.  
The goal of this paper is the numerical evaluation of performance of a smart control device (the 
synchronized switch damping) to reduce the noise generated within an acoustic cavity by a vibrating 
panel on its boundary [5-8]. 
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An overview of the author’s research experiences, carried out in the last years on switched 
shunt vibration control on plate structures is herein presented. The activity results were object 
of former journal publications and conference proceedings: this paper is an attempt to criti-
cally summarise the most remarkable points of the author’s work in the last period, corre-
sponding to her PhD studies. 
1. Introduction 
The Synchronized Switch techniques, has been introduced by Guyomar et al. [1] and Clark et 
al. [2]. In their work they compare the state switching technique and the synchronized switching. 
They showed that the last one is more efficient. The authors are basically involved in the multimode 
control. The improvement of a technique of switching based on the different modal filters have been 
developed. The tecnhnique requires complex filters and power supply, but it is shown to have good 
performances.   
Important results can be also reported by the research activities carried by Daniel Guyomar of 
the Laboratoire de Génie Electrique et Ferroélectricité (LGEF) in Lyon. They refined the Synchro-
nized Switch techniques and proposed an autosupply circuit. The authors showed that the method 
consisting in the detection of the local maximum, is not optimal for the multimodal control, so a 
new probabilistic criteria has been developed. This method has been proposed for the case of study 
of a 1D model [3, 4].  
The goal of this article is to built a collection of numerical and experimental results for vibra-
tion level reduction on both isotropic and anisotropic plate structures object of former journal publi-
cations and conference proceedings of the author [5-7].  The author has been working on a finite 
element formulation for the case of both isotropic and anisotropic plate in the case of a vibration 
control by means of the Synchronized Switch techniques. An original circuit, based on the tachome-
ter device has been realized in the Smart Structures Lab of the Italian Aerospace Research Centre 
(CIRA). One of the facilities of this circuit board is the multi channel design which allow to drive 
more piezoelectric element in one time. 
So in what follows a brief description about the Finite Element Model implemented is re-
ported and the description of the SSC circuit is presented and modelled by an additional equation 
added to take into account the electric dof.   
The main results about the reduction of the structural vibration of beam and plate are shown. 
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Appendix: 
Complementary Ongoing Activities  
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Sound Power Radiation in Elasto-Acoustic 
System 
Demonstration of the viability of active noise control and active structural-acoustic control in cavity 
noise applications have been described by several authors. The demand for improvement in sound 
quality and noise reduction, has led to include investigations on the effectiveness of other kind of 
approaches as the semi-passive technique, for automotive interior noise reduction as encountered, 
for instance, in aircraft cabins and vehicle interiors is typical example. 
A dedicated experimental campaign has been carried out in order to evaluate both the capability and 
the relevant restrictions of the switching shunt architecture to provide enough authority to control 
the vibrations and acoustic energy level reduction of an elastic radiating plate.   
The aim of the experimental campaign, partially described in the paragraph, is to reduce the 
structural-acoustic radiation of a flexible mechanism considering in the objective function the 
vibration energy and the control system energy. The benefits of this methodology are intended to be 
demonstrated on a vibro-acoustic cabin mock-up in the following described.  
The specimen 
The specimen, a 1.2 mm thick, 60x20 cm aluminium alloy plate, instrumented with a couple of 2x2 
PPK 11 piezo clusters, is depicted in Figure 1. Piezo location on one side was chosen to control the 
largest number of modes in the range of interest (80–270 hz), while their thickness, 0.75mm, was 
defined according to the classical strain actuation prescriptions [Crawley and de Luis]. On the other 
panel side, two PPK 23 piezo patches, used as sensors, were bonded in collocated configuration; 
main piezo features are reported in Table 1. 
shaker force application pointaccelerometer 1 accelerometer 2
piezo cluster 1 piezo cluster 2
Figure 1. Instrumented plate sketch. 
Microphones  
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Piezo actuators 
Model PPK11 
In-plane dimensions 30 x 30 mm 
Thickness 0.75 mm 
d31 350e-12 C/N 
g31 8e-3 Vm/N 
Young modulus 59.0GPa 
Piezo sensors
Model PPK23 
In-plane dimensions 20 x 30 mm 
Thickness 0.50 mm 
d31 130e-12 C/N 
g31 20e-3 Vm/N 
Young modulus 59.0GPa 
Table 1. Setup components main characteristics. 
The plate constitutes a partial window of a cubic (8 m3) room (shown in Figure 2), internally 
instrumented with six microphones (see Table 1), dislocated at different distances. The acoustic 
room is intended to represent a simplified car cavity with concrete walls to provide well-defined 
acoustic boundary conditions. A simply support condition was assumed as constraint for panel 
edges. 
Figure 2. Plate windowed acoustic room. 
The signal provided by any sensor is derived and given as input to a tachometer, in charge of 
producing a zero crossing synchronised logical signal, drawing a switch component (CMOS). For 
further details refer to [Ciminello et al.]. 
A chirp signal (swept sine) has been used to excite the structure. The swept sine used to impose a 
broadband excitation signal with the same intensity at all frequencies. The experimental 
investigation has been carried out in the frequency range 0-300 Hz. The voltage amplitude of each 
piezoceramic sensor has been monitored and used to drive the relative actuator on the base of the 
switched shunt control architecture. Two accelerometers (PCB Piezotronics model 352A71, 
Sensitivity 10mV/g ) were bonded on the reference panel. The acoustic field of the monitored 
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enclosure has been measured by 6 microphones BRUEL 4958  size ¼ “, sensitivity 12.5 mV/Pa), as 
described in Figure 3. The LMS acquisition system has been employed to acquire, analyze and 





















Delta displacement - point 1 (smooth)
Delta displacement - point 2 (smooth)





















Delta pressure smooth [dB]
Figure 4. Experimental mean sound power radiated vs. frequency. 
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The numerical tool 
A finite element model has been produced (Figure 5) in order to evaluate the eigenfrequencies 
(Figure 6) of the test specimen with the experimental resonances detected from the accelerometer 
sensors (Figure 3). 
Figure 5. Plate Finite element model. 
Figure 6. Plate Finite element model. 
Numerical and experimental resonances within the band range of interest are sketched in Table 2 
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Table 2. Setup components main characteristics 
The radiated sound pressure will be computed by means of the impedance matrix, Z, which 
provides radiated power, W, as a function of the panel source points, suitably weighted by the area 
matrix A: 
( ) ( )
( ) ( )






































































being k, ρ0, ω, r, the wave number, the fluid density, the angular frequency and the distance from 
two points. In this work the power radiated just on the panel will be computed, considering the each 
other panel point distances. 
N° Mode Exp Frequency (Hz) Num Frequency (Hz) 
1 95 82 
2 110 105 
3 147 142 
5 280 270 
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Computational Modal Analysis for FSI 
Problems 
Nastran software doesn’t implement fluid structure interactions model well suited for specific 
acoustic situation where an added mass operator is needed, i.e. as incompressible fluid. In order to 
use Nastran, the standard processing tool for aerospace industry, to implement some direct and 
reduction procedures for more general fluid-structure interactions problems, a specific formulation 
in terms of (u, p, ϕ) has been implemented by means of DMIG code. The symmetric and 
regularized model is well suited for the case of heavy fluids or even huge volume of gas 
interactions. The preliminary investigations have been conducted without any passive or active 
treatment and it has been the occasion to interact with researchers of ONERA. This formulation has 
been derived from the standard one without introducing a pseudo (gyroscopic) damping matrix and 
in this way the computation of complex modes has been avoided. Moreover, the modal reduction 
applied to this method gives a very performing reduced model thanks to the presence of the acoustic 
added mass, which is generally negligible for light fluids, but which must be mandatory considered 
for heavy fluid, to keep a good convergence rate to this approach (Figure 7).  
Figure 7. RO modal formulation Vs. Nastran SOL110: Convergence Rate . 
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Conclusions and Prospects 
The thesis shows how the approach based on the semi-passive technique can solve some of the 
classical drawbacks belonging to active and passive vibration control systems. The semi-passive 
synchronised switch shunt architecture is modelled and investigated. The idea of using piezo 
transducers to convert mechanical into electrical energy and elaborating related signal within an 
external time variant electrical circuit, represents the inspiring principle of this type of control. 
Connecting a resonant circuit to a piezoelectric transducer with a temporized switch device, a 
simple and low cost technique for vibrations reduction is realized in such a way to fulfil the 
demands for smart damping systems, such as:  
• External power source not required for operation 
• Device does not need to be tuned to a specific frequency 
• Device operation is not affected by changes in modal frequency 
• Device suppresses vibration over a number of modes, i.e. it is broadband 
• Weight and size of the device should be minimized 
• Device is to be a self-contained unit 
The state of art addressed to this kind of control refers to: finite element formulation based on 
local equations of the fully coupled system; numerical and experimental validation for sdof 
models; analytical and experimental validation of the vibrations reduction efficiency based on 
the electromechanical coupling coefficient for isotropic structures.  
Finally different type of “autonomous” circuits basically based on transistors and synthetic 
inductors have been proposed.       
In the published and submitted papers, included in this thesis, the following summarised 
original aspects, have been considered.  
A multi-dofs fully coupled system has been described by means of a finite element formulation. 
A full home-made finite element procedure, according to local equation describing the fully 
coupled system has been implemented in Matlab environment. Moreover the abovementioned  
finite element modelling has been compared with a “non standard” FE approach including 
Nastran/Matlab integrated routines in order to built a general purpose numerical tool oriented to 
more real test specimen. The  matrices are extracted from Nastran and reassembled in Matlab 
where the electro-mechanical coupling terms have been added. Piezo strain actuation has been 
modelled using the analogy between thermal and piezoelectric strain. The effects exerted on the 
structure have been applied as concentrated moments at the piezo nodes interface. The piezo 
moments have been compared and validated using well-established strain actuation analytical 
model. The sensing has instead been modelled with a 2D piezoelectric constitutive equation and 
experimentally validated. The piezo sensor-actuator collocated couples have been used in both 
bonded and embedded configurations.  
Moreover an original circuit, based on a tachometer and CMOS devices (needing a very weak 
supply), has been realised to implement the synchronized shunt control. The tachometer device 
can generate a pulse train signal activating the CMOS perfectly synchronized with the zero 
crossing of the input. Moreover the amplitude of the logical signal can be opportunely set 
according to a voltage threshold fail-safe criterion.  A 4-indipendent channel electric card of 
10×10cm in-plane dimensions and 80gr in weight with a plug and play philosophy have been 
built up, in order to friendly manage a set of piezo transducers network for multimode control 
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test. The control system has been tested to compare experimental and numerical results for 
aluminium and laminated beam and plate structures.  
At first, a cantilevered beam has been taken into consideration for simplicity. The damping 
ability of the techniques has been estimated for the first bending mode; a max reduction of the 
displacements of 16.2 has been found. The experienced test campaign showed to be in good 
accordance, confirming the goodness of the adopted numerical model.  
A second test article has been a 10 ply fibreglass laminate plate, 220 x 280 mm in-plane 
dimensions, 7 mm thick. In this case a multi-tone strategy has been tested. Referring to the 
dedicated 4-channel board, a network of collocated embedded piezo sensor/actuator have been 
fully integrated into a  laminated plate. The 3D FE model of the embedded PZT system has 
been set-up within MSC/Nastran. The equivalent induced damping has been estimated, for 
seven bending modes. A maximum reduction of 16 dB has been found. Test campaign showed a 
good accordance with the numerical predictions.  
Further numerical tests have been planned to extend the ability of the SSC to evaluate noise 
reduction in acoustic cavities in fluid-structure interaction problems. The numerical results have 
shown reduction of amplitudes achieved in low frequency range at various peaks.  
The effect of a passive inductive shunt and the semi-passive switched shunt have been 
compared in order to highlight the broad band features of the second technique.  
Moreover the finite element tool integrating Nastran features with Matlab routines has been also 
used on the same test case. Results have been tested just for the first bending mode showing 
good correlation and validating the “non standard” methodology.     
An attempt to face with a semi analytic solution exclusively for a simple 1D test case of a fluid 
duct, has also been taken into account. 
A complementary ongoing activities are going to be concluded. A numerical and experimental 
validation has been planned to compare the sound power radiation of an elastic plate partly 
windowing an acoustic room with the mean acoustic energy level. The plate excited by a tonal, 
sweep and random signals. 
Moreover in order to implement some direct and reduction procedures for more general fluid-
structure interactions problems, a specific formulation in terms of (u, p, ϕ) has been 
implemented by means of DMIG code and tested in Nastran environment. The preliminary 
investigations have been conducted without any passive or active treatment and it has been the 
occasion to interact with researchers of ONERA. 
In conclusion the main advantage of the switch logic have been described and summarized. 
Different from the classical shunt resonator techniques, the SSC does not require any tuning 
between the circuit resonance and the specific structural mode to be controlled: generally 
speaking it is a broadband control system. No high inductive elements are necessary to control 
low frequencies modes; moreover, a higher stability degree with respect to environmental 
changes may be achieved. Moreover being the resistor negligible, the switched shunt performs 
more thermal stability. The absence of external power supply injecting energy into the system 
guarantees an unconditional stability. Some drawbacks can be highlighted in the excitation of 
the high frequency modes due to the switching mechanism. Moreover interesting but even being 
still open problem, is the optimal switching control low for multimodal excitations.  
It has been shown that the coupling of the structure with distributed piezoelectric transducers, 
makes possible the control of a large multimodal frequency bands with good damping factor. 
For future prospects, this feature could be used in controlling the generation and transmission 
noise, which requires a capacity to reduce structural-acoustic coupling, even for sloshing 
problems. 
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Moreover, the same type of electro-mechanical systems lends itself to applications relating to 
the shape control of a given structure, of natural frequencies and modes of buckling. Actually, 
the shape control is obtained, using the direct piezoelectric effect, applying a field of localized 
strain by imposed voltage on the transducers. This kind of actuation system allows to change the 
values of the structural frequencies and critical load of buckling by varying the structural 
stiffness associated with a variation of the applied voltage. 
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Riassunto (extended abstract in Italian language)
Fino ad oggi una grande quantità di ricercatori si è dedicata allo studio e alla progettazione di 
strategie di riduzione del rumore e delle vibrazioni. Nel campo del controllo acustico, come pure 
nel campo delle vibrazioni, la tendenza è quella di applicare tecniche attive che sembrano essere 
la strategia più efficace per ridurre il livello di rumore entro una ampia banda di frequenze, 
nonostante la relativa complessità di progettazione e l’energia esterna richiesta che rendono tali 
sistemi poco robusti e stabili. Al contrario le tecniche di controllo passive, realizzate in linea di 
principio, con l’uso di materiali smorzanti e dissipanti, sono molto efficienti alle alte frequenze 
ma ingombranti in massa e in volume alle basse, risultando a volte non applicabili dove la 
leggerezza e la poca invasività del sistema di controllo da imbarcare è un requisito 
indispensabile, come appunto nelle applicazioni aerospaziali. 
Allo scopo di ridurre il rumore generato dalla vibrazione di strutture elastiche è possibile 
adottare un diverso approccio, rappresentato dai sistemi di controllo semi passivi. In questo 
lavoro tale approccio viene adottato e realizzato attraverso attuatori piezoceramici incollati alla 
struttura e che, sincronizzati con l’istante di tempo in cui il massimo livello di deformazione 
locale viene raggiunta durante la vibrazione, si chiudono in una rete elettrica che riesce a ridurre 
l’energia cinetica del sistema meccanico con una logica molto semplice e senza che energia 
esterna sia fornita alla struttura, raggiungendo quindi un buon livello di robustezza e stabilità.  
Gli obiettivi di questo lavoro dunque sono, da un lato, di sviluppare uno strumento di calcolo 
agli elementi finiti per lo sviluppo e la simulazione di un sistema shunt di tipo sincronizzato, 
sfruttando le potenzialità che il software Nastran, e dall’altro di  convalidare sperimentalmente il 
modello numerico sviluppato con un circuito originale basato su un tachimetro e su circuiti 
integrati CMOS (che necessitano di 12V di alimentazione). Un adattamento per l’utilizzo 
simultaneo di più piezoceramici è altresì proposto. 
La modellizzazione agli elementi finiti ed il controllo di un elemento elastico anche accoppiato 
con una cavità acustica a pareti rigide viene quindi realizzata. Le matrici sono estratte dal 
Nastran ed assemblate in Matlab secondo la classica formulazione non simmetrica che descrive 
l'interazione fluido struttura. A tali matrici vengono aggiunte quelle di accoppiamento 
elettromeccanico del piezoceramico con l'ipotesi semplificativa che solo gli effetti sui bordi di 
interfaccia vengano presi in considerazione. Infine, del circuito elettrico ne viene simulato il 
comportamento. A causa del rapido tempo di commutazione del meccanismo, il sistema risulta 
non lineare e tempo variante, quindi un approccio transitorio diretto, attraverso un algoritmo di 
Newmark è risultato necessario per computare la risposta nel tempo del sistema.  
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Résumé (extended abstract in French language) 
De nombreuses recherches sont aujourd’hui consacrées à l’étude et au développement de 
stratégies de réduction du bruit et des vibrations. Dans le domaine de l’acoustique comme dans 
le domaine des vibrations, différentes approches peuvent être envisagées. Une tendance actuelle 
est d’appliquer des techniques actives qui sont reconnues pour être efficaces sur une large bade 
de fréquence, mais qui souffrent cependant d’une complexité de mise en œuvre et d’une 
nécessité d’un apport d’énergie extérieur qui rendent ces systèmes peu robustes et 
potentiellement instables. Les techniques passives, qui utilisent par exemple des matériaux 
isolants, sont quand à elles très efficaces pour les hautes fréquences mais plus limitées en basse 
fréquence pour un problème de poids et d’encombrement, ce qui peut être un inconvénient dans 
certaines applications aéronautiques ou aérospatiales où la légèreté est un paramètre primordial.  
Afin de diminuer le bruit engendré par les vibrations des structures, il est possible d’adopter une 
approche différente basée sur l’utilisation de systèmes semi-passifs. Cette technique, qui sera 
utilisée dans ce travail, est réalisée grâce des éléments piézo-céramiques collés à la structure et 
connectés à un circuit électrique de type shunt résonant avec un interrupteur (switch shunt). 
L’interrupteur permet d’ouvrir et de fermer le circuit électrique à des moments bien précis de 
façon à maximiser l’atténuation des vibrations. Par rapport aux systèmes actifs, ce type 
d’approche est relativement simple à mettre en œuvre, robuste et stable. De plus, par rapport aux 
techniques piézoélectriques purement passives, il n’est pas nécessaire de fournir de l’énergie 
extérieur au système ni d’accorder précisément les composants électrique pour garder une 
efficacité sur une bande de fréquence relativement large. 
L’objectif du travail est double. Il s’agit de développer un outil de calcul par éléments finis 
(basé sur les logiciels Matlab et Nastran) pour simuler la réponse dynamique de système 
couplés élasto-acoustiques amortis grâce à l’utilisation de pastilles piézoélectriques connectées à 
un circuit de type shunt avec interrupteur. De plus, des expérimentations sont réalisées de façon 
à tester un dispositif piézoélectrique original et valider certains développements numériques. 
Concernant l’expérimentation, une approche originale basée sur l’utilisation d’un tachymètre et 
de circuits intégrés CMOS (nécessitant une alimentation de 12 V) a été développée. Une 
adaptation est également proposée pour l’utilisation simultanée de plusieurs patches 
piézoélectriques.  
Une modélisation éléments finis d’une structure élastique couplée à une cavité acoustique est 
tout d’abord réalisée. Les matrices globales des parties fluide, structure et couplage fluide-
structure sont extraites du code de calcul Nastran et sont réassemblées dans Matlab selon la 
formulation classique non symétrique en termes de déplacement de la structure et de pression 
dans le fluide. Ensuite, la matrice de couplage électro-mécanique est ajoutée pour prendre en 
compte les effets piézoélectriques. Enfin, le comportement du circuit résonnant avec 
interrupteur est modélisé et simulé. Etant donné les temps de commutation très courts, une 
approche temporelle directe (basée sur le shéma de Newmark) a été utilisée de façon à calculer 
la réponse transitoire du système couplé.  
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